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RKL CONTROLS
SOLAR SYSTEM
FINAL REPORT
INTRODUCTION:
The RKL solar project is located at the corner
of Ark and Ftacy-Haines Roads in Lumberton, New Jersey,
at 39.8° latitude. It is approximately twenty miles
due east of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, centrally
located in the highly industrialized corridor between
Washington, D.C. and Boston, MA. At the time a cost-
share contract was signed with ERDA, RKL Controls, Inc.
was a privately held manufacturing corporation which
owned land at the above mentioned site and had designed
a building to be solar heated and solar air-conditioned
for construction at this site. This building was to be
designed specifically for solar heating and solar air-
conditioning incorporating many novel design features.
Before the system was completely finished, RKL Controls,
Inc. was purchased by Robbins & Myers, Inc of Dayton,
Ohio with the transfer of ownership taking place in
December of 1979. Final acceptance of the solar system
occurred on November 1, 1980.
It should be noted that RKL Controls, Inc. were
the designers, contractors, and owners of the facility.
The solar system became operational in October of
1979 1 on a manual, day-to-day basis for heating only.
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During the summer of 1980, it became operational on
a manual, day-to-day basis for air-conditioning only.
Finally, in October, 1980 it became operational for
heating and air-conditioning and was fully computer
controlled.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
It was the object, originally, to design an
extremely energy sensitive building with a solar
system incorporating the proven flat-plate collector
to accomplish fifty percent ( 50%) of the heating load
and forty percent (40%) of the air-conditioning load.
It was also desired to design the unit with undersized
collecting surfaces and oversized storage ability.
It was also further desired to incorporate the latest
technologies of micro-processors to completely control.
the system, collect data, analyze the data, and based
on the analysis, pick the best modes of operation
for a particular existing weather condition, all of this
being done on a real time basis.
It was desired that the building and the solar
collecting system be separate and that the collection
system be located a ground level. It was to be as
well protected as possible from the elements, be easily
maintainable, with the possibility of vandalism kept
as low as possible.
We also desired to makk the solar system as
flexible as possible with redundancy included in
mechanical equipment wherever possible,thereby elimi-
nating the possibility of shutting down the system due
to a single equipment failure. The flexibility we
were concerned with was in our piping and valving
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so that switching could be made to multiple
storage tanks either charging or discharging the
tanks in parallel or in series.
It was further desired that the heat exchanger
between the collecting loop and the storage and
distribution loops be designed to operate at a4
minimum differential of two degrees Fahrenheit (2°F.)
and that the air handling unitQ within the plant also
operate on a two degree Fahrenheit ( 2 0 F.) differential
between plant air temperature and hydronic temperature.
In the design of this plant, which encompasses
a typical machine shop, assembly, and test operation
for the manufacture of control valves, we desired to
include all types of energy saving devices and
equipment. This ranged from high efficient electric
motors to overhead barbershop type fans, and sodium
vapor lighting throughout. As this was also one of
the largest cost-sharing contracts under PON #1 and
one of the few manufacturing facilities that was
completely heated and cooled by solar, we set aside
a section of the plant to become our computer and
control center designed in such a way that visitors
could observe the operation of the solar system without
interrupting normal manufacturing operations.
4
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DESCRIPTION OF SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM AND BUILDING
The building, housing our manufacturing, sales
and solar computer control center/display room,
consists of 40,000 square feet of floor space and
is of the conventional steel post in wall construction
with a flat roof having a pitch from West to East
of one foot (1 1 ) per hundred feet.
The offices are located on the South wall of
this building with the solar computer control center/
display room and the mechanical room in the Southeast
corner.
The entrance to the offices of RKI, Controls
is nearest the parking lot and the West end of
the South wall for convenience of employees, with a
separate entrance into the display room at the East
end of the Sout:i wall.
The only windows are on the South wall and
consist of six foot (6') high, six inch (6") wide
slit windows, double glazed for low enercy, loss,
narrowness to prevent breaking and entering.
The walls between the offices and the manufacturing
area are insulated both to prevent noise penetration
and loss of energy,as the manufacturing area is generally
kept cooler in the winter and warmer in the summer than
the offices.
All entrances to the building,either man-doors
or loading doors,were surrounded by air locks with
double doors, including overhead doors.
w ^^
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The overhead doors were especially designed, fully
internally foamed metal construction, one and a half
inches Gk") thick with seals on all four edges and
between panels. They are interlocked in such a way
that no dcor from the outside can be opened at the
same time as an inside door.
All man doors open outwardly with emergency
panic bar control for easy exit from the building
in case of emergency. Entrances from shipping and
receiving are on the East wall of the building, as
prevailing winds are from the Southwest,with largo
machinery loading and unloading doors on the West
side, which are only opened occasionally. The North
wall has no openings into the building.
The building itself is insulated on the
outside with a two hundred and fifty pound (250 LB.)
density sprayed urethane foam on the vertical walls
(1-1^" thick..) and a three hundred and fifty pound
(350 LB.) sprayed urethane foam on the roof (2'-3"
thick). RKL Controls Construction Division bought
the equipment and sprayed the external surfaces so
that there was a homogeneous insulated cover on the
surface of the building. The urethane surface was
spray painted with a special UV resistant, white
acrylic paint, such coating being approximately 50 mils
thick, consisting of two (2) coats on the vertical
surfaces, each coat being sprayed in two directionstand
one heavy coat on the horizontal surfaces, being sprayed
in two directions.
	 6
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All, fresh air vents, sky lights, and smoke vents
were installed before the spraying operation so that no
separate sealing would be necessary.
The foam was sprayed directly onto the cement block
and directly onto the W-form steel roof deck so that
extremely tight adhesion would occur.
This insulation has proved extremely satisfactory in
making the building very air tight. Spraying the foam
on the outside of the building eliminates any toxic
gas effect within the building if there should be a
fire, and allows the mass of the building to become a
large heat sink thus increasing our storage capacity.
By spraying the foam ir, place onto the steel deck
and cement block walls instead of a layup of urethane
sheeting,we were able to eliminate all seaming seals
on the surfaces. Spraying saved a tremendous amount
of labor and consequently reduced the cost of insulation.
The sprayed urethane is pliable and expands and
contracts with the building without cracking.
Within the building we located four large air
handling units with extremely large built-in copper
fin-tube heat exchanges. These air-handling units are
located in the manufacturing area with dual. speed
fan motors and are so constructed that there are four
sets of four coils in each air handling unit. This
allows us to preheat with low quality solar heated
water and do final heat with high quality solar or
electrically heated hot water to gain the maximum
use of the solar energy storage. Each air-handling
unit has eight automatic valves, manufactured by RKL
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Controls, which allows any one of all four coils to be
used in any combination of preheat and final heat.
One of the large air handling units has a: .^jeat pipe
system build into it that preheats fresh air brought into
the building, from the outside, on a 24 hour Main. Pre-
heating occurs by removing the heat from the exhaust air
and transferring it to the incoming air, v'_a a heat pipe
system which is approximately sixty percent (600)
efficient. Also each one of these air-handling units
has automatic louvers which allow us, during cool, dry
nights in the summertime to bring in cool, dry air.-,
thus reducing our air-conditioning requirements during our
heaviest load periods. "here fans are sized to completely
change the air within the plant within ten minutes. All
of the air passing through these air-handling units
is filtered. The discharge is downwards throughout
a 360 0 pattern. The air-handling units in conjunction
with twelve (12) overhead, barbershop type fans located
two (2) feet under the ceiling between bar joints, allows
us to maintain a two degree Farenheit (2°F.) differential between
the floor and the eighteen (18 1 ) to twenty (20 1 ) foot
ceiling. Two smaller dual speed air handling units
circulate filtered air from the plant through the
offices and back out into the plant. All of the air-
handling units are fully controlled by the computer
and any one or all can be turned on at any given time,
depending upon the conditions in the area that a particular
air-handling unit services. All of the control between
the computer ar.d these air-handling units is accomplished
8
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through optically isolated relays.
Room air temperature sensing occurs at one location
and three diff-rent, levels within the offices, ceiling,
six feet above the floor, and three feet above the floor.
Air temperature sensing occurs at three different levels and
four different locations within the plant.
Relative humidity is sensed within the offices,
within the plant, and outside the building, as is outside
air temperature, wind direction, and wind speed.
Each of the shipping and receiving air locks as well
as the mechanical room itself ha; vent fans blowing out of
the building in the cooling season and into the manufac-
turing area during the heating season. The main shipping/
receiving air lock has the air compressors located within
it and these air compressors generate heat which is used
to help heat the plant manufacturing area. The mechanical
room also becomes quite warm,during solar collection
periods and this heat is circulated into the plant to
help with our heating load. During the summer months
the mechanical room becomes quite warm and fresh
air is circulated throughout the room to the outside
to help reduce the cooling load of the building.
The same is true with the air in the air locks during
summertime. Temperatures within these areas are
sensed, and the computer makes the decision whether
to circulate air from the various air locks and
mechanical room into the plant or to the outside,
9
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All partitions between the mechanical room and the
manufacturing area are insulated with vermiculite inside
of the cement block walls to prevent heat loss or gain
into these areas.
Four sky-lights in the manufacturing area also
serve as drop-in type smoke vents in case of fire.
These sky-lights are double glazed plexiglass with a gold
flash inside the cuter plexiglass layer to reflect as much
infared during daylight hours as is possible.
All internal and external man-doors into the
air locks are one and half inches Oh l') thick with
fully urethaned foamed cores. Door lights are six
inches wide by two feet high double glazed.
The display room itself has a seventeen foot
high ceiling with (3), four by six foot double glazed
panels looking into the machanical room. This room
contains our computers behind a partition with office
area above and our L-shaped solar control console.
There is space for approximately twenty people at
one time to watch what is going on in the solar collecting
area over cloa­°: circuit television, and observe
wha!- is going on in the mechanical room.
The mechanical room has all piping and control
valves located eight feet above the floor or cn
the walls. All solar piping is made of glass reinforced
high temperature modified epoxy and is used throughout the
collection loop, the storage loops and the distribution
loops.
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The distribution loops to the air-handling units
within the manufacturing area are of the fully
balanced continuous return type. There are two
parallel distribution loops, one for low quality
energy from one source for pre-heating, and the other
for hiy,& quality energy from another source which
could either be storage or our auxillary hot water
heater, for final heatin g_ purposes. The same is true
for cooling purposes. In other words, low quality
energy for pre-cooling and high quality energy for
final cooling.
All valves within the system except handwheel
operated isolation valves are pneumatically operated with
all control solenoids located in one panel, optically
isolated from the computer. Pneumatic relays
on each control valve are operated by these solenoid valves.
There are seventy-five (75) temperature sensors located
in various sections of the piping system for use in
computer analysis of the data collected. We chose to
use thermic-.ers in all cases for ease of multiplixing.
The advantages of the above mentioned high
temperature plastic piping are quite obviously,
the weight of the piping, the ease of the fabrication,
as all fittings are epoxved in place, and cost
which was a great deal lower than copper piping.
This plastic piping has an operating temperature
of 225°F. at 100 PSIG,well above our maximum operating
temperature of 210'x. and maximum working pressure
of 50 PSIG.
_"
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All piping is connected to each piece of mechanical
equipment with elastomeric expansion joints manufactured
by RKL Controls. Expansion joints are also located
in long runs of this pipe at specified intervals.
There are one hundred and eighty (180) control valves
in the system, all of the RKL Controls' type SG, or SGE,
which offer absolutely drop tight closure, corrosion
resistance, and extremely low pressure drop. These
valves are used, not only in the mechanical room,but
throughout the distribution system and on the air-
handling units.
The storage loop piping is so designed that we can
either store in series or in parallel,to any one or
all five storage tanks. At the same time we can remove
from any or all tanks in series or in parallel depending
upon conditions we want to achieve. This facility, as
we mentioned before, was designed not only as a practical
heating and cooling demonstration, but also as a research
facility, thus the reason for our high degree of flexi-
bility.
The auxiliary hot water heater is located in the
mechanical room as are the two (2) twenty-five ton (25)
ARKLA chillers and the eight (8) Ingersoll-Rand outboard
bearing pumps.
Also located in the mechanical room are the water
treatment systems for our potable water and our cooling
tower water. The latter is used only during the air-
conditioning season.
IZ
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The solar storage system consists of six (6) tanks,
four (4) of which are ten thousand (10,000) gallons, and
two (2) of which are five thousand (5,000) gallons. These
tanks are located just outside the East wall of the
mechanical room, above ground.
They are of stainless steel. construction, 20' tall,
standing vertically, and are insulated with 6" of sprayed
urethane insulation, painted white. There are four (4)
six inch (6")diameter pipes connected to the storage loop
inside of the mechanical room, two at the bottom and two
at the top with internal vortex eliminators. Each tank
has a stainless steel hinged man-sized inspection port
at the top,and are vented to atmosphere. Also each tank
has a temperature probe located at the bottom, the middle,
and the top with an extension pipe that goes to the center
of the tank. All tanks are connected to the plastic piping
entering the building with elastomeric flexible connectors
manufactured by RKL Controls and each pipe is insulated
with two inches (2") of cast urethane foam, covered with an
ultra-violet resistant polyvinylchloride white, glued in
place plastic sheeting, as is all of the piping external
to the building.
The solar collection loop leaves the Southeast
corner of the building, crosses a bridge to a bermed
area, down inside the berm, forming a fully balanced
loop within the berm, where the solar collectors are
located. The bridge is of the single suspension type,
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suspended from the building with stainless steel wires
and is constructed of stindard beam forms of pultrusion
type epoxy plastic reinforced with glase,ae, are all pipe
supporting bridges in the berm area. These bridges
require no maintenance,such as painting.
The berm itself is constrsc ; ( ac -)f earth from the
site and is so designed that when ;.:ie arrays are
horizontal they are below the edge of the berm and out
of sight. The berm acts as a wind shield preventing damage
to the arrays during high wind conditions,such as the
occasional hurricane force winds that come across Southern
New Jersey every two or three years.
The solar collecting arrays consist of twelve sub-
arrays located in two rows of six each. Each sub-array
is individually controlled so that it can be tilted
on an East-West axis from an upside down condition
to the correct angle for optimum collection on a given
day or given hour of that day. Each sub-array consists
of twenty-seven Sunworks flat-plate collectors, double-
glazed with selective surface copper sheet and tube.
There are three rows of nine solar collectors
on each sub-array and each row is connected to the one above
so that there is a cascading effect for high quality
energy collecting. There is a centrally located starter
relay control panel in the berm, with manual override
for each sub-array which is driven a- one RPM by a one
horse power double reduction gear motor through a heavy
link chain drive.
14
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There are two headers, one at the inlet and one
at the outlet, bottom and top respectively, which run
to either side of the sub-array. These inlet and outlet
headers are connected to a 2" ID looped wire-reinforced
high temperature hose which is in turn connected to its
respective inlet or outlet loop at the base of the arrays.
Each sub-array is isolatable with RKL pinch type
handwheel operated shut-off valves and each sub-array
has a relief valve located at the highest point. The
individual collectors are connected to each other and
the readers with high temperature EPDM flexible hose to
take up for expansion and contraction.
Sub-array structures are constructed of structural
steel members and a tubular steel shaft with self aligning
bearings at either end. Thereis acommon A-frame support
between each sub-array and an individual A-frame support
at either end anchored to large 12" thick concrete pads
at each leg. Each leg is held to the pad by three (3)
adju,table clamps with bolts buried in the pad for easy
al'..gnment or re-alignment if any pad should shift.
There is an Eppley Photometer located on its own
collapsible support between the south row of six
sub-arrays, exactly in the center of the line of six
sub-arrays. It is easily lowered for inspection and
cleaning.
Each sub-array has its own inclinometer which feeds
back to the computer for exact positioning. There is
also a high temperature probe on each sub-array, placed
15
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against the collector absorption surface of the top central
collector for monitoring temperatures and indicating any
stagnation conditions.
At the end of the return collection loop within
the berm, there is a three inch (3 1') relief valve which
discharges into a holding tank so that any overpressuring
due to stagnation or other reason will discharge the
propolene glycol, used during the winter months, into
the holding tanks, thus preventing a spill. The flat
surface inside the berm under the array area is covered
with a light road-bearing bituminous concrete, black in
color, for easy access to each sub-array for repair
and maintenance and to absorb heat during the summer
months,which radiates up towards the upside down collectors
after darkness so that residual heat decay will be reduced
during our heavy load cooling season.
The entrance to the berm is located on the East side
away from the direction of prevailing winds. The berm
also serves to reduce edge losses during the winter season
when winds average five to ten(5 to 10) miles per hour.
Each sub-array is spray foamed with urethane on the
back side so that moisture and ice will not collect on
the backside of the arrays between its Ptructural beams,
when they are upside down during dark conditions or stormy
weather. This also reduces back side heat loss, of in-
dividual collectors, to practically zero (0).
The complete solar loop holds approximately two
thousand gallons (2,000) of a fifty percent (50%) solution
of propolene glycol and water during the winter months.
16
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This propolene glycol and water is drained into the
two thousand (2,000) gallon holding tank, located in the
berm, from the solar collection loop during the summer
months and replaced with water. This prolongs the
life of the propolene glycol. We also gain the advantage
of using water, during our highest load cooling season,
which has a better specific heat than the propolene
glycol/water mixture.
Because the arrays are rotatable to an upside
down position during windy or bad weather conditions
and at night, the maintenance involved in keeping the
double-glazed surface clean is reduced drastically. Also
we do not have to wait for any snow or ice to melt
from the collecting surface of the flat-plate collectors
during winter weather as no ice or snow collects on
the double-glazed glass surface.
Each row of six (6) sub-arrays are spaced in the
berm area so that mirrors can be add,
at a later date without being shaded
the Southern row of sub-arrays. The
is fenced with a ten foot high (101)
fence to prevent vandalism or damage
inquisitive people.
ad, if desirable,
by the berm or
complete area
chain-link
to the area by
Just East of the storage tanks, on a separate
pad is located the cooling tower which is only used
during the cooling season. It is a conventional open
cooling tower circulating air through it from West to
East, which is the prevailing wind direction.
.ti
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The berm, 40,000 square foot manufacturing facility,
and parking lot occupy approximately five(5) acres in
the Southwest corner of a presently-owned thirty acre
piece of land with its own fire protection pond, at the
corner of Ark Read on the West and Stacy-Haines Road
on the South, in the town of Lumberton, New Jersey. All
drainage from the property and from the berm area enters
the holding/fire-protection pond.
Television surveillance cameras are mounted in the
parking area and on the top of the berm at the Southeast
corner to give us surveillance of the solar array area
from the computer room. We also record from these cameras,
by stop motion recorder, for a period of three days (3)
before the tape is erased and re-recorded.
The parking lot is lighted by high-pressure sodium
vapor street lights for low energy usage, as are all
external lights in the berm area and on the building
itself.
ACCEPTANCE TEST
As the system became operational beginning
in the Fall of 1979, using only manual operation, it
was decided to put off the formal test plan until the
computer programs were finished and de-bugged to the
point where they could completely operate the system in
both the heating and air-conditioning modes without manual
assistance. The cooling mode programs were completed in the
Summer of 1980,and were run for quite some time before
the heating season occurred. In early October of 1980,
the heating programs were run and de-bugged. Finally,
on October 29, 1980, Mr. Jim Hankins of NASA arrived to
observe both programs running and to check on the efficiency
of the solar collecting loop. Both the heating and the
cooling programs ran satisfactorily and it was determined
by Mr. Hankins that the solar collecting loop
had run at about thirty-five percent (35%) efficiency, which
was in the area that we expected.
It now remains for us to collect data over an
extended length of time, analyze the data, determine
whether any changes to the computer programs would be
advantageous,and if so,make these changes. However as
the system now stands RKL Controls has accepted the design,
the construction, and the operation of the system.
As we do have the capability of chosing from some
sixty-four (64) possible modes or combination of modes,
we plan to experiment with the system over the next few
years to see if we can increase the efficiency to a level
where we can completely separate ourself from any auxiliary
source of heating and cooling.
19
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operation with relatively low maintenance.
This can, however, only be accomplished if the
necessary effort is expended.
First, it is required that the computer be reprogrammed
to increase efficiency.
Second, it is absolutely essential that management
and employees be educated towards developing attitudes
which would lead to the understanding of the necessity
for further research on this project. Energy conservation
is one of the most important iRsues facing this nation,
not so much for this moment, but for the future. The
vision to see that point is of utmost importance.
PREDICTED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
It is our firm belief that this system at RRL Controls
can accomplish 100% heating and cooling in a hands-off
MAJOR PROBLEMS AND THEIR RESOLUTIONS
As this system has been operational in various modes
manually for the past year and a half, we have discovered
most of the major problems. Corrective action was taken
at the time the problems arose. At the time of official
acceptance most of these problems had been eliminated.
Some of these problems are listed below:
Leakage of hose connection between the flat-plate
collectors due to faulty installation of the hose
connectors. As leaks have occurred the short length
of hoso between the connectors has been lengthened
and more care has been taken in applying the hose
clamps.
Leakage of the hose loops between the solar collector
loop and each individual sub-array. The original
hose specified was of too li ght-weight construction
and many pin holes were found in this wire-reinforced
radiator type hose. We eliminated the problem by going
to a heavier EPDM steam type wire-reinforced hose with
swaged screw connections at both ends.
We have had some problc.,ia with limit switches on the
sub-arrays which were primary for safety shut-off
to prevent overtravel. These switches are being
replaced with a better grade switch and being re-
located to prevent this problem from occurring in
the future. Also these limit switches will have
a back-up limit switch for redundancy purposes.
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The other major problem area has been with our
microprocessors in the control room. They have
failed due to electrical outages. We have now
attached the microprocessors to the UPS ' s so that
we can go through an orderly shut down of the
microprocessors without creating problems when
the main power into the building comes back on.
The rest of the problems are relatively minor;
the failure of a solenoid operated control valve,
dirty air, moisture in the air, and so forth.
22
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LESSONS LEARNED AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The major lesson learned is that this project probably
should have been limited to a bare bones heating and cooling
facility, not as a research and development as well as an
operational heating and cooling facility. If this had been
done, a great deal of the instrumentation, the number of
operating modes and so forth could hvae been eliminated, as
well as a number of control valves and a large part of our
piping. This would make the system much more cost effective.
We have also learned that the programming should have
been done from the beginning by an outside consulting firm,
as there would be much more depth in programmers to take
care of any loss in programming personnel during the develop-
ment stage of the project. This would have been less costly
in the long run, both in time and money.
Some of the lessons learned that are on the positive
side are that the urethane foain on the outside of the
building gives a much tighter and consequently a much more
energy efficient building than other types of construction.
It is extemely satisfactory.
We have also learned that having the oversized storage,
which is less expensive than collector arrays, has contributed
greatly to the success of this project, as we are able to
operate our heat distribution system from storage for periods
of up to five (5) days when we can not collect solar energy.
We have also learned that having multiple tank storage makes
it easier for us to obtain high quality energy faster during
short per-Lids of high intensity sunlight.
ie 23
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The fact that we can rotate our collectors, turning
them upside-down during bad weathez,makes them mote efficient
in the winter time when snow and ice conditions are preve-
lent,as well as allowing us to increase efficiency during
clear weather by tracking in a North South plain on an
hourly basis.
We have further learned that the double glazing and
cascading has allowed us to reach a higher quality level
of energy, and that flat plate type collectors can be used•
to operate absorbtion type chillers without the necessity
of going to a very expensive concentrating collectors.
Another plus has been the berm surrounding the solar
collecting area. Comments have been very good from neighbors
as to the aesthetic value of the berm and we do gain quite a
bit by the reduction of edge losses of our collector surfaces
as well as protection from hurricane force winds, which we
have experienced twice in the last two years.
We have also learned that the overhead barber shop
type fans have been very successful in distributing our heat
from floor to ceiling level in a mute' more uniform way and
that the sodium vapor lighting has decreased our electrical
energy cost.
The air locks between all of the outside entrances
and plant entrances are also valuable in keeping down energy
losses from the building.
The location of the solar storage tanks above ground need
not detract from the beauty of a site if properly located. They
are much easier to maintain and there is less energy loss from
Dur storage system during our heavy load cooling season when
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we are able to store high teeipera ture water for operation
of the chillers at night time. There would be a much
higher loss if these tanks were located underground
Of course the advantage of having the solar collectors
at ground level is obvious. Maintenance problems are
reduced drastically. There is also the cost consideration
of mounting collect.^rs on the roof cf a building due to
additional support members for the roof and the fact that
an exposed array system on the roof of a building is subject
to wind damage,and people walking below cowl be hurt by
falling glass or debris. All of these probl, s have been
eliminated by having the array system at ground level.
t-	 25
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STATEMENTS VERIFYING THE SOLAR SYSTEM
The solar system was built as per design drawings
which were changed during the course of the building
operation. However, it must be kept in mind that RKL Controls
was the designer, the contractor,and the owner of this
building, so decisions to change these designs were rel-
atively easy to make during the building and construction
pnase of the project. RKL Controls accepts its own designs
and construction without hesitation and feels that the
acceptance tests were more than satisfactory.
RKL Controls also feels that all the interim performance
criteria requirements were met.
Respectively submitted,
• ti^
6k- Little
Solar Manager
RKL Controls
RKL/kll
PICTURE INDEX
DESCRIPTION
Aerial View of RKL Controls
Storage Tanks
Solar Arrays
Computer Control Consol
Plant Air Handling Unit
Mechanical Room - Pump Alley
Mechanical Room - Aux. Heater
Mechanical Room - Control Valves
PICTURE PLATE NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Typical Twpgrature
Printout
Tmry ^c •
;ch-or Nun3cn ,., LocnT:oN Dccrcc^ r
T'3 '.DL nr Loor - • qLI TLCT
	 . ^^. a
T :4
.	 .	 .	 .
rurtr:	 :o nND
	 :: Dv-'c i ircic 5:.:3
T 14 IICnT	 c::c1+nN l;Cr •.• . 1 /CLL	 OUT 65.6
T26 HCnT	 C':cllnrrl3Cr • • "IICLL	 IN 64.9
1^ /C ^.^.^.0,,. ^	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .4 
il 'JC T^0•'^: • -P T0141 :2 3. 3
I;'JC •"',	 4. •,5 Trull fir'•
4vc 7.	 .•.
nvc T47. T4;3. T4 •? n' cMMV nIP • T cm r%crnTur• c 1;,, ?
''C T 'i ) T 7 '	 T S^ r :' Cr nm TCrlrCrnTUrC 6 01.6
Ii , .^c T 1:.5,TI:I?,T1:.' urr:CC n:r TCMrCrn T ljrc
 .	 .
iwC To-,•, , T^a. T7: riocinc :Ilor n :r TCrircrn r, Llrc 66.. 4
T4: T 35 DT	 n_:Cn:L • .'	 n:r	 Ill;r+:►Lcr :62.0
,4%-' T36 DT rLI.nncr ri :r i4PWILCr
	 .	 .	 . :. 4
T4' T 3' D T 	 = Tool room n : r 11nN:,Lcr 5.3
To 44 T"0 :IT	 rinl.11:NC
	
"I4Or	 n:r	 In;NPLC^ 21.:^
Tog 'T39 :1T	 Lo::.	 n :r	 14"4NrLcr	 .	 .	 .	 . 4.4
T44.. T4? :T	 LLINI:Iirvorl	 ri:r	 10-04 1. ►Lcr :a.
;'^	 TIir11 ps
I _ T 1; r11 :
TIIC rll.^rl:Cr rrCl_c-ca :rl •^ T I)NI q I;rin TF41 41 : orr_ The rc^rccT:^,c Tnru
T10 T, 1• I I;TCP	 :' C :rll, 11 L: TO I4CI;T TIHL Lu:L'.• :rll: IM ID I.IIiTu
i1_:rl li 11' .111 ip	 T qrC I4[11T.	 n ::Cro '1 IIT[: TlinT Tll:r
r • I;r • T :rLlLlir, rl_w v#,,ct , 	 riCT :rl Grcm —,nrl II'	 T ,MC.
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PROCEEDURES FOR MANUALLY OPERATING THE RKL SOLAR SYSTEM
As it is desirable at certain times to o perate the
system manually when :omputers are being serviced or
maintenance is taking place in different parts of the
system, we determined from the beginning that there
would be a manual system for the basic collection,
storage and distribution for both the heating and cooling
modes.
To accomplish this manual operation a series of
toggle switches were placed under a locked cover to the
right of the operator at our solar computer console.
These toggle switches allow us to bypass the computer at
any time if the need arises. These switches are shown
in picture plate No. 4.
The following computer printouts are instruction to an
operator which are self-explanatory to handle any of the
manual override that might be desired.
38
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PROCEDURE FOR ODTn I M I HG J 1 'J TCM TCMPCRfiTURCS
•	 seas=x== :roc= aasassssssosasssssssssssssssss
	
..
1) TURN ON 'SIGNAL CONDITIONER FOR DISK DRIVES.
TURN ON LOWER CPGMCMC13 dZ2 MI CPO- -PROCESSOR.
3) TURN ON LEAR SCIGLER ADM 3 CRT FOR DISPLAY.
4) IMSCRT DISK C3 INTO RIGIIT iinl4D DISK DRIVE----
LABEL rnc,'NG LCF' ••••LCrTMOST SLOT ON DRIVE.
S) PU^b11 RC"'CT•..BUTTON ON LOWER CROMCMCO « PROCCSSOR.
G) PUT	 rROM BOTTOM ON LEFT S I DCOr OPTO •O; DO)% IN TIIC UP PL I T.OM.
7) PUSII TILL RETURN BUTTON ON TIIC CRT KC f'DOnRD
SCVCRnL T:HCS.
3) TIIC COMPUTER WILL z'" ,PCMT TIIC U^CR WIT11 TIIC
rOLLOWING PIiRrISGs
CROMCHCO RDOS1
9% TO TI I I TIIC USER SI IOULD RCCPOMD W I Tll A D
FOLLOWED 3Y R CfiRRIfiGC RETURN.
10) TI11S TIME, TIIC COMPUTER WILL RESrOND WITI1 TIIC
FOLLOW/NGs
CDOS VERSION 82.17
CROMCMCO D I SI: Orcmi' I NG S 'STEM
COP YR I GI IT (C) 13'3. 13'7 CROMCnCO. l IMC.
A.
11) T IIC COMPUTERNC J RE',D` f
 TO CaCCUTC n PROGRnm.
T1IC- ONL Y rInoG,.:,;	 T I T CAM DZRLC''L .' CY,000TE.. PRCTI IOSC W.' ►
 I I 0 : LCNnMC CND I NCB W I TI1 A ' EOM' CYTCNS I OM.
:2) TYPL IN L301:3 AND FOLLOWED DY A cnRR ,nGC RETURN.13) D"rLn ,,
 'lv2ULD nPrcnR W/TII/N 30 SECONDS:
14; TO MOMCNTnRIL`? IIfILT TIic D/CPLfi;"S SCROLLING nCT/OM.
0 CONTROL -S
 cnN DC USED. TI I I S I S ncCOMPL I SIICD BY
DCPRE,,vNG TIIC CTRL KE"a' AND WIIILC HOLDING TIC:^ KCY.
	
DEPRESSING TIIC
	 I:CY.
15) TO nnoRT TIIC D / SPL fiUSC A CONTROL
. -C. TO	 OUTT11C D / SPLn USC 0 CONTROL-
 r.
IG) RC.►TfiRT D I SPLIi`1 B1' T`1 P /NG ti CONTROL--- fIGf1IN. TO STOP
TIIC PRINTING Or TIIC B I slma'. T ^'Pc 0 CONTROL , -P.
1
per$ N0Q	 I
q'Q2jS
39T 'f	
uw`
3
^"` 
^	
_ ._..^
	 y^.;.f- :-,^	
.•.^..r• •..war- 
_, 1	 ^i ^n1
	
.JStA..a+.•..,- .^_ .i ei ^	 .e..	 .tom c•	 •:5.	 .Floc.	 4...	 '1^'ti l^l
`	 w
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COLL[CTzNG fiND STORAGE LOOP INSTRUCTIONS
=asasazzasz:szassaz:seas:=zzazzz:zssssasss
1) OPEN CV 1 25
2) OPEN SURGE -'nNl( DnLL vnLVC!	
3% TURN ON rump in nND 1D
4) PUT fiRRfi1'S Z N TI iC COLLECT POS Z T Z ON
{	 5) WIICW T73 nriD 1".4 nRC GREn v, cR vNinh 60 P OPEN CV 3 nhD 4
G) CLOSE CV 125
OPEN CV 1, 3,,120, 110, 33, 34, 35, 3G, 3', 40, 44, 413.52, 15G
3) DC T ERM Z NC DC S Z RC-D vnhK f • OR S TORnGL .
9) vni vc TO Tl l(4T Tnmi-.* U^ Z NG TIIC f OLLOW Z NG vnLVCS
nTnmk i- CV 7 es i i
D) TfiNK2 •- CV 13 -A 15
C) Thkic3 •- CV 1' ox i3
D. TnN1:4 •• CV 21 3, 23 •
C) TnH1(5 •• CV 25 OIL 2?
! r) TfiNKG
	 CV 23 w 31
10) I-  MEN TIIC LLIOP TCMrCRnTURC ( Z C. T 13, T 14, nmD T?3)
	 Z S. GREfiTCR
TIUiN TIIC CCLCCTCD ?trot: TCMPCRn ruRc, TURN ON PUMP 2.
11) fiT TIIC CND Of' TIIC Dfi ,, OR Wi ICN COND Z T Z ONS D Z CTfiTC
i C. show, W Z ND, MECI inn Z chL PROBLEM ETC.) , TIIC
roLLOWZNG PROCEDURE (WOULD DE USOCD TO SIIUTDOWN
TIIC ^I%J TI	 .
1 I) TUR14 OVER nrZRn,Is
12) TURN Orr PUMP in.	 13, nhD 2
13) CLOSE CV 125, 1,3,120,3,4,110,33.34,35,36,30,40,44,40,52,56
i 3,11, 13, 15,1^,13..24,,23,25,27,23,31
14) CLO"SC SURGC MNl: DnLL vnLVC.
3.
-	 •+^ -	 y `;+^""i'^^^	 ^.^ ^ . ^  "'" ;1: Vii. ^ • r ,.. t	 _,	 !^^	 ,►.	 -+	 ,!.'^' •	
-...
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^,A
:0..3..00
11cnTTNG Or rLANT nND arrimS
j	 :% DETERMINE SOURCE or IICnT.LOOT OR v^ TOPAGC ^TC. SOLfiR	 _
Ir SOURCE I	 SOLAR LOOP,	 G5.::5, 1:t'.orcN C'J '3'0, 96, ^ ^+ ,n;
B;
^	 T	 , T	 ^ T a DETERMINE
CHECKnIR HANDLER , N"' RUC ► , DN•^	 ,DC OPENED.
RIP
	
f1NDLCR 'JAL'JCS TIU?T nRC TOII
C: OrCN TIIOSC 'JnL'JCS
D;
'	 c;
TURri ON r^.1Mr 2.
lJI1CN n !^f]MrORTADLC TCr1f > CRfiTURC Iles
DCCN PEACHED, -,CT up MODE TO ^TORC
SOLAR Loor IICnT TN n TnNK.
3:	 Tr -OURCE TS TnNI: STORMC,	 33.4:.4533, 34, 30, 6G, 53, 55, 5: , 47, 43,
n•: OPEN CV 43, 53, 57,•63, 7" 74, G:, nND 73.
D; CHECK AIR IIANDLCR TNaTRUCTTON3 TO DCTCRMTNCDC OPENED.MR Ih?NDLCR 'JfIL'JC11 TIInT ARC TO
C: Oren TI1O` C VALVES"	 *^	 USED.
	 aT	 . , DCa,RCD	 D0 .0nNI • 	TIInTDETERMINE	 aD:
I;	 Tnnl:	 orcN c'J : 0 " 12
Tnw, 2 OPEN c'J :a	 : G
Ax 303; ^TnNI: 3 OPEN C'J :0
4; TnNI; 4 OPEN C'J 32 	 24
5 % TnNK 5 OrEN cV 36	 23
G; T1	 G orcN c'J 30	 33
-C VnL'JC- rap TI¢E TnNI: DC^TRCD.C;
r :
OrCN n4o
, URN aN rump :3n ni . 33.
r-cmrcpnTURC Iln^ sCCN RChCI1CD ,G; WI ICN n coMrORTnDLC	
•
TURN orr, rUMr 3n nND 3D.
i
41
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AIR IIANDLCR CONTROL DIRECTIONS
J , ;;,	 ssssssasaaaassasssssssasassss
	 ^	 •
THC n'. R IIANDLCR;: ARC TO DC SC  Ur IN TIC 'rOLLOW I NG
•	 MANNER USING' TI ICM rOR TANK TO A Z RI IANDLCR MCAT AND SOLAR
LOOP TO MCAT biciIANGCR TO AIR IIANDLCR PRCITEAT MODES.
TIIC vALV I NG TO The AIR I IANDLCR DU-SCS
 is, A COMPL I V ICD
IN SI ICET SETT Z NG Ur TI IC I IEAT Z NG MODE DISTRIBUTION  LOOP.
TI I I S SIICCT OHL`, DCSCR Z BCS T1IC : C T T Z NG Or TIC vALUCS ON TI IC
AIR IIANDLCRS TI ICM^CLVCS. 	 I
TIIC n ip J IANDLCR VALVCS CAN DC DCSCR I DCD I" TIIC
	 sr
rOLLOWZNG MANNFRS
Wt •- TOE TWO NUMBER VALVC PRCrZ2t
•- TIIC ONC NUMBER VALVC -urr• Iu
TIC PRCr Z S;ES DETERMINE TIIC AZR I IANDLCR THAT Z SDC I MG U-CD*
AND TIIC isUrrIXES DCTCRMZNC The ACTUAL BANKS ON THAT AZR
IIANDLCR THAT ARE BEING ACTIVATED, THESE ARE DZrrCRCMT
WIICTIICR ONE ZS USING TIIC rRG11CAT OR MCAT MODE VALVC CHARTS.
TIIC BANK AND AZR IIANDLCR SCLCCTZONS rOLLOWs
AIR IIANDLCRS Q
A--CnBL`t
RUBBER
-TORAGC
MACH Z NE
LOBBY
LUNCHROOM
BANKS (rRCIICAT MODE) t
♦ • 	 DANE:: rxZ
BANI:^: St2t1.2t2t4
BANIt3: 2'..`t: , 2:2:4, XS t5
BANK4:2::::.2:2;4, 2:2:3, Y.S+G
BANKS ti ICAT Z MG MODE) i
	
	 -
3ANI:: a „St:.
BANI:.'t: Si1	 6
BANIC3:01.It fled,% StY3
BANI:4: S:SG" SO 6, 2:2:5.2;2:4
'AN TIIC PREVIOUS INrORMATZON, IT MUST DC RCCOGNZPCD
TI IAT TIIC DANK- ARE ADD Z T Z VC AND p in- DANK ONE MUST BE ACT Z VATED
BCrORC DANK TWO AND TWO BEFORE TIIRCC AND -0 ON: AND THAT
TIIC TOTAL HUMBER Or BAN1:- TO DC ACTIVATED ON AN ZNDZV,,DUAL
AZR IIANDLCR CANNOT C: COED FOUR t4:.
42	 oxI mvL PAGN IF
OF POOR QUA1,I1"
`AV
. •	
^Iu
23"
24"
25Y
E,* ,. n M P L E%'&' Or n ,R iinMDLER nND Dnmic S"CLECTION
ce, t nMPLC A t THE n',R T,EMPCRnTURC IN THE RUBBER nRCn I'S 63 r
nND THERE i invc DEEM MUMEROUS. COMPLnI hls, nDl3UT
IT BEING 70000000000000000000000
V 'rb	
CCCCCCULD,
'r liC-' F I R ST -mmG TI 	 iinis TO BE DOME ' 
"
" TO
;C -1 6M 'I 'ME 614 :& Cl I 'o nNl"%	 0-6 BE USED TO ic nT
THE BUILDING. U14CM T141 S. IS DONE. THE 0rCRn fTqR
mus, 'r purciallm iiau mnm,.,  cr '64c. inwis nND U141,C11
n'. R iinNDLER I.S. '07 0
 DC USED. "ll 4 I&SA 1 4S DOME Dl' CHECKI.-
ING-ON nic rnGE TITLED niR iinNDLER CONTROL
DIRECT laft-he
F 'A R %'S vs , F I ND '014C TWO NUMBER VnLVE rRcr,,,,,,,
TO 
F I ND TI 1  I  p amc ciccks Tic nRCn TITLED niR
iinmDLER.... FROM THIS. IT I&S DE T ERM I NED TI inT
i IC r R c r I:: 'S 14 0 U L 1) :IC  2) A C21 Y)
SPECOND, FIND TIC ONE NUMBER YnLYE zsurrix(cs.)
NEEDED '00 COMPLETE nic vnLVC NUMBER...
n 4ll q,.umc FOR NOW 'ninvo 'T.14REC BnmK".. nic HEEDED TO
nrrcc,r n REn-qmnDLC TcnrERnTURC RISE IN pw
nRCn. ONE NOW CI 	 "o4C TITLE nnHKs A' aicn-. ING
-r xx -MGDE %lp nND FINDS 'nino ...., iocim,w `,.'X'5.nRc NEEDED.
'll I IS RD, THE OPERnTOR COMB IME'S no4E'%f&C- HUMBER'S 'AM 'o4E
rOLLOPING mnMNERS
2,69 nND 5.
s# o lr i i n'r, T114C RES-ULTIMG vnLVC NUMBERS, nRc ns. rOLLOUSi
212
215
D.
i
lv"f' wl:	 .
rroc cD I jrc roR MnNUnL CONTROL Or nPI'Ln CI1: LL[RS
._=c=_=___=3==cs==ssasaassaa=saaaaassssssasssss
Orcm C'J :3.::,
	 G. 33
TUr.N Om rumr Ili IiND :3.
3: TURN Ur nrrays.
4; IIn:T •,
	 `• NIFIc :'3` m,NUTCv
5^ OrCN C'v'. CLOD C C'J :3.33
Orm C'J	 ::: 4, 0G, 107! ::5, G5
nrTCR a0 CC0ND^ CL03C CV ::0 	 9
"-7 	 V	 .	 ..
?; TIIri1 ON "OILER
WHEN TSa. TSv. T':3. T:4 IirE IiLL GREnTER TIIIiN :GO r
11" MEN CV
B. 'TLCC T Ii I R I IIiNDLER '..,nL'XC TO pc
 OrCNCD rr om
TIIC ri Gl T.TLCD Ii:r III7NDLER CONTROL DIRECT:ONS
nND TI IC rl irT : C ULIir IMM.' oR B riNl a TI IIiT APE TO
DC U'=cD From TIIC .brut_ :rlcliT: NG rtODC-: nrEn
or TIIC rfo5c..
C.: TLIrN ON ruMr 5
... I,IIICN '155, T156 , T1 .3! T.4 APE IiLL orcliTCR Trim 165 r, TURN
ON API ;
 LA : nrID nrV LA
I T	 rUTIA ICNT : rzErnrr, DLC . IMMIiGC wILL oCCLIP Ir
TIIC CII:LLCR'= me rLIN AT LOI.ICR TAN :GO r
IIOT tan lr , INLET TCMrCPnTLIrcc.
TII::^ DIiMMAGE 1.11 ,L .E CRI SE D IMMEDI'lMCL`I
DCCnU`::E or THE NnTUPE or TILE CCU:rr1cNT.
TILE orcrliTor, -AIOIJLD KE-Er TII:C :N M:N5 IJIICN
Or'cr1iT:NG
I.IIICN COLL:NG, :_, NO LONGED NEEDED:_
r,> TurN Orr nrUn s
f7 \ 	 7T r} rI f
 11 T	 r f	 T^ T\_	 (.II i. .
	 !,l.Tr—	 mror ^ I IN  ,
C TL ►RII Orr M.I LER
D orcrl cv '^! :: , :27! :: 01
U C L 0 C 1_: ',1 6 5, ) ,, I I I v 10 ti,: 12 01, l :: 5
r, TL IrN 0', cr I,rRli','^
G Or•CN CV 15,40: CL0`C CV :1
W AFTCr C',!QCTL;' NINE :'?% M:NLITE`_:
TI ^rrl Orr rLlrlr,
 Ili IiND : z
..
TURN Orr rLIMP 5
J:% CLO'_c C',r	 riLL fi:r IIr1NryLCR ','IiLVE:_.
..:c. 'mum or TILE L-, :o.) -crm,,*.,
44
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11•-4.00
r'ROCEDURE rap Sv. opnGc or C14ILLED Wn'ER
s:ssssassssssssssssssss^ssssssssssss^s
1) OPEN CY 23.:2. 130.3. 2.220. S. G. 33
2) TURN ON runt' in nND 2 D.
3) TURN Ur nRRn1'S
4) WnIT cipcTLY NINE 
(9'*,3.3'3
MNUTES
3: OPEC CY 9. CLO''C CV  
G) OPEN CV .1911 21.2 06, 109, 4115,65
') nr-ER 20 SECONDS CLOSE CV 110 S 9
3) CLOSE CV 3.:30.21
9) TURN ON BOILER
10) WIICN '55.'56, T73. T 14 nRC nLL GRCnTCR TIMM 260 r
n) Or'C N
 CV 33 39.90.93.'3.63.43.33. SG. 3S. 36.3'
,53, #'1, -8'4, ','44, 36
D% CI IO'Q -,C 'nw. VnL'JCS rROM TIIC rOLLEIM ING L I ST I
	 jr
31
4s
c.
Gs
S
nR
3.
.: rnw
3) 'nNK
4: rnNlt
C: TURN ON PUMP
21) WEN '55.'56.''3,':4
ON nRKLn : nND nRI;Ln
CY 2? w :9
CY 31 S 33
CY 35 3'
C'J 39 S 3!
C nLL GRCnTCR 'IInN 165 r. TURN
' : RCRMriNCN' I RRCr'hRnDLE DnMnGE WILL OCCUR I r
TIIC CHILLERS nRC RUN nT LOWER 'IInN ,, Go r
IIO' WnTCR INLET Tcmr'CRn'URCS,
THIS BnMMnGC
 WILL BC CnuSCD ,mmcD„nTELY
BCCnuSE Or TIIC NnTURC Or 'IIC CQUIr'nCNT.
'IIC Or'CRnTOR "MOULD KECr' '7111” IN MIND WI CN
Or'CRn'ING 'III; EQUIr'MCNT::::::::.so
221)  WHEN COLLING IS No LONGER NEEDED:
n) TURN Orr nR1:LnS
D) WIT 3 MINUTES :IMr'OR'nN')
C) 'URN Orr BOILER
	 -
D) or'CN C'J 9..0, : 2 ^.3
C) CLOSE CV 65.79, 12:.: 06, 1 02, 1 31, 115
!	 r% 'URN OVER nRRn1'S
	 •
G: Or'CN CV 15.4 0: CLOSE CV 2 1
II) nr'CR [; MnTLY N/NC (9) MINUTES
:) 'URN orr runr in nND 1B
3% CLOSC CV 25.40.9,2:0.3.230.1.3.6
I) 'URN Orr rump 3
J: CLOSE CY 33.39.90.93. ?3.G3.43.53.SG.33.3G.3?.
.53.'3,'4, 34, 36, 4,	 :9.3:.33.35.311.3913:
x it Q(;:k l j.T, .
45
!!•-4•-00
DZ^TRSDUTSON Or CHILLED u n TCR rROm TnNI: TO ASR IInNDLCRS
nssssssssssso=assesaasaa_.sssssss=asssssssssssssssrssssss
DCTCRN ' NC Sr TIIC TCMrCRnTURC SN n TnNI; ZS LCS.. Tim Tic nZR
'CMrCRnTURC IN `114C:^C^SLDSNG DY TWCNT`s OR MORC DCGRCCS F.
Sr TIICRC SS .,-urr SC:CNT DSrrCRCNTSnL TCMrCRnTURC. rROCCCD.
2) OrCN CV 41.45.49953.5T.33.43.4s.5l.55.63.63 ► 30.73.33.
34.35,'4.'0, 57
3: CIIOOSC TnNI: ',nL'./C ,, rap
 U-C Or ^TORCD WnTCR SN n TnNI'.
SN TIIC rOLLbWSNG cim p,, . ONC CnN DCTCrMSNC TIIC vnLVC.. TIInT
ST WOULD DC NCCC_f'•nR`; TC orcPnTC SN Ormn TO UTSLSdC TI
 IC
TIInT TnNI- W14,104 WAS C110_CN.
n; TnNI:: orCN cv ! o x :2
D: TnNI: 2 MEN CV 14 w 26
C) TnNI; 3 OrCN CV 10 	 20
D) TnNI: 4 orCN CV	 ^ 64
C) TnNI: 5 OrCN CV OG *. 2,3
r) TnNI: G OrCN CV 30 ft< 33
A) CI100^.0 n,R IInNDLCR VilL'JCS Tlln r, nRC TO Bc orcpnTCD. TIISS
S S DONC BY CI ICCI' S NG ON TIIC rnGC T S TLCD "n : R IInNDLCR CONTROL
ASRCCTSONS". TIIC nCTUnL 3nNl:^' CnN Dc rOUND D', USING TIIC
SCCTSON TITLED "BnNl:S :rrciicnT MODC% t,,.
5) nrTCR nLL VnLVC SCTT:NG." Ilnvc 3CCN nCCOMrLSSIICD. runrs
3n nND SD cnN Dc nCTSVn TCD.
G) UlICN `114C TnNI: linS BCCN c?;Ilnu- TCD, or TIIC rLnN t Iln- .t CCOMC
COOL CNOUGII. TURN orr rU Mr 3n nND 3D, VnLVE TO :i NEW TnNI:
OR CLOSC DSSTRS BUT MN VnLVCS n; TIIC CnSC Mn`< DC.
D
11-4-00
rROCc DURC ran f 1nNunL OrCRnT : OH Or nu:; : L Z nl< COOL : NG
sssssss:sszzzs^szsssszs=s.ss==zzszzsszszzsassssssss
1) arch CV :3.::6.::4.:33.::1.:36
2) Tupm oN runr in nND runr :D.
3) TURN oN nU): ZL : nRY WnTCR I ICnTCR
4) WllCh T55 nND T50- nPC DoTll G. cnTCR TIInH :GD rs
n) arch CV x3.39, 95.3G.35.:3:.:0t,-,
3) `CLCCT AM IInNDLCR VnLVES TO DC orCHCD rROn
TIIC rnGC TITLED n A R I InNDLCR CONTROL DIRECTIONS
nmD THE rnRT ACULnR ZnNI: OR Dnws, TIMT nRC TO
DC uecD rron TIIC -MNKS, 0iCnTANG noDC) t nRCn
or nic rncc.
C) TURN ON runr 5
5) U14CH T55 nND '756 nRC DoTll GRCnTCR TIInH :65 r. TURK
Oh nPrLn : nND nPKLn
jyOJ'js	 rCRnnNChT ,RRCrnRnPLE Dnnnrc WALL OCCUR T r
TIIC CIIALLCR^ nRC RUM nT LO 1^CR Tllnh 1Go r
IIOT WnTCR ZNLCT TcmpcRnTUPCS,
TIES DnnnnGC WALL DC CnU^CD A nnCD A nTCLY
Bccnu^C or TIIC NnTURc or TIIC CQUArnCHT.
vNic OrCRnTOR S HOULD KEEP TIIAS AH nAHD WIICh
to	 OrCRnTANG TIIA-'CoUArnCHT::::::::::
00 WITCH COOLAHG AC NO LONGER NEEDED:
n: TURN Orr nRl:Lns
D
\	 ry	 r+	 '
/ Wn
•
.
T
. ^ n •.NUT.c.. \/ .• nroR T,nHT\„
C: TURN Orr nU)2ALnR1' WnTCR IICnTCR
D) TURN orr runrS in nND !D.
C) CLOSE CV :3.::G.::4.:37.11:.:3G
r.. TURN Orr runr 5
^•) CLOSE CV :3:.:33.33.37.35.36.35. nND nLL MR IInNDLCR
VnLVC... ..c. Moss Or TIIC ,33
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:k the drive chain from the gear motor drive to the shaft
lubrication twice a year. It should be lubricated with
navy moll y -t ype sprayon lubricant.
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MAINTENANCE: BULLETIN FOR RKL DESIGNED SOLAR COLLECTINC SUB-ARRAY
1. Twice yearly at the time of changeover from water to propolene
glycol or from propolene- gl ycolto water in the early spring
or late fall the one horse power one rpm, double reduction
gear motor should be checked for lubricant level.
1. Twice a year the oil cups on the top of the bearing at
either end of the sub-arra y shaft should he checked for
grease capacity.
3. The safety releif valves located on the collector discharge
header should be chee p ed for pressure setting and case of
operation and tight scaling at least twice a year.
4. Check all tic-down bolts on each leg of the A-frame support
once a year for tightness of the hold-down clamps.
6. Check all hose connections for possible leakage and
deterioration at least once a week.
7. Check and repair insulation of the two inch diameter
hose froL. each header to each collector loop for
fraying and cutting, and repair once every fall.
8. Check the keyway on the drive motor shaft and the
spurgear lockset every four months for tightness.
9. Clean collector glass twice a year during switch over
from heating to cooling and cooling to heating.
49
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Typical Operation Modes
Heating Season
Pre Heat Made
Solar Collection to Storage
Storage to Plant Air Handling Units
Au x111ary to Storage
Cooling Season
Solar Collection to Hot Storage
Hot Storage to Chillers
Chillers to Storage
Flow oia.
50
Chillers to Plant Air Handling Units
	 7
Hot Auxi l Lary to Chillers
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Solar Collection to Chillers
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List of AS BUILT Drawings
Plant Site Plot Plan 75-230 1 Plate N 1
Plant Site Topo 6 Drainage Plan 75-230 1-A Plate N 2
Plant Floor Plan 75-230 2 Plate N 3
Plant Elevation 75-230 3 Plate N 4
R
'	 Plant Foundation Plan 75-230 4 Plate N 5
`	 Plant
r
Roof Framing Plan 75-230 5 Plate N 6
Plant Office Area Layout 75-230 6 Plate M 7
Plant Sections 75-230 7 Plate M 8
Solar Storage Tank Assembly DN-10010 Plate M 9
Solar Storage	 Tank (10,000 Gal.) D-10006 Plate N 10
Solar Storage Tan gy,	 (5,000 Ga.) C-10005 Plate N 11
Solar Typ. Pump Arrangement DN-100097 Plate M 12
Solar Typ.	 "SG" on/off Valve Arrangement 11-10026 Plate M 13
Solar Array Section L-A-HW-AC-140 Plate M 14
Solar
I
Sub-Array Assembly S-H-03-15-7 Plate M 15
Solar Mech. Room Isometric E 51002E Plate N 16
Solar Mech.	 Room Top View EN 10000 c Plate # 17
Solar Mech.	 Room	 (Section A-A) EN	 10011	 C Plate N 18
Solar Mech.	 Room	 (section C-C) DN-10003-B Plate N 19
Solar Mech.	 Room	 (Section B-B) EN-10006-C Plate # 20
Solar Mech.	 Room	 (Section D-0) CN-10013-B Plate 1" 21
Solar Mech.	 Room	 (Section E-E) CN-10009-A Plate M 22
Solar Mech.	 Room	 (Sectior	 F-F) CN-10008-B Plate N 23
Solar Mech.	 Room	 (Section G-G) DN-10007-A Plate M 24
Solar Mech.	 Room (Section H-H) DN-10004-A Plate M 25
Solar Mech.	 Room	 (Suction J-J) CN-10002 Plate M 26
Plant Electrical	 Service
	 Plan DN-100099 Plate N 27
Plant Electrical	 Service Entrance Plan DN-100098 Plate # 28
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List of AS BUILT Drawings (cont'd).
Plant Electrical Layout Plan
Plant & Berm Electrical Layout Plan
Solar Plant Piping & AHV Plan
Solar Collection Piping Loop Plan
Solar Loop Pre Heating Computer Floor
Dia.
H!'Z-Tanks To Air Handlers
Solar Computer Block Dia.
Solar Computer Input/Ou^put Table
Piping Schematic
E-1
E-2
EN--10012
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DN-10032
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DN-10045
DN-10016
Plate #29
Plate #30
Plate #31
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SPECIALIS TS IN SOLAR ENERGY EQUIPMENT
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P.O. BOX 1004 • NEW HAVEN. CONNECTICUT 066M • (200) 9344 M
NM Controls, Incorporated
Construction Division
Nainesport Industrial Park
Hainesport, NJ 06036
Did Proposal s Specification Dates March 1, 1977
1. Description of Pro ect:
1. Collector Area Requested:	 6,604.5 ft2 (effective)
J. No. of Collectors:	 357
4. Dimensions of Collector Panel:
Type - Plat Plate Mater Cooled
.	 Length - 710"
Width - 2' - 11 112 "
Thickness - 4"
Weight of Single Glass Collector - 110 lbs. dry, 114 lbs. wet,
or 5.50 lbs./sq.ft.
Weight of Double Glass Collector - 1. 34 lbs. dry, 138 lbs. wet
-
or 6.63 lbs./sq•ft.
Net Glass Area Per Panel( Aperture ) - 18.88 sq.ft.
Net Absorber Area Per Panel - 18.50 sq.ft.
Ratio of usable Absorber Area to Total Surface Covered - 0.89
S. Absorber:
Type of Metal for Absorber Surface - Copper Sheet: 0.01 thick
Surface - Selective Black mar.ufactured by Enthone, Inc.
Absorptivity - Minimum of .871.92
Emissivity - M_ar imum of .071.35
Maximum Allowable Tempirature - Over 40OOr
Copper Tubes - 114" (0.375 O.D.) Type "L" Copper
Tube Spacing - TV -5.-C.
C% mr-^/ A 1	 1. 0 0%^ q •	 101 .-.	 ^MYAW
Tube Pattern - Grid vertical to Manifold
Manifold - 1" (l.l?S 0.0.) Type "N" Copper
Tube Connections to Sheet - Soft Solder
Tubs Connections to Manifold - Brazing Alloy
Connection to External Piping - 1" Nominal x
1 )/e" long mip Ie Type "M" Copper Extending 0.31 Beyond
Collector sides: Sugply Lower Right and Lwrt - Return
Upper R  t and Lett
Thermal isolation - Complete isolation Between Absorber
and Assembly
6. Expansion/Contraction:
Psorber Tube/Sheet has Horizontal Movement Tolerant*
us or Minus 11" at Meader Supply and Return Connec
7. Glass Cover:
optical Properties of Cover - 92% Solar Transmittance
Thickness - 31I6" Single Class, /B" Double Class
Type - Tempered, Soda Lime, Water White_ (with Alum Spacer
and Moisture/Ultra Violet Protective Seal & Dessicated in
Double Class Unit)
Edges - Swiped
Air Space Between Double Glass Layers - "12"
_e. Gasketing Material:
.,lass - "U" Shape Neoprene Gasket Continuous at All Sides
2. Insulatiorj Data:
Material - Fiberglass Over Foil Faced Urethane
Thickness - 1" Foil Faced Urethane and l" Fiberglass
Thormal Properties - R-10
Density - 1.2 lbs./ft	 or Fiberglass
10. Collector Frame:
Sides - Extruded Aluminum : Finish -	 mill
Bottom - Aluminum Sheet 0.05 Thickness
Glass Lock - Extruded Aluminum- Finish
Connectors - Stainless Steel and Aluminum
Corners - Mitered and Sealed
11. Hydraulic Data:
Material in Contact with Circulating fluid - Copper
Recommended Flow Rate - 1.75 gph/sq . f t . 
_ 5^ C1 M / .4 p
Absorber Plate or 0.50 qpm per Collector	 (	 "^
Flow Resistance - Negligible at Above Rate
12. Methods of Anchoring:
Attachment -..Keyway in side of collector along perimeter of fracas t0
accept_"U" clips with holes for bolt mountinq to roof or rams. p tonal
1 1 /4
_ 
mounting leq integral With top and— Rom o ramme , lee! pi^ov0s.
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FXAMPLF. To calculate the Installed cost per million Wrtl a pr r
month of a Riven collector the folloAIns procedure may Se used. The
curves plotted in Figure 1 are based upon the monthly average per-
formance of the Sun%ork olrefor' solar energy collector under
conditions of 15 mph wind, during March, at a latitude of io • N and
a tilt of latitude plus 15' (• iltimum for space heating). For an
average temperature rise of 100 F Ittrlve the outride ambient, theSolectorw o lar energy collector can deliver 720 11TU x'F, ft = per day
under averaCt cloud co.rr conditions tk i
 - 53) for March. 1Kt
averaged for lat 40 ). I'+Ing an F. - .00 (forced circulation, singe
glazed liyyutd), the collector an deliver Gip
 RTU ft = per day x 31
daylmonth -20.0149 11T1' ft ' per month. One million FITl"s per
month divided by 20,088 - 49. 78 ft = of Solector solar energy col-
lector required. For a collelor cost of $11 per square foot of usable
absorber area plus $1 per square foot for installation, the cost per
million BTU's in March Is =597 37.
ifor double glazed liquid S, 4 Mrfor, F, • 1.131
r .1for air cooledSnlrcln F - !+,•il	 103
a: R
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Sunworks. specialists in solar
energy equipment and sys-
tems. Is a division of Ent hone,
Inc.. a loading supplier in the
plating and metal finishing in-
dustry. Enthone is a subsidi-
ary of ASARCO incorporated,
one of the world's largest
smolters and refiners of non-
ferrous metals. Together, they
combine their historical lead-
ership In developing quality
products for the solar energy
industry.
Founded in 1973, Sunworks is
one of the first companies in the
United States to be exclusively de-
voted to solar equipment design
and production. Through a joint
business venture with Enthone.
Incorporated, a subsidiary of
ASARCO, Sunworks has estab-
lished modern facilities in Connec-
t9cut and New Jersey to provide
manufacturing, rerearch, engi-
neering, and technical serv ice for
-Peu..0 r.edins
solar equipment. Sunworks is also
able to supply experienced, techni-
cally oriented personnel to assist
you with cost-reducing recom-
mendations for your specific
solar project.
ft=
Sunworks manufactures both
liquid cooled and air cooled flat
plate solar collectors • , and pack.
aged solar domestic water heaters"
suitable for both new and retrofit
installations.
The Sunworkb flat-plate collec-
tor module, called the Soleetor"
solar en; rgy collector ( Patents
Pending), has been developed for
solar systems that require high
thermal efficiency, long-term per-
formance, and minimum installed
cost per BTU delivered. The high
efficiency of the Solector'solar
energy collector is due in part to
the exclusive Enthone selective
surface on the absorber. This coat-
ing assures high absorption of the
sun's radiation and low emittance
of thermal radiation. The Solector
solar energy collector can be in.
corporated with good efficiency
into systems that utilize hest up
to 2W F. It can be used for do-
mestic water heating, space
 space cooling, pool heating.
laundry drying, crop drying. pa-
per drying, snow melting. low
temperature steam production,
process heat, and distillation.
The Sunworks packaged solar
domestic water heating systems.
Solector Paks, are available from
Sunworks representatives in vari-
ous system configurations that
can be connected to new or exist-
ing domestic water heating sys-
tems. The basic Solerfor Pak in-
clude. two 3' x 7' liquid cooled
Solrefoors solar energy collectors,
storage vessel, circulator, control
logic. Fensors, fittings and valves
unique to the system, installation
diagrams and instructions. See
your Sunworks representative for
.system selection and sizing.
Corating
Serftes
System Desi n. Because of the
high initial cost of solar heating
and c«fling systems, equipment
must be carefully sized to the re-
quirements of each application
based upon solar insolation, en-
vironmental conditions, energy re-
quirements and economics.
The size and the calculated per-
formance of the Sunworks pack-
aged domestic water heater can be
ejt.-1.;'y determined by local repre-
sentatives. A list of Sunworlc:,
representatives is available on re-
quest from Sunworks or by call-
ing Sweet 's Catalog toll-free Buy-
line Number (800) 265-6880.
Application of solar energy col-
lectors to space heating or air
conditioning in buildings nor-
...ally requires a system designed
by • t qualified mechanical engi-
neer who is licensed to practice in
the locality of the building. Sun-
works architectural and engineer-
ing staff, through the local Sun-
works representative. is available
to provide consulting serv ices to
qualified architects, engineers,
and contractors inv olved in solar
system design.
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FIGURE 2.
Test conducted by Desert Sunshine Exposure Teat, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. March 1976.(raw data available upon request)
(7b-SE2: 1. This method generally meets or exceeds the procedure
The instantaneous (slope-intercept method) thermal efficienc y (11)
test is conducted by maintsinirg constant mass flow and varying the
inlet temperature. The parameter used to plot along the abcissa is
the average plate tcmpl• rature minus the ambient temperature divided
by the isolation fallrng on the aperture of the collect ►r. The plot(casua) representing Gloat collector is not linear a suggested by
the basic slope intercept method. Because the heat loan coefficient is
temperature dependent, increasing with plate temperature, heat is
lost to the ambient from the plate as a function of the difference in
the fourth power of the absolute temperature. A higher or 2nd order
polynomial is needed to slot a curve to fit the data. This plotting
method has b.-en employed in the above curves. The above curves(figure :1 have been generated in accordance to DSET s;+ec.
outlined MPB';IR 74 -635
CRmiputer Analyff& Sunworks
has developod
 
computer programs
for dewrininitig the iaerformance
of the 4refor solar energy collec-
tor. Ifour-by-hour computer anal-
yses are available to compute per-
formance ft,r different localities
and different tilts, orientations
and row spacing. (See Figure 1.).
Sunworks is able to read most
N.O.A.A. weather data tapes; cus-
tomer furnishes tape. A fee is
charged for consulting and oom-
puter services.
ftn'kst,cms
Surmorks publishes and peri-
odically updates several technical
booklet+ covering the design of
solar -yntem y for buildings. A ba-
sic information pamphlet, Solar
E:nerwy Q 's atld A':1, and a com-
plete ptlblication list are available
N itho it charge. Please include a
stamped, ,elf addressed envelope.
Current Sunworks publications
that a -o available include:
01 1 ►eviKn C riteria for
Solar Heated
B uildings	 $10.00
03 Adapting Resign
to Climate	 $ .75
04 Alternate Energy
Sources	 $ .76
(Please add =60 mailing charge
Conner ticut residents add 7", sales tax
Feleu Fes of the
Sohmtor Sn!sr
Energy Co!l^ofor
I	 A va ilability in Various
X.odek
 The cfor solar mergy
collt for i:a available in various
m(xlAs, sizes and finish colors
thitt mnke it easy to incorporate
in contemporary design, tradi-
tional styles, a nd in retrofitting
Kolar heating on existing build-
ings. Salecfor solar energy col-
loctot.( ore available in two lengths
'o accllmtnlldate various architec-
t ural constraints. Roth liquid-type
and :air-type mAels are compat-
ibly dimensioned and detailed so
that they can be red side-by-side
on the -ame building.
(f the collectors are to be
placsd in it corrosi%e atmosphere.
or if I , Ihe r than an aluminum mill
finish is desired on the frame,
anodaie;l fini,hes con be specified
at additic-nal coot. if breakage of
the Klass cover is a concern, such
as from vandalism, the purchaser
can cover the collectors with a
layer of I s in. hardware cloth
after they have been installed, or
Sunworks will substitute rigid
plastic %beets at buyer's cost and
risk.
2. High Unit Effiri
_
ennc . The
absorber nf the .:o refor solar en-
ergy collector is coated with the
Enthone ,A selective surface. an
essential ingredient in a high per-
formance collector. The low emis-
sivity of the coating permits use
of one cover sheet in areas that
would otherwise require two cover
sheets over non-selectively black-
ened absorber platen. 'fhe glass
cover sheet has extremely high
solar transmittance. The annual
thermal efficiency of a Sunworks
Solecfor solar energy collector
with a single-glass-cover is be-
tween 25'1 and 60', higher than
a non-selective double-glaaa-cover
collector with a low transmissivity
glazing and a flat black absorber.
The reasons for this difference
are first, the lower reflective
losses at higher solar Ineider
angles with one instead of two
glass coven; second. high trans-
mittance glazing (no Iron co..-
tent), further reduces reflective
losses at high solar incidence
angles over low tranamissivity
glazings (with iron content) ;
third, the high heat retention
properties of the selective surface.
The annual thermal efficiency of
a single-glass-cover Soleeter solar
energy collector is superior to
many collectors with two glass
covers and a somewhat selective
surface at temperature differ-
ences between absorber and am-
bient below 100 °F.
Because of this combinat'on of
design features, the Solector solar
energy collector is the most effi-
cient collector available for me-
dium temperature applications at
comparable cost. This advantage
alone is critically important in in-
tegrating solar collectorr as part
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of the building design both in
terms of system capability and
total installed co-4t. Less efficient
collectors require larger collector
areas and larger sup1mort)ng roofs
or structures, with resulting
higher Installation c,lsts
A similar pr(x•edure such is
Figure 11) can toe ust-d to com-
pare the cost effectivenems of other
collectors. t'oliector performanc•
figure+ should be hase•d upon .1mi.
lar conditions such as t lioiw as-
sumed in the example installation
co.. ►
 estimates sn ,
 ,aid he tuliusted
to reflect different mounting pro-
crdurew, piping connections, etc.
Traditionally. collectors havr
teen compared simp ly on 4 coat
per square f„e,t b: ► .+IS 11•'hen thore
was little diffe het%een
available
 
coi l ; : tors, this was a
valid twl ..r for c,miparison. But
novv with the mailability of high-
;n• rformance collectors with lung
term reliability and durability"
such as the Sunworks tiolrctor
solar energy collector, a different
hash for cost rompartw,n should
be used It makes little sense to
. Double 4 l e#ed Cann log
i
.. 
% • F. '
r,.	 i
compare two collectors simply on
a cost per square foot basis when
collector "A" may deliver 25%
more hect per month than col-
lector "B". Further, it makes no
sense to buy a low cost collector
that has a short life expectancy,
when the collector may fail before
it can pay for itself in fuel sav-
ings. In essence, a buyer/specifier
of soar collectors should be look-
ing for equipment that delivers
the maximum amount of heat per
unit area, per dollar cost and ex-
hibits long term reliability and
durability. All objectives should
be sought f- insure the lowest
life-cycle ca. ..
a. Livq hear G uarantee. The
m-ist darable materials are used
thr,w ichuut the Solerfor solar en-
ergy collector Under normal con-
di t ions, it may be expected to last
we!I over 25 years. Even tit
 conditions, the collector can
withstand temperatures up to
400 F without material or opti-
cal degradation. tit liquid col-
lector, the copper tutw to sheet
ronnevtum Is oven soldered over
the entire length. All of the mate-
rials used tit Solrrfor solar
energy collector can be specified
t„ meet the requirements of l'la.ss
A fire tones. The standard
,derfor solar energy collector
cover sheet i.s tempered glass,
which is three to four times
stronger than annealed glass of
the same thickness. It can with-
.t,uid wind loads up to I lc) mph.
Edges of the glace are 4%% iped to
further reduce the hkc:ihoi d of
breakage.
Factory assembly of the
\ol,rfor solar energy collector
assures an integrally joined unit
that is soldered and brazed, pres-
sure tested to 2rO psi, cleaned,
sealed and packaged as a complete
module under rigid quality control
standards. As a result, the Sun-
works collector has ome of the
most thorough guarantees of any
collector available.
The Solo r ►or solar energy col-
lector carries a 5-year materials
and workmanship guarantee
(with the exception of cover glass
breakage) The copper tubing in-
side the liquid collector is guaran-
teed against leaks for 5 years for
most uses and transfer fluids.
The selective surface is guaran-
teed to retain a minimum 90`.
DAY LONG THEHM AL PFRF•URMANCF
Trst conductrd by Desert  Sunshine raptosure Tests. In, 	 Nh„rnu,
Ara-ma Nap June 1:#741 (raw data available up„n request 1 All
day thermal lwrf,,rmancr is determined by computing the rfficiency
Irll as a function of time isoLrr day) while maintaining the mass
n,,w ra.e and inlet ;rmprratur- at c„nstant %slurs The all da ►
efficiency iq I is f,-und by mtrgratintr the ,urvr t„ .14*ai heat
removed by the transfer media from he t.,tal : ► ,datwn received
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or over, of initial optica l effi-
('tenc) flit 5 year. A copy of the
entire guarantee statement and
conditions is available from your
^urlce.-rk^ rrprrsentati ►•e.
1	 n-tallation. Much at-
tentovi 'Ir►a* liven given to prob-
le-nr, of leeather tightness, con-
dvio.atn--n control, expansion,
fla.hml,-, durability, and installa-
tn--n r;,•,• under actual construc-
tn--rn c--ndltn--ns. In add
	
on Sun-
%%A • rk,n coille-. te -rs have been u ►lder
ro ntnnual field testing for over 3
veers. The benefits of this ex-
pli-r • te • ncc have 1*4 n incorporated
tilt-- the Ile%ign elf the SolrNor
solver energy collector.
Th. , co llector is light in %eight
and can hl eaaly handled by two
men 011 the liquid cooled Solee'or•
a c lilt uiu ous mounting flange is
tntepral N ith the frarne across the
to l l and is -horn of the collector to
facrintate installation. On the air
co --led So lrrtnt preformed "U"
claps ,loin the keyways of adjoin-
tng Sidccha .,; as well a,+ providing
a tie dimn point for mounting.
The extrusion forming the frame
is a structural component which
enallles the col le • rtor ,o tx- anc•hured
at b--th ends %%itho ut further nerd
t o rumforce the tur,lt to resist wind
loads. Sole Not solar energy collec-
tors are sized slightly smaller
than the m axinutm dimensions
given to eliminate the chance of
progressive error in long rows. A
keyway on the :odes of the frame
is providod to permit accurate
alignment and interlocking of
►ne,dules side-by-side where de-
stred. A snap in flashing reglet
around the entire edge of the col-
lector lwrnnitr easy flashing for
an y rerlf or wall condition. Man:-
fl-Ids inside the liquid rollecter are
pitchers for rapid draining and
elimination of air pockets upon
fitlung A weeping feature on all
models allows the naturally in-
duced condensation to drain from
th, c•oliector. The absorber plate
is free floating on a bed of insula-
tion to allow f- ►r thermal expan-
sion and contraction. This free
floating absorber and its connec-
tions to external piping are ther-
mally iwrla!ed from the rest of the
collector.
All of thew features unique t0
the Solerlot solar energy collector
lK-i-mi l an efficient and reliable
installation with low labor ce.at.
f► . East servicin Little, if
any, se rviciny + ou br required;
but in the event that i; is, the
glans corer may be removed or
replaced on the collector without
disturbing the collector unit in.
st,allahlln or flashing. In addition,
each Soli rlor• solar energy collec-
tor mulclule can Ile easily removed
independent of adjacent meedules.
6. TestinY. Sunworks has in-
corporated in all of it a product de-
velopment and technical support
comprehensive in-house and inde-
pendent third-party testing pro-
grams. Sunworks has consistently
lead the solar industry in promot-
ing and contributing to the devel.
opment of testing standards as
we l l as publicly providing results
of independent thermal perform.
ance and reliability ,
 durability
testing. In a continuing effort to
improve and documei,t the ther-
mal performance and durability,
reliability of the Sunworks Soler
prlxluct line an ongoing testing
program has become the founda-
tiort of Sunworks' research effort.
The test data published in this bul-
letin as well as the most current
data generated from the Sunworks
testing program is available from
your Sunworks representative.
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7. Piging Ada tabilit . The 3'
x 7' liquid . o rc or, so ar energy
collector lace page 6), is now also
available with internal manifold-
ing and side connectiona. This new
piping scheme allows marly
Sol^cfe ►rs to be coupled in pr.rallel
before returning to the main sup-
ply or return branch; resulting in
less field connections anti less pip-
ing accessories w hile still retain-
ing a high installed net to gross
ratio (approx. 88' ) . This new
Sotector configuration responds to
the specific design requirements
of commercial/ institutional solar
collector arrays, maximizing the
amount of collectors able to be
placed on to the structure while
m, nmizingthe installed cost. The
opt
 I and thermal properties as
v.,	 ;-r the physical design fea-
t ur.. of this new Solertor, paral-
Irl% those of the standard liquid
coshed Soli Nor with the exception
of the collector to collector connec-
tions.
S insol 60
Sunsol 60 is a non-tor'c, non-
flammable heat transfer media for
liquid cooled soles collectors. It
contains !special corrosion inhib-
itors that ►will protect the life of
Copper and steel components
within solar heating systems. Sun-
sol 60 contains a certified non-
toxic dye for easy identification of
leaks that may occur in the system.
Sunsol 60 can be used as is, un-
dihtted. In its undiluted state it
will resist freezing to tempera-
tures of — 55 Fahrenheit. In
areas where the most severe win-
ter teml ►eratures are higher, Sun-
sol 60 may be diluted with water.
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(oPMoaal Iaterisw daslfolds sot shown)
Technical Data on Solector* Solar Energy Collectors
(liquid-cooled and air-cooled)*'
Cover: single blazing; no iron content, ?, in. tempered, edges
swiped; double rl: ► zin ►
 : Co iron content, 2- 1 11 in. tempered,
edges swiped, sealed unit, total solar transmissivity of,
single glazing = 92 '	 double glazing = 85', .
Absorber container: sides, aluminum extrusion: rear.
aluminum sheet 0.05 in, thickness, pop rivet in place
Air space between cover Ind absorber: approximately
:I 1 to I In.
DETAILS
racketing material: neoprene "U" gasket
Weatherproofinp : this module can be placed
out in the weather without need for
further weatherproofing
Finish on aluminum sides of container:
standaH mill finish. Anodized clear or
black finish available at extra cost
Dimensions of surface-mounted module
outside dimensions overall: 35 1 .-, in.
wide x 84 in. long x 4 in. thick (add I Ii
in. each end for continuous mounting
bracket liquid Solector only)
-effective absorber area - 18.68 ft'-'
--ratio (if usable absorber area to total
surface covered: 0.902
-glass area : 18.96 ft
Soh • ctor solar energy collectors can be
mounted end-to-end for series flow or
side-by- Mile fo" parallel flow. It is recom.
mend,-d that no more than :; collectors be
con nectcd in a e ries. The Soltctor• solar
energy collector modules for both liquid
and air are identical in sire, 3 ft. wide and
4 in. thick and are available in two lengths,
5'4" long or 7'0" lung.
Liquid Meta
Solector Solar Energy Collectors
Absorber:
-copper sheet : 0.010 in. thick (7 oz.)
-selective black: minimum absorptivity
.87/.92 maximum emissivity .07/.35
manufactured b;: Enthone Inc.,
guaranteed durable to 400°F.
--copper tubes: 1, j
 in. ID (0.375 in. OD)
L-type
-tube spacing: 6 in. on cet.ter
-tube pattern: grid
-bond between tube and sheet: high
Umiperature solder
-manifolds: 1 in. ID 0.125 in. OD)
hi-type copper
-tube connections to manifold:
brazing alloy
-connection to external piping: 1 in. ID
(1.125 in. OD) K-type copper, extending
1-, a in. beyond collector ends; supply, top
right; return, bottom left (when viewed
Naloe
from glazing side. See page 5, #7 for
inttrrnal manifolding S'olcrtor).
—manifold/tubes pressure-tested to
15 atm ; 125 paig working pressure
Insulation behind absorber: 21 1 2 in. thick
fiberglass. 1.5 Iblft .' density, R - 10.0
Method of anchoring: continuous mounting
bracket at each end of frame for anchor-
ing; four predrilled hole.► are provided for
anchor bolt or screw connections; addi-
tional holes may be (trilled by installer
if required.
Weight per module: 113.9 pounds, filled;
111 pounds, empty. Add 27 lbs. for double
glazed unit. (NOTE:: the liquid in
the collector is equal to: 0.36 gallons or
46.4 ounces or 2.90 pounds or 0.05 ft'
or 80.5 in:'.)
Recommended flow rate through collector:
14.7 a / ft =' / hr (.55gpm) per collector
( single glazed Fr = .911, double glazed
F = .93) (flow resistance it this
rate is negligible. See figure 4).
Collector coolant: coolant should be Sunsol 60
made by Sunworks. In areas where regular
tap eater is used as a coo last, it is
important that the p11 be controlled
bet«ren 6.5 and K. These collectors can be
used with other coolants but the user
must contact the manufacturer for
approv'd of specific liquids.
(.See guarantee statement available
from SunNoorks representatives.)
:fir Data
Solector Solar Energy Collectors
Ahsorher :
copjwr sheet: 0.016 in. thick (12 oz.)
srlerti^'r black: minimum absorptivity
87'.92 maximum emissivity .07/.35
manufactured by F.nthone, Inc. durable
to 400 F.
-;ill, chamber: 7 11 in. high, thermal
conductive epoxy bond to ab:orlwr
connrf twn to cXtertial duct:
pressure seal neoprene ►racket
distribution pattcrn : parallel top to
hott(,ni, umlcr absorber
Insulation 1whind ab^w.rber: t in. thick
-traa. ^' ^,^.
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f0wrglass plus 1 in. urethane: R - 10 Method of anchoring:
prefabricated ' U' clip in key way at top and bottom of
S,dertor bolt through 'U' clip to supporting structure.
Weight per module: 116 lbs. Add 27 lbs. for double glazing
Recommended flow rate through collector: 3cfm/ft'= of
collector (flow resistance at this rate is negligible. See
figure 5).
NOTE: Manufacturer reserves right to change
specifications and dimensions without notice.
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The complete techni, al data for the runworks Solerfar e
 solar energy collectors are listed
on pates 6 A 7 The collector also meets or exceeds the following performance specifica-
tions. Spec lftcattuns unu+ur to liquid flatr-plate collectors are underlined. The specifica-
tions unique to the air flat-plate collectors arr in (brackets J
I.• orrAl - The collector shall be designed to absorb Incoming solar radiation and transfer
the resulting heat to  vin ulating fluid The collector shall consist of - _- cover
shertlsl, absorber plate coated wit:r a selective surface, insulation and enclosure assem-
bled in a marner to maintain thermal and mechanical performance otrr it minimum .16
year service life The collector shall he guaranteed agatnat leaks and against degradation
of the selective surface for 5 years
I i rim al 1'-,f •r m,ance The in%tantanrous efficiencies of the collector shall hr certified te)he equal or hr • tter than those lying on a curve defined by the following six points (withQ_ se :I001ITt' HR ft , all degrers measured It Fahrenheit I;
A T
- 20 .', T Q ine
- 
0A7
T 50 A TQ too 0.17
1 T =	 11111 - , 1 1' Qlne -	 0.33
* T 150•. -, T 0.50
.1 T
-	 200'. .1 T Qiae It 67
A T	 as	 Tin-Tout - Tnmb2
Wethani- al 1', i • it Ili, ,• -- The collector unit must withstand conditions of extended
radiation, humidity, eundsrnsahon, temperatures; under no-flow condihwns up to 400 V.
wind loads up to 140 mph, rain ru e d %now The collector unit must withstand expansion
and contraction of the enclosure and of the connecting supply and return lines outside
the collector Penetrations of the extnisntn for supply and retiirn hne:t shall be gi.ski • ted so
as tat prevent air Infiltration to the collector enclosuni All the materials used in the col-
It-4-tor shall meet the riquirennents of ('lass fire tones Nhrrr multiple,,r\t • r sheets
are- ,tsrd, the spares 1 q- tween cuter% shall he rigidly separated and sealed with l' V pro-
trrtton The absorber plate shall have A heat removal efficiency of tit, at 55 gpm per col-
.-.- - -- -- - - .- - _ _.. _.... -----------lector, using water as the heat transport fluid Provision must .tr made for venting and
draining of flow passages The absorber shall hair a grid fl,-w t^attern_ The absorber
-- ---	 - - - ---	 - -	 - -- —sheet shall tie continuously soldered to the tubing The absorllr • r shall be self-draining, and
--
al -- - - 
	--- - -
- e----- -on filling, self vrntnag Thr tuhtng_within the assembled co-1lector shall h_treesure tested
bZ the manufacturer up to 250 lbs. psi. and shall have a workm^rrssurr In e xcess o f
125 psi, — -	 -	 -- — -
lThr heat transfer core behind the absorber shall hate a heat rrmocal efficiency of
0 N5 at tilt c(ni per collector, using air as the heat tnln.fer fluid The heat transfer core
shall tw to intimate tnt • rrnal contact with the ahsorher The . core • shell be capable y4 with-%tandmic an air prrssire •
 equal to one inch cf water prv%:iurt • without nipture l The hackinsulati-m shall hace an approximate "I"' value equal to 011 NTI' HR ft-F The enclo-
sure shall protect the assenibly in normal shpno-nt, nrvtall.ati m, and .ervive conditions.
Prne• tration of supply :and return (yILLyg Iductingl through the r 11l for .hall be weathertight The cover shertlsl shall 14 • atrruhed In a manner that permits scnicuitz of an
r	 r	 ini it ideal collector nodule by re
s	 ^^MMATIOM	 Q moving the ,o\rr sheet without re-•eR	 •	 •	 J
_ Itf Itlttl'/ttltfM 1Ma aK ralrroan 	 moving the %4 it hint 
lisn 
the entire}	 r	 module and with^nrt ^Iissemhlingr•Mr	 lrsie. a	 »ts-!L
	 J	 the entire • nm,dule and without dis
assemblin g
 the entire array Pro-
awn should be made • for easily
attaching flashing to the collector
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The S,inwork% selrrti\r surface.dt trlope • d by Frith,—r e. Inc , is n
non eleitn lytic rontt • nlon process
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SOLAR PIPING

light weight and
full range of sizes
yo%ur best choice is
a glass fiber reinforced pipe system
-I
lower installation cost
Every A.O.Smith - Inland
 piping system
offers the tremendous advantage of
Ignter weight. Compared to most ma-
terials you May consider, this trans-
lates into easier and faster installation.
In these days of ever-increasing laborp rices, the savings in material nandling
and installation time offered by glassf iber reinforced pope (FFP) must be
considered a vital p art of your pip.ng
system cost As part of this it is m-
oerahve that a complete se l ection of
fittings be availab l e for the p i pe you
choose A O Smith-Inlard has fittings
for every type and site pipe
longer service life
r ho high corrosion resista n ce of rn,n-
'orced plastic pipe makes itlogical
r'hotee over protected steels, black
iron, cop per and even stainless steel.
Many years of experience have proven
that the service life of glass fiber rein-
Icrced resin pipe will be greater than
the traditional material Select the right
oine for your application requirements
and enjoy the resulting reJuctton .n
— a , ntenance and roplacement costs
One of the primary advantages of
A O. Smith-inland glass fiber reinforced
pipe systems is their light weight In
comparison to metal pipe. This light
weight is of great value in reducing
manpower and heavy equipment re-
quired in pipe installations, particularly
in the larger diameters. A.O.Smith-
Inland pipe systems are available in a
full range of sizes ranging from 1"
through 16" diameters as standardp roduct lines, depending upon the pipe
system chosen.
.'ictice of systems
1 ctr ^.;rrt„nit "e rg a wide range4.-i: or r o i ''t'g
 
syst.+ milt (pip* and
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choice of
Joining methods
A.O. Smith-Inland offers a choice of
proven joining methods. Each has dis-
tinct advantages in a given application
and you can select the method most
suitable to your Installation require-
ments.
DWI and Spigot This is the primary
method used for joining A.0.8mith-
Inland systems and Is the result of
extensive research and development.
This joint has been proven by years of
field Installation In all types of service.
In this system, the pipe is supplied
with one end tapered and the other
end belled to accept a taper. The joint
Is secured with an adhesive designed
to complement the operating condi-
tions of the pipe system emp'oyed. The
fittings are also manufactured to ac-
cept the tapered end of the pipe. The
taper can be readily applied to the
pipe in the field with a tool specifically
made for the purpose.
The precise taper system Insures those
requirements necessary for a strong
joint ... uniform adhesive distribution,
thin bond line and natural locking ac-
tion. The latter Is of additional benefit
In Installation, as the locking effect of
the taper maintains the joint In position
while the adhesive cures, allowing the
work to proceed.
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from A.O. Smith-Inland Inc.
pipes -)Vid fittirgs
serve 'i •gwdo, va, i nety ;f -^:Dclici tions
IIEDI-THREDa The REDI-THREO joint
system is desigrsrl for rapid assembly
of long runs of pipe. Each W length of
2", 3" or 4" RED THREAD Is supplied
with the REDI-THRED coupling factory
installed.
The REDI-THRED couplings require no
adhesive. Joints are completed In sec-
onds without turning the entire pipe .. .
just the threaded collar. Ideal for wet
or cold weather use, and for temporary
or permanent lines.
Threader! High-Pressure A. 0. Smith-
Inland also manufactures high pressure
systems which are joined with an EUE
113-round thread. This method provides
rapid installation and positive make-up
for long-term performance. This sys-
tem is primarily designed for oilfield
applications but is suitable wherever
pressure requirements of up to 2000
psi exist.
1
i	 •
A RED THREAD nstal l afion ,n a chemi-
cal pla nt harahng latex The smooth,
g'ossy i^ tenor Sur'aces resist build-up
a n d do ^ot co n tami n ate t h e l atex w,tn
meta ll ic ,) n s a p r ob l em m the metallic
l ines previously used
RED THREAD pipe and fittings are used
extensively in petroleum production, in
light duty chemical and industrial ap-
plications, in water and air lines, food
processing plants . . . wherever light
weight and moderate corrosion resist-
ance are important factors.
SILVER THREAD, the newest A.O.
Smith-Inland piping system, offars the
same good resistance as RED THREAD
in light duty chemical service, hard
brines, air lines, etc. The ability to
handle higher temperatures makes
Sit VER THREAD ideal for chill and hot
water lines in commercial heating and
air conditioning.
GREEN THREAD pipe and fittings on a
custom-made filter for chemical processing
Unique self-contained water purification u 1-1
extensively utilizes A O Smith-Wand glass
fiber reinforced ^poxy pipe and fittings
Preassembled p pinq network and controls
eliminate h gh field erection costs Units are
f requently used n IOw tPmpvrature and
corrosive atm,o,ph-res
GREEN THREAD has good chemical
resistance to the more aggressive
chemicals at temperatures up to 225'F.
It is used in process piping, condensate
return lines, filtering systems, dilute
acid Imes and other similar applica-
Ilona.
POLY THREAD combines the best fea-
tures of epoxy and polyester resins in
a vinyl ester and glass fiber combina-
tion for unusual strength, flexibility, and
resistance to acid, chlorine and bleach.
Bell and spigot joining, plus a complete
line of flanged bell end fittings, make
POLv THREAD a highly versatile piping
system.
A.O Smith-Inland piping systems are
finding ever-increasing varieties of ap-
plications because of their light weight,
strength, corrosion resistance, and
cost. Our customers include
• Pulp and Paper 	 • Industrial Plants
Plants	 • Power Plants
• Chemical Process- . Chlorine-Caustic
ing Industries	 Plants
• Food and Bever-	
. Commercialage Manufacturers	 An Conditioning
• Mining Industries
	
. Municipal
• Oilfields	 Aquariums
• Refineries
	
. Gasoline Service
• Steel Mills
	 Stations
• Fertilizer	 - Gas Distribution
Manufacturers	 Companies
Extensive GREEN
THREAD application
in a copper mining in-
stallation GREEN
THREAD pipe and fit-
t,ngs in this installa-
tion handle a 2% to
5% sulfuric acid solu-
tion at 180 to 200 F
temperatures This in-
stallation illustrates
the suitabi l ity of rein-
f orced plastics in
complex piping as-
semboes
This POL Y THREAD installation in a steel mill
wov des acid waste un l oading lines from
pickling !i n ks Li n es handle h ydrochloric sul-
furic a r'd 5 • e chromic acids at continuous
180 F with surges to 200 F
Twelve 3' RED THREAD flow Imes in a	 GREEN THREAD was exclusive l y used in this
typical oilfield i n stal l ation Lines are tied	 complex internal filter grid for the same filter
directly into header	 system The solution being handled -s a dilute
sulfuric acid
113
DISTRIBUTLD BY
modem research and production facilities
Ultra modern plant of 113.000
aq rt Is devoted exclusively to the
manufacture of glass fiber rein-
forced epoxy and vinyl ester pipe
and fittings
This building complex located in
Little Rock, Arkansas, includes our
home administration and sales office
— plus our own expertly staffed
research a d development center
A&
Extensive testing conducted on all
pipe production runs assures
uniform high qua l ity field operation
This is a hydrostatic mill pressure
test in the A O Smith inland plant,
and is lust one of the many quality
control tests utilized to Insure that
the products reach the high stan-
dards that have been established
A&
Large finished stocks of all types
and sizes of pipe are maintained on
the spacious floor area of the Little
Rock manufacturing facility All are
available through a wide network
of A O Smith-Inland distributors.
A&
Ur` .r , r m accurate fittings are
prod iced on specially designed
mo l d, ,, q presses You can select
a ::m p: c;e (, ,p ing system with
assurd n ce of the easiest and
135tPSt i n stallation at the most
ecc v cm , cal cnst -- using the
same material throughout
A&
Fittings of all types, in every shape and
size a r e avai l ab l e for eac h type of
A O Smith Inland pipe This is a portion
of the huge fittings inventory at Little
Rock All filtinos otter the same reliability
as the pi p e --for pressure temperature,
and chemical resistance
A.O. SMITH-INLAND INC
REINFORCED PLASTICS DIVISION
"
1 0 i,'.FCT A loh CTRGLT . I ITT[ C V n i"m AQi( AS-CAC .ft^A' PAG U IS
^it4	 ^R QUALITy
A. A. SMITH-INLAND INC.
REINFORCEO PLASTICS 01VISION UIS 
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AREA GOL7E 50 1 5	 14011)
GREENSILVER THREADRED THREATH AD,'
and P LYTHREA[r SITTINGS
This price lost covert the fittings for use with RED THREAD ef , SILVER THREAD A , GREEN IAREAD O . and POLY THREAD•
piping.
	
--Because of standarltatro , l,	 L^fittings can olio used with either RED THREAD of SILVER THREAD and most 2"I
Dthrough 6" SILVER THREA	 tttrsgs are suitable for us-i with new dimension GREEN THREAD pits All fittings marked with .1 (t1
will he SILVER THREAD Instead of GREEN THREAD Do not use any other SILVER THREAD t,thngs on GREEN THREAD pipe.
The GREEN THREAD fittings which ate available can be used only with GREEN THRFAD ntpe and POL Y THREAD fittings can he
usedonly with POLY THREAD pipe Only a limited number of RED THREAD fittings ire available anti ire specified where applicable
1" and 1 1/2" fittings are available to GREEN TIIREAD only, 14" and 16" fittings are available m POLY THREAD only.
90'and 45' ELBOWS - Bell or Fla.sgtrd EndslI 1 TEES - Bell or Flarrgod Ends l -
Sit VER THREA D 	(,HEEN ItMI-AO
	
POt V THREAO SILVER IHHf AD	 0IEEN THREAD	 POLY THREAD
Time	 axe	 Bali	 FeF S o so	 38	 29 IF	 102E	 3F
1"	 6 1000	 S .1000	 S 2600 1	 S 11 I)0	 S 22M	 S 2 700	 S 3200
1'h"	 1 100	 24 00	 3200 1 "r"	 1400	 25 oc	 3300	 4200
2"	 12 25t	 27 60t	 39 601 2"	 1 7 601	 79 1st	 43 45t	 53 35t
3"	 16 25t	 34 20t	 48 SOt 3''	 19Oot	 39001	 S4 1St	 67 35t
4"	 20 101	 45 00t	 60 OOt 4"	 25 OOt	 60 25t	 72 50t	 82 75t
6''	 55 001	 92 00t	 100 Oot 6-	 72 00t	 104 00t	 116 00?	 127 OOt
a'	 98 00	 1: 5 oo	 15000 F"	 1.1000 	 155 t)o	 1 75 OO	 19000
10'
	
11500	 I!'0 00	 19000 10"	 17000	 200 00	 74000	 27500
12'	 132 00	 180 04)	 .11500 12	 210-M	 "S000	 .18500	 310 0014..
	 no	 l)0 till	 40000 14'	 275 00	 40000	 575 00	 675 00
16"	 23000	 110 00	 45000 16'"	 32500	 417500 	 US 00	 185 n0
FLANGES and BLIND FLANGES SLEEVE COUPLINGS. THREADED ADAPTERS
SILVER T ►1HEAD and GROOVED ADAPTERSI : 1GREEN THREAD
	
POLY THHf AD RED THREAn	 GILVEN THREAD	 GREEN THRLAD	 POLY THREAD
Blind Swerve	 "Grooved and Threaded Adapters
Sore	 FloneN	 Fla,og" Sue	 Couplings
I"	 S	 580	 S	 9 25 1	 S 295	 S 450
1'1,"	 620	 950 1'r"	 3 15	 Soo
2"	 6 80t	 9 oct :"	 750	 5 10
J"	 9 00 t	 12 2S t 3"	 5 10	 6 85
4''	 12 750	 14'.0t 4"	 7 10	 1051,
6'	 25 25t	 1 7 00t 6	 1 700	 23 10
8	 .1900	 •11 o0 8	 .1900	 3200
10"	 4800
	
1 A on 10	 4: 40
11	 GO 00	 ^)n oo 12"	 5100
14	 1 20 00	 1811 th) 14	 5900
IG	 14500	 ,It; 00 16"	 6500
Three e,rr „ rqr
 are nor atv taele m PoL Y THREAD
NIPPLES - Tapered Both Ends NIPPLES - Tapered Both Ends
RED T1, /READ	 Sit VER THREAD GREEN THREAD	 POLY THREAD
-Overall Langth Overall Length
Sale
	
4” t	
,.
6"	 l	 8'	 10"	 12"	 24'•
,
36"	 Site	 6'	 B.'	 12"	 T	 16..t
2"	 $1 23	 $I 58	 SI !14	 S2 : 3	 S 2 s6 $: 111	 S: 60	 13'	 2.1,11111	 2 oil	 304	 3 140 1	 .5	 2 75
4"	 2543 :6
	
384	 440 .1-10	 290_
6'	 342(0	 445	 '+61	 684 i	 .110	 3 75
a"	 1 J,00	 524.00 4	 _i Sots,	 440
111	 41 00 ss", 00	 G	 4 `pil l i 1	 750	 S1250	 SI G 00
X 12" 5400 6800	 8 	 1 1 00	 19 151
10	 2500	 28 Ool
1 2 '	 4000	 49 0t1
Rrq ^tt,.d Trsdem3,k of A 	 t)	 , ,t • , 1	 a„,I In d 14'	 55 000	 629)0,
1 t I	 6 bHl end. F thanyed rnil , 16'	 1 000	 8000
1.)	 ('Ooved adjofe r s av3d3b l e - , I , .IOt • q,no yr i, ned . q , nOvr	 TI-reacted 3,taptert ava0ab4 • r, tell • m3ir %PT	 toil n 1em31r hPf	 ^p-y„t .	 -,.air	 APT3„c1 tP , got n 'rm,r,r NPT
1	 Acw3i 'rngth , ► 6'.141
	 Actua l lo—o — M Po 1 v Th, e3o r,q,pir 't 6 3 E
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45a LATERALS
11M or Flanoad E Mil l I )
SILVER THREAD - GREEN
THREAD - POLY THREAD
11680 Sf W_
1" S 2300 S 4200
1 14" 24 SO 4600
2 1 ' 3000 62 Wt
r • 40 00 $0 001
4 • ' 5000 'JODOf
6• ' 11200 160 0011
11- ISO 00 23500
10' • 18000 40000
12 1 ' 220 00 50000
14" 311000 1100 00
16" 450 00 900.00
CRUSSEI
11a11 or PumM 1n610
SILVER THREAD - GREEN
THREAD - POLY THREAD
AIIIL 42 111F
1 •• 9 2300 6 woo
1 14 1, 2600 62 SO
Y' 30 001 75 001
3• ' 36 OOt 92 501
4" 42 001 1 18 50t
61 ' 140 001 186 Will
S •• 19000 27000!0.. 00 450 00
12 1 ' 31000 660 00
14 •• 500.00 1 O00 00W.
. 600 00 1200130
CONCENTRIC REDUCERS - 10 a Pbtd 111ab111
.w REDUCER DOSHINOS
SILVER THREAD - GREEN THREAD - POLY THREAD
A^^II► 1
-hu- -MAL_ _.LL-
I-%% - If Il • S00
Ix-.1 • 6.00
2•• n IK •• 2935 4000 S.Sot
r' n Y' 34 20t 40 A51 6.251
4 •• n r• 41 00t 59 15t 7 401
6" n4" 57 751 79001, 12.151
S" n6" 73 00 103 00t 2271,
t O" rs6" 10500 145 OOt 5600
11•• .10' • 14000 19000t 7000
14"a 12- 16500 25000 7,1100
16' • 414 •• 17000 35000 78.00
END CAMISI
SILVER THREAD -
GREEN THREAD -
POLY THREAD
REDUCING SADDLES - Gallsel lode osrtMl4)
SILVER THREAD - GRE EN THRE AD - POLY THREAD
$I& OW1184 Sin
STIFFENERS and
REDO THRED O COUPLINGS
RED THREAD Only
Site CeuptrnS	 stdtener
2" $1425	 $2503.. low	 425
4" 24 (IC	 625
6" 6.75
REDO HEA !: ® PACK
Y2
Y' S .S5
J' .95
4" 105
6' 135
A. O. SMITH=INLAND INC.
REINFORCED PLASTICS DIVISION 
2700  W. 65TH  e T A E E T / LITTLE MOC K. APK AN11111AE+ 721111 ►
AREA COI E 601 588-4010
RED THREAD,' SILVER THREAD, A GREEN THREAD,'
and POLY THREAD' FITTINGS
S1 200f 512001
12 OOt 12 00t 16 OOt
104i
13 OOt 13 OOf 17 OOt
 1300
 1300
1300
J00
1700
1700
1300 tam JJ00
2700
-17001
122 001
23 001 •23 001,
2300 23.00 645.00 — -
2300 02.00 11500 =-90430
27 00 32 00 45 oO 9000
3D 00 38.00 -SS 00 100.00
30 00 1 38 00 1_ 66 001_ 100.00
Ic_
$6 151'
11000	 —
00 00 10000
--
130.0 1 15000 5160
ADHESIVE KITS16)
DS 7014 125 mom pot Mel 6 8 or S 600
DS 7024 125 mom pot life) 2 SO or twin pack 825
DS 7054 12S mrn pot life) 1 6 or small pack 2.60
DS 7069 125 min pot Idol 9 9S or. 7 75
DS 7125 (20 mom pot life) 6601. 625
DS43014 (IS min pot life) 635of 625
DS 8024 116 mom pot life) 2 66 ,3t twin pack 825
DS BOSS (15 min pot Irfel 1 3 or small pack 2 SO
OS406911Smn not life) 922 or 600
DS 9014 (20 min pot Irte) 6 34 or 6 SO
OS 9024 (20 mom pot We) 3 1 or twin pack 850
DS 9069 120 min pot Intel !4 44 or 800
058088 IMa.ntenance and Repair K.0 13.60MINIMUM ORDER - Total quantity SW 00
-. TERMS - F O A origin Prices sublect to change wrthout notice Subject to conditions of sale as printed on rrvorse side of pipe price schedules.
I t l (i-oau end. F flanged and I3 ► 2"n 1" 2 . t vt" reducer butRrne/ with NPT fsmala threads available. (4) 2" 3", 4 •• 4 6" so"Iss are evalraale with 1" 1s► ••a Ivr" NPT threaded ♦ rdo outlets. I End caps In othat sins avarlabhe on spatial ouoNtlon. 161 COnsult duuat on ^100 . 1 to determlr.a proper ""Ott"
use".
Regrstmed Trademarks of A.O Smith-In l and Inc	 „at^•y a
Yea
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TABLE 1.1
ULTIMATE AND ALLOWABLE DESIGN STRESSES AND OTHER ►NTSKAL ►110P!IIT1E=
V.
r0an[rr	 -
how tesowle,
ulttnoase Soros•
-TtiT --
r[TH00
--
ASTO 01166
ago TNO[Ao
7S•r	 It"
sllv[A T Nw[Ae
»•r	 slop
641111111T1114216.01
716r	 mop
9,100 Pei
	
0,110 004 10.100 004	 6.100 Pe i 0,7.0 041 S.110 004
Deesew Sues@ 3.375 Pei 1.000 0e• 1.S7S N I I.S1S De l 3,41S Pei 1,100 064
MMYIw d[laMlclq AST" 0310 1. ISO 10 0 Poo 1 a. too psi 1.••104001 0.9%104 004 1.07.104001 O.S7n 104Pei
Adel Comomeelea
ultimate Stress AST" 061 11.S00 001 11.000 1,t 17.00 00 • 11.100 061 10,100 061 17.300 061
Design Soros 1,175 setlot a 106 0"
1^0 4e4O.A7 . 104
 MI
4,4s0 00 1
o as It104 PM
3.531 441
0.03 n 106 00
7.57S 0s 4
1.49 n 104 Pei
4,100 psi
I JS n too ONMe^tsltrs of [100141ty
loos 8"44V
u1sim eta Stross AOS-1 To 10.100 NI 11,900 psi 17,900 .•1 O.S00 Psi 33.000 044 60.600006
Oae18w Sirs• 1.000 041 I,Soo 041 1.000 N ► 1,000 Pei 3.000 001 1,350 0s4
lly*oo	 $44 &wet
Ult imate ►towStress 1'
	 6' AST" OIS9 71,000 am •1.000 ou 63.000061 66.000 044 - -
uttlwtela 16aeP
sore•• r
	
1 1' AST" 0159 40,000 Oat •0,000 0s. 10.00000 0.000001 - -
ulllwtate Hoof
stress All S•see A1T11 o119 - - - - 16,000 Psi •1,000 061
Hydrostatic 006480 AST" 0791Cyclic ISO.IOCycles rresdwe A S.Iso.6. 5.000... •.900.6. 4,1,00061 6,000 091 4.900.6.
Static 1106.6 11) 131 111 111
10 0 Itmsre ► .«sltrra • IS.10U psi IS.100 00•
Stem Doe's-III
M 40 6 %(no$ 7.00091 7,00 H § - - -
Coolltrlons of Linear
Thermal [yo1610w
Sloes 3' lowu N A01.1 TO I.1S .	 10 .0 1.13 n 	 10 .8 Iw/ tn/'r -----
lives r owu 13" AOS-1 TO 0.90 n 10 .0 to/t0/ •f 0,90 Is10'a tvin/ •P ---
All Sloes AOS-1 TO ----- ----- 1.14 n 10 .0 to /1n /*P 	-
T[ST CH["lIH[ POLY TH49AD►^OP[^Tr 01[ THOO 7S•I JJS•r 1SN 300.1
Asia$ Tensile
ulUw.ate Stress AST" 01101 6,SSO s. 6.000 Pei 5.100 Pet 6.600 a$4
Design Stress 1.640.6. I,SOO eel 1.37S oil 1,100001
f lloodYlY6 of
Elasticity AST" 03105 1.7.106 041 1.04.§00 got 1.4n 100 etl 0.7.106 061
A n .sl Cow0res61er1
ull-ale Stress AST" 069 I	 10.400 Pot 11,400 1,t 14.700 061 14.100 Pei
oasis. %tress 9.60 06. S. 1S0 psi •.17S a. 4.07S w
Modwluo of [ISVlcn y ?.I1 n 10 6 IM 1 .33 n 406 p61 1.19 it 100 0s1 0.14 n 106 Psi
0«om /endlq
Ultimate Stress AOS-1 To 11.100 psi 11.000 P6. 11.500 e6t 1.100 004
a -.;,. Ssrevv 1.000 sot I,Soo psi 1.000 Pe. +,000 oat
Hydreevosl6 Owes
ultimate Ho"
Stress All Sloes AST" 0I59 11.615 oat 11,635 psi 44,000 00 1 10.850001
HrOrosta t c Design AST" 0191Cyclic 150004
C ycles ► r«dwe A 4.950 Pot 4.950 Pot 4,000 Pal 1.100006Static oasis I1) 111 UI UI10 4 AoYre Procedure 11
static Des.g01111
at 10 4 hsow$ - - - -
C NMletane of Linear
Thermal [mPaws4ew
Sloes r tows, 6" AOS-1 TO -----
Sites &*0" toes, o r
A1l Sloes
AOS-1 TO
A01-1 TO
----
1.00 It 10- 0 In/In/•P -----1.01, n 40 .0 swonr~r
(I 1 90n/ce IF 	 to of 0 6 applied to static OaN6
(J) Data net h.o.lMla of limits of Printing
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TABLE 1.2
I1IE DIMENSIONS. WEIGHTS. AND CAPACITY
No^:nal Non^ lnai
Total wall Reinforced
Morainal Nominal Thick- wall Nominal Naaioal
0.0. I.D. nett Thickness Mei`M C	 He^rr
TYPE Site in.) Iln.) IM 1 ^n^_ (16s.1ft. Gal.lit.
	
Ci,.►t./it.
RED THREAD 2.375 2.1115 .070 .070 0.4 .20 .0274
ATP-70 3" 3.500 3.360 .070 .070 0.6 .47 .0621
4 •• 4100 4360 .070 .070 0.6 .7E .1042
6 6.62S 6.405 .110 ,110 1.7 1.67 .2238
0' 8.636 8.352 .142 .142 1.2 2.85 .1812
10 10.694 10.3so .172 .172 4.8 4.37 .1<4,t
12 ., 12.680 12.270 .20S .20S 6.0 6.14 JM7
REO THREAD 2 • 2.380 2.000 .190 .190 1.19 .16 .0217
RTF-190 2VI. 2.821 2.441 .190 ,190 1.32 .24 .032S
SILVER THREAD 2.. 2.375 2.235 .070 .070	 0.4 .20 .0274
3 3.500 3.360 .070 .070	 0.6 .47 .0623
4 4.500 4,360 .070 .070	 0.6 .78 .1042
61. 6.625 6.405 .110 .110
	
1.7 1.67 .2216
a , 8.636 8.352 142 .142
	 3.2 2.8S 3812
10 10.694 10.350 .172 .172
	
4.6 4.37 S84
12- 12.686 12.270 .205 .205	 6.0 6.14
.06
.8207
.0078GREEN THREAD 1	 •, 1.335 1.191 (	 .072 .048 0.2
1V11° I	 1.920 1,756 .082 .058
I
I	 0.4 .13 .0169
2 .. 2.375 2.147 I I4 .00 0.6 .19 .02S I
3° 3.500 I	 3.272 .114 .090 0.9 .44 .OS84
4 ­ 4.500 4.272
.114 .090 1.2 .74 .0995
6° 6.625 6.337 .144 .120 2.4 1.64 .2190
a . 8.676 8.352 .162 .138 3.4 2.8S .3812
10 . 10.734 10.350 .192 .168 5.0 4.37 .S84
12" 12.714 12.270 .222 .198 7.1 6.14 .8207
CHEMLINE 2" 2ASS 2.235 .110 .095 0.7 .20 .0274
3 3.580 3.360 .110 .095 1.0 .47 .0623
4 4.580 4.160 .110 .095 1.3 .78 .1042
6-- 6.62S 6.295 .16S . 13S 2.6 1,62 .2160
POLY THREAD 2- 2.375 2.136 I	 120 .096 0.6 .19 .0249
3 1 3.S00 3.260 .120 .096 0.9 .43 .0579
4" 4.500 4.260 .120 .096 1.2 .74 .0989
6.. 6.625 6.295 .16S .141 2.6 1.62 .2160
8 11 8.676 6.364 .156 .132 3.1 2.85 .3814
10 . 10.794 10.382 .176 .152 4.3 4.40 .5876
12" 12.714 12.304 .20S 181 6.1 6.17 .8253
14'- 14.480 14.000 .240 .216 8.1 7.99 1.068
16" 16.540 16.000 .270 .246 10.5 10.44 1.3%
Q
lNOTE All values are nominal values. Tolerances or maximum/minimum limits can beobtained from A. O. Smith-Inland Inc.
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SECTION 2
JOINING SYSTEMS
a
A. O. Smith -Inland offers a choice of proven joining
methods. Each has distinct advantages in a given
Application and you can select the method most
suitable to your installation requirements.
A. PIPE AND FITTINGS CONNECTIONS
BELL AND SPIGOT — This is the primary method
used for joining A. O. Smith-Inland systems and is
the result of extensive research and development.
This joint has been proven by years of field instal-
lation in all types of service. in this system, the
pipe is supplied with one end tapered and the other
end belled or fitted with a coupling to accept a
taper. The joint is secured %ith an adhesive designed
t,) complement the operating conditions of the
pipe system employed. The fittings are also manu-
factured to accept the tapered end of the pipe. The
taper can be readily applied to the pipe in the field
with a tool specifically made for the purpose.
The precise taper system insures those requirements
necessary for a strong joint — uniform adhesive
distribution, thin bond line and natural locking
action. The latter is of additional benefit in instal-
lation, as the locking effect of the taper maintains
the joint in position while the adhesive cures,
Allowing the work to proceed.
This joining system combines both threads and
adhesive on the bonding surfaces. Both bell and
spigot ends of the pipe are threaded with our unique
profile double-lead threads.
The mechanical locking action of these threads
promotes positive make up which prevents backout
during adhesive curing. In addition, the locking
action permits some move ►nent of the pipe before
adhesive cure. It's especially helpful on installations
over rough or uneven terrain or under low temper-
ature conditions. And installation is still fast and
easy; the threads lock with only a few turns of
the pipe.
No need to carry a double inventory just to use our
new joint system. When bonding our T.A.B. point
to nonthreaded bell and spigots or fittings, the
adhesive bond is as strong as a conventional joint.
Figure 2.1
T.A.B. Joint
EZZEZ- a
P	 ,
Figure 2.0
Bell and Spigot
REDI-THRECM The REDI-THRED joint system
is desigited for rapid assembly of long runs of pipe.
Each 30' length of 2", 3" or 4" RED THREAD is
supplied with the REDI-THRED coupling factory
installed.
The REDI-THRED couplings require no adhesive.
points are completed in seconds without to+ning
the entire pipe . .. just the threaded collar. Ideal
for wet or cold weather use, and for temporary or
permanent lines.
Gask*r
•	 1
THREADED AND BONDED (T.A.B.)` IOINT-
Our exclusive Thrc.ided and Bonded (T.A.B.) point
on 2" through 6" RED THREAD and SILVER
THREAD improves the reliability of an already
reliable bell and spigot joint It reduces the
opportunity for installation errors under all tem-
perature conditions.
Figure 2.2
REDUTHR[D
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Figure 4.7
SECTION 4
SUPPORTS, ANCHORS, GUIDES
r
f
s
ABOVE GROUND INSTALLATIONS
Above ground installations can br, broadly divided
into two categories — lines which are laid directly
on the surface of the ground and those which are
hung or supported as in a typical plant. In either
case, there are certain basic guidelines to be fol-
lowed:
on 4M
w,oA
Figure 4.0
Excessive tending
On any lines laid directly on the surface, care
should be taken to insure that there are no excessive
bends that would impose undue stress on the pipe,
and that adequate protection is provided in areas
where possible mechanical damage could occur. If
the line is connected into a system which could
impart a vibration or pulsing actiun to the pipe,
areas of contact with supports should be pro,ected
to prevent the pipe from abrading as shown in
Figure 4.1.
Retnowme Vetere suppers
Standard sling, clamp and clevis hangers and shoe
supports designed for use with steel pipe can be
used to support A. O. Smith-Inlsnd pipe. (Figures
4.5 through 4.10). Any other type of support that
gives a wide band of contact with at least 120' of
contact with the pipe earl be used.
ire 4.5
0
MAN peaftMity owm
drag wW be
n>roaed M.+o/ewr.
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zone on both
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Figure 4
Point Loading
A. SUPPORTS: Horizontal pipe should be sup-
ported at intervals suggestec+ by the support spacing
data in Figures 4.14 through 4.18. Supports that
have point contact or narrow supporting areas
should he avoided, and valves or other heavy equip-
ment should be supported independently of the
pipe. (Figures 4.2 and 4.3)
Figure 4.6
E4;n
Figure 4.8
Figure 4.2
Supports for Valves
Figure 4.3
Supports for Valves
Figure 4.9
Figure 4.10
Figure- 4.5 thru 4.10
Mangan and Other Pipe Supports
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RED THREAD SPECIFICATION STATEMENT
D.
0
I. RAW MATERIALS
Glass Fiber — Continuous single end EK•37s with
an epoxy compatible binder and epoxy compatible
silane coupling agent. Each strand of EK-37s to be
individually tensioned during pipe and fittings man-
ufa(:ture.
Resin Formulation — Stoichiometric ratio of bis-
phenol A -- epichlorohydrin epoxy resins and any
of the following aromatic amine curing agents:
Metaphenylene diamine
Methylene dianiline
Diamino diphenyl sulfone
?I. PROCESS
Pipe Winding -- Pipe will be filament wound using
the above raw materials with fiber glass oriented at
helix angle of 35'/4• as measured from the vertical
axis. The resin content shall be 28% by weight. The
pipe shall be completely cured at an elevated tem-
perature so that subsequent methylene chloride
solvent extractables of less than 5% are obtained
(pip: to be fii,ely ground, solvent extracted at room
temperature for one hour).
In-Line Fittings — These are to he filament wound
at a helix angle of 35,: o using indiv ldually tensioned,
continuous single strands of E K 3's glass fiber and
a liquid epoxy resin system mentioned above, cured
at an elevated temperature until methylene chloride
extractables of less than 5% are obtained. Resin
content shall be 28% minimum.
Molded Fittings — Compression molded using an
epoxy molding compound with strength, thermal
and chemical resistances at least as good as the pipe
and in-line fittings. This molding compound rein-
forced with a minimum of 60% chopped glass fiber.
The molded fittings cured at an elevated tempera-
ture until methylene chloride extractables of less
than 5% are obtained.
III. COINING TECHNIQUES
The pipe and fittings will be able to be joined with
an epoxy adhesive on matching tapere A bell and
spigot. The adhesive consisting of a compatible
epoxy resin cured with an aliphatic amine. Material
to be installed in accordance with AOS-1 installation
manual No. 9474.
IV. PRESSURE RATING
The entire piping system (pipe, fittings and adhesive
joints) shall be pressure rated using ASTM Test
Method D-2992 titled, "Standard Method for
Obtaining Hydrostatic Des q, Basis for Reinforced
Thermosetting, Re-O.i Pipe and Fittings". Minimum
continuous pressure rating — 150 psi to 150°F.
SILVER THREAD GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
SCOPE
Pipe -- Pipe shall he manufactured by A. O. Smith-
Inland Inc. by the filament winding process using
A thermosetting epoxy resin to impregnate strands
of continuous glass filaments which are wound
around a straight mandrel at a prescribed helix
angle and under controlled tension. All pip - will be
supplied with a matching tapered integral dell and
tapered spigot or tapered coupling; and a matching
tapered spigot.
WORKING LIMITS
Minimum continuous pressure rating 150 psi at
210°F in determined accordance with ASTM Stand-
ard Method of Test D2992 -- Procedure A. Consult
manufacturer's catalog for more detailed informa-
tion.
CONSTRUCTION
2" thru 12" — SILVER THREAD pipe shall have
:ontinuous glass fibers filament
wound at 35 1/4° helix angle in a
matrix of epoxy resin pigmented to
resist ultraviolet degradation Pipe
shall be in compliance with AST Ni
Specifica t ion D2996-71 and classi-
fied by its designation code as
shown in Table 11.1. Pipe shall
meet all dimensional and perform-
ance requirements, mechanic.il
properties, and shall be marked with
the following designation cedes.
TABLE 11.1
DESIGNATION CODE AT J3.4°F
2" - 4" l	 RTRP 1IAE4111
6"RTRP 11AE4112
8" 10"	 RTRP IIAE 2112
12"	 RTRP 11 AE-2114
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CONDENSING WATER DATA
Design Heat Rejection. Btu/h 753.000
Design Inlet Temperature OF 85
Design Outlet Temperature °F 101 7
Permissible Range of Inlet Temp 75 to 90
Design Flow. gpm ...90
Pressure Drop. Feet of Water. at 90 gpm ....	 229
Permissible Range of Flow. gpm	 ....... 50 to 110
Pressure Drop. Feet of Water, at 110 gpm 335
Maximum Working Pressure. psig 100
Unit Water Volume, Gallons. Approx......... ..	 20
Fouling Factor	 .............. 001
FOR COOLING TOWER SELECTION
Maximum Heat Rejection. Btu/h	 853.000
Range OF 	 16 to 17
Minimum Permissible Sump Temperature. OF ..	 75'
SERVICE CONNECTIONS
Hot Water Inlet and Outlet ....... ...... . . 2" FPT
Chilled Water Inlet and Outlet . .......... 2^4 - FPT
Condensirvj Water Inlet and Outlet.......... 2 iJ - FPT
PHYSICAL DATA, APPROXIMATES
Operating Weight. Pounds ................... 3,420'
Shipping Weight. Pounds ................... 3.145'
Crated Size. Inches . 	 114W. 45D. 69H
1
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SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL WF U 300
DESIGN DELIVERED CAPACITY, Btu/h 	 306.000'
DESIGN DELIVERED CAPACITY, Tons I M E
	 25 5`
ENERGY REOUIREMENTS
Design Hot Water Input. Btu/h .. 	 ...... . 447,000
Design Hot Water Inlet Temperature. °F......... 195
Design Hot Water Outlet Temperature.°F ...... 184.8
Permissible Range of Inlet Temp	 .... 160 to 200
Design Hot Water Flow. gpm	 ...... .. 90
Pressure Drop. Feet of Water, at 90 gpm ...... . 20.7
Permissible Range of Flow. gpm .	 ... 50 to 100
Pressure Drop, Feet of Water, at 100 gpm ....... 256
Maximum Working Pressure, psig ............... 100
Electrical Voltage, 60 Hz. 1 Phase
	 .	 ........... 1151
Maximum Wattage Draw 	 .	 .. .....	 300
CHILLED WATER DATA
Design Inlet Temperature, OF .................... 55
Design Outlet Temperature. OF .................. 45
Design Flow. gpm ... 	 ......................... 80
Pressure Drop. Feet of Water. at 60 gpm ......... 0.8
Permissible Range of Flow. gpm ........... 30 to 100
Pressure Drop. Feet of Water, at 100 gpm .......	 26.9
Maximum Working Pressure. psig ............... 100
Unit Water Volume, Gallons. Approx .............. 12
Fouling Factor	 .............0005
NOTES: 1. Capacity at design conditions. For capacities at other conditions, see Page 4.
2. Units equipped for operation on 230V-50Hz-1 Ph available on special order.
3. Thermostatic switch to control tower fan MUST be used. Set to "cut out" at 75°F.
4. Includes circulating water weights.
5. Units as shipped contain Lithium Bromide charge.
Application Manual (SA-41080) Available.
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Proper maintenance Is a necessity to Insure contlnous, efficient operation
of the equipment. It prolongs the life of the equipment and reduces service
requirements.
The maintenance requirements on Arkle's Solaire Units are relatively simple.
The suggested monthly routine can be done by competent building maintenance
personnel.
Spring and fall change-overs and any service should be handled by trained
servicemen.
WF is- 300
Maintenance on auxiliary equipment to the Arkla unit should be performed
according to the manufacturer's recommendations.
In the suggested inspection routines, reference Is made to page numbers in
the hrkla Service Manual. This Is to aid in finding the Information needed
on a particular subject.
As these Inspections are mode, all temperatures and adjustments should be
recorded. Changes In temperature or conditions should be noted for discussion
with the servicing agency.
MONTHLY INS°ECTIONS
COOLING-.
1. Take a complete set of temperature readings (VI-15). If a problem is
ff
	 indicated, call servicing agency.
F
2. Check cooling tower;
a. Cleanliness of sump.
b. Cleanliness of sump screen.
c. Condition of fan belt.
d. Check water distribution system.
3. Check condensing water bleed-off flow rate (IV-35-2)
a. Check operation of condensing water chemical treatment equipment (if using).
5. Open all valves, on dirt logs and strainers, long enough to flush out any dirt
or trash.
6. Visually check piping for leaks.
7. Perform maintenance on auxiliary equ i pment as per manufacturer's instructions.
A. Check equipment and area for cleanliness.
SPRING START-uP
A. TOWER
1. Clean and flush distribution system and sump and sump strainer.
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2. Replace all drain plugs, clean strainers, and close all drain valves.
3. Start filling tower sump.
	 ll
4. Perform maintenance on tower fan motor and pump motor as per manufacturer's
Instructions.
S. Check condition and adjustment of tower fan belt.
6. When tower sump is filled, check adjustment of water level control.
7. Check fuses, start the condensing water pump.
8. After full flow of condensing water has been established, check the bleed-off
flow rate (IV-35-2).
9. Check operation of condensing water chemical treatment equipment (if using).
10. After condensing water has been flowing at least 10 minutes, shut off pump.
11. Open valves on dirt legs and strainers and flush out any mud or trash.
B. UNIT
1. Perform maintenance on water pumps as per manufacturer's recommendations.
2. Check level of unit (IV-11-4).
3. Turn off manual hot water valve and then put unit into operation electrically.
4. Open valves on dirt legs just long enough to drain out any dirt or trash.
5. Clean filters.
6. Purge all air from chilled water system.
7. Check water piping for leaks.
B. Check chilled water flow rate (IV-25-4).
9. Check anti-freeze concentration (IV-29-2).
10. Check condensing water flow rate through unit (IV-32-4)
11. Check hot water flow rate through unit (IV-43-9).
C. CONTROLS
1. Check operation of weak solution by-pass valve and timer. See (V-75-4), (V-46-3tL0)J
2. Check operation of tower fan sump switch. (IV-38-2)
3. Check operation of condensing water switch. (V-19-2)
4. Check operation of refrigerant dump valve. (V-16-2)
I /A	 L P^^R ^U4 qv
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5. Check operatlon of chilled water low temperature ywitch.(V-12-4)
G. Check operation of flow switch. (V-15-1)
7. Check operation of evaporator low temp switch. (V-11-3)
8. Check hot water VAlve modulation. (IV-43-10)
9. Check all external controls In the system.
D. OF RATIONAL CHECK
1. Place thermometers in all thermometer wells (VI-15-6(A),(B),(C)).
...-_ ..
	 ..	 I.
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2. Operate unit on cooling for at least 30 minutes or until all temperatures
have stabilised.
3. Record temperatu(es.
SmT DOWN
A. TONER
NOTE: If the condensing water system could be subjected to sub-freezing
tArnperatures it is recc?,nended that the system be flushed with a mixture
of anti-freeze and water after performing the shut down procedure given
below. This mixture should be ca pable of withstanding the lowest expected
ambient te4rperature.
1. Civse valve in tower make-up water line.
2. Open all drain valves and remove all plugs in condensing water system.
3. Clean and flush tower's distribution system.
4. Clean and flush tower sump.
5. Clean all strainers in condensing water system.
6. Circulate anti-treeze through condensing water circuit.
7. Remove fuses so that condensing wate- pump or tower fan cannot accidentally
be operated without water.
13. UN I T
1. Turn off ,;nit.
2. Open all valves to drain the condensing water circuit.
3. Turn off manual hot water suppl- valve to the unit. Open drain valves.
4. Check anti-treeze concentration M-29-2) and close chilled water valves at unit.
5. Touch up all rusty areas on unit by painting. Arkla Part No. Z-3181 Pizzaz
(Orange Paint), or Gliddens Poly Urethane Floor Enarrel, Color No. 15157(Tinted).
-
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Why Heat Recovery
In most co. imerclal and industrial
operations, there is a large amount of
energy lost as waste heat that is typi-
cally exhausted into the atmosphere
No serious attempt has been made
to recover this waste heat in the past,
since, until recently, traditional forms
of energy have been both abundant
and relatively inexpensive
This has changed drastically with
the advent of increased prices that
are projected to double or triple in
the next five years. and fuel curtail-
ments Both affect present operations
and threaten to limit future expan-
sions without the availability of
rnc,eased fuel supplies
Today. air-to-air heat recovery has
become an important means of re-
ducing bath growing costs and con-
sumption The Hughes HeatBank"
air-to-air heat recovery unit is cur-
rently bnong used in many commer-
cial and industrial applications
Payback is attractive now and
doubly attractive over the life of
the HeatBank
Heat Recovery in Industry
Although industrial heat recovery
presents a series of difficult design
considerations with respect to high
exhaust temperature, corrosive at-
mospheres and dirty air, it also pre-
sents the greatest opportunity for
saving large amounts of waste BTUs
High temperature differentials, large
air volumes, and many hours of oper-
ation make heat recovery a neces-
sary consideration for any industrial
heat user whether he is considering
a new rnstal:31ion or retrofit
The basic types of industrial air -to-
air heat recovery can be character-
ized as process-to-process where
rivicess-to-comsat where exhaust
heat is recovered and used in com
fort heating and process exhaust
temperature limiting as in the case of
pollution cor.trc' equipment
Heat Recovery In Heating.
Ventilating and A ir-Conditionlog
Heat recovery involving heating.
ventilating and au-conditioning
(HVAC). is a viable way of conserv-
ing energy dollars for both retrofit
and new construction systems In
new construction, not only are en-
ergy savings and reduced fuel cots
realized, but the initial costs of they
heating and cooling plant can be
significantly reduced Re trofit heat
rc ,^overy is particularly attractive in
systems which require 100% air
change or where process exhausts
can be used for space heating
HVAC systems are characterized
by large clean airflows and relatively
low exhaust temperatures which
mean low-cost standard materials of
construction may be used Important
design considerations assoc ia.ed
with HVAC systems are condensa-
tion frost protection. and tempera-
ture output control.
The bask types of commercial re-
covery are comfort -to -comfort where
the building exhaust heat 1s returned
to the comfort conditioning system,
and F , % cess -to-comfort make-up air
systems Comfort systems can also
be further broken down into heating
only cooling only, or heating
and cooling
What is The Hughes
Hea/sank Unit
The HealBank unit has been de-
signed for highly efficient recovery of
waste heat in air-to-air applications
The units are completely passive
heat exchangers that utilize the
unique features of Hughes' heat
pipes The pipes transfer heat from
the warm exhaust airstream to the
cooler incoming airstream or from a
warm incoming to a cooler exhaust
airstream
What is a Most Pipe
The ability of the HeatBank recovery
unit to transfer large quantities of
heat from one region to another is
the result of the design and basic
phenomenon of a heat pipe
The basic heat pipe consists of a
closed envelope containing a capil-
lary wick structure a , ld a small
amount of vaporizable fluid The heat
pipe employs a boil inq- condensing
cycle with the continuous working
fluid pool returning the condensed
fluid back from the cooler end
(condenser) to the heat input area
(evaporator) The temperature loss
between the evaporator and
condenser is very small resulting in
an almost isothermal process
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Hughes NCStBank ` Most Pipe Recovery System
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FINNED NEAT PIPES
Counter-flow Operation
1 NOT
EXHAUST
AIR
By combining a few to several
hundred heat pipes with extended
area fins nto a HeatBank coil a then
Mal path is created between two
separate counterflow airstreams
This allows large quantltlF"s of heat
to be transferred from one region to
another with low temperature drops
high efficiency no cross contamina-
lion, and with no r^ovina Darts or
external power requirements
ME Al BANK
FIEcOtER IF UNIT
Maximum efficiency is obtained
from the HeatBank heat recovery
unit when the hot and cold air-
streams are next to each other Since
the heat pipe is a continuous vac-
uun'. tube it is riot practical, from
either a cost standpoint or a heat loss
standpoint, to have large separaticns
between the two airstreams
Although the performance of a
heat pipe is enhanced by tilting the
unit to aid the gravity return of the
working fluid. the pipe can operate
in a completely horizontal position
Thus. the pipes in the unit will
operate bI - di r ectionally in two-
season HVAC applications where
only the flow of the warm and cool
airstreams change
NeatRank features
High AeLOWIy EIf'CIenCV
Physical Separation of Airstreams
Compact Size
lightweight Construction
Low Pressure Drops
Minimum Maintenance
Long Life
No Moving or I, aad Bearing Parts
No External Power Requirements
Compatible with Standard pampers
ind Controls
Simple Dueling Requuttments
Wide Range of Unit Sizes
and Temperature Ranges
Easily Cleaned
Heatdank Models Available
HeatBank units are manufactured to
operate within specific temperature
ranges for various applications
shown in the table
A variety of in,rl -rials are used in
the construction of the basic compo-
nents in the HeatBank unit to meet the
operational parameters of each ap-
plication Standard materials of con-
struction are aluminum for the fins
and heat pipes and galvanized steel
for the frame, covers and air separa-
tor Copper. carbon and stainless
steel are also used for specialized
applications In such applications.
the HeatBank unit can also be
coated with materials to withstand a
variety of atmospheric conditions
NEAT PIPES FINS
	
Ain SEPARATOR FRAME
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EXHAUST AIR AIR
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MOUNTING NOL E S	 E NO COVE R
Basic Components of Nesti ank Unit.
Fin spacing is available from 4
through 14 fins per inch in virtually
any number of heat pipe rows deep
Typical efficiencies are in the 60 to
70 percent range with standard pres-
sure drops of 1 inch of water or less
1'
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Comparison to Other Systems
To evaluate the primary types of air-
to-air heat recovery systems. their
operating characteristics must be
compared In the chart, the operating
characteristics of different units are
listed and rated The rating numbers
are assigned from 0 to 5 with the
higher numbers assigned to the most
desirable characteristics From these
ratings and the operating character-
istics. we feel that the most attractive
is the heat pipe unit Ir, order to com-
pare these systems. a completely
detailed applications analysts must
be made
Comparlson of Most Recovery Units
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I need more Information on your Meateank unit delta me literature on:
q Industrial heat recovery q MVAC heat recovery
q have an applications engineer contact me. My phone: —
To Get More Information
This brochure is designed to give you
a general idea of when and where to
consider heat recovery and how our
product might meet your needs
If you have a specific application
and need more information tailored
to your requirements, we have pro-
vided a return post card for your con-
venience in requesting such
information
If there is no address label on the
card, please complete the address
section Please do not obliterate the
label if corrections must be made
Just cross out the informa t ion to be
corrected and write in new informa-
tion.
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN AND OPERATION
superior control performance without maintenance problems
A SIMPLE DESIGN PRINCIPLE
SUITABLE FOR BS% OF VALVE APPLICATIONS
The RKI pinch valve operates, as its name implies, on the simple principle of pinching a rub
ber tube (the body) to effect flow control Though the principle initially was used to cope with
abrasive and corrosive materials. RKI valves are used today in practically every industry The trans
formation of the pinch valve from specialized to general purpose use is predicated primarily upon
RKL's success in adapting natural and synthetic rubbers (elastomers) to the rigors of a valve body
that must withstand innumerable pinching cycles without cracking By evolving special compounds
and rroduchon techniques. RKI has been able to significantly lengthen the service Irfe of a fabric
reinforced valve body and, equally important, has been able to develop a diversified line of valve bodes
and pinching mechanisms that fit a broad range of application requirements in Chemical. Mining
and Process industries They are also ideally suited for sewage. water treatment and smoke abate
ment applications.
STRAIGHT-THROUGH FLOW
ELIMINATES TURBULENCE, INCREASES CAPACITY
RKL pinch valves have two inherent design advantages over other valve types They permit
straight through flow of either direction and they are completely free of any obstructions, moving
parts or cavities within the flow pattern that might adversely affect fluid flow or create servicing prob
lems Together, these two facts are the basis of exceptional, maintenance free performance.
RKL valves provide absolutely gas light and vacuum tight shutoff because there are no seats.
discs or packing glands to leak Also, they exhibit excellent flow characteristics What's more, the
completely unobstructed passage through the body eliminates flow turbulence to the extent that RKL
valves have a throttling ratio of 5 to I This compares well with the valve norm of 3 to 1 An RKL
valve can throttle a flow on 1000 GPM down to 200 GPh1 without turbulence
TROUBLE-FREE DESIGN SAFE EVEN FOR SANITARY APPLICATIONS
There is virtually nothing that can go wrong with art valve It requires no routine lubn
cation and cannot stick under any conditions Its simple, straight through design is completely free
of cavc'ies in which entrained solids or contaminating materials can be deposited Consequently, the
RKt valve can handle any material Including slurries and corrosive fluids, within its temperature
and pressure Ism is--w thout maintenance It is also used for sanitary service in food and drug
processing
PRE-PINCHED AND FULL ROUND) DESIGN
Since a full round flexib!e tube doesn't appreciably restrict flow until it is pinched to 50% of
closure. RKi originated the PRE PINCHF D design which is able to handle flows within ?% of full pipe
capacity As soon as the upper pinch bar troves from full oven towards the closed positron, in a Pre
Pinched valve, flow control occurs Shut off takes place slightly below the valve's centerline
In some applications where bridging. high velocities. and particles larger than e ; the pipe di
ameter occur a f 011 ROUND opening pinch valve is required The full round valves are available, as
are the Pre Pinched valves with hand pneumatic. hydraulic and electric onerators in both the open
and enclosed construction However, before flow control occurs. a full round pinch valves must be
closed to 50% of the full open positron
LESS EXPENSIVE TO INSTALL, EASIER TO INSPECT
All RKL pinch valves (except the solenoid operated model) are self supportrw Those with slip
on connections have enlarged ends that fit over the piping and are held in place with two hose clamps
The valves with flanged connections feature full faced flanges that are an integral part of the rub
ber body and are backed up by metal flanges Installation is simple. no floor columns. ceiling hang
ers, or separate mounting brackets are required Once installed, the valve is always accessible for
normal inspection Each RKI Valve is fully tested for gas tight closure and control operation under
actual specified line pressure conditions. on nor test rack. before shipment Also each valve is fully
assembled for immediate installation
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 EXCLUSIVE CONSTRUCTION FEATURES:
OVER-PINCHING PROTECTION	 LARGER BEARINGS
FOOLPROOF PINCHING
Seals completely isolate the sum
	 MECHANISM
mechanism in caw of body failure. The simple, direct acting pinching mechan
ism operates to any position and has no
Imha it to hind.
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BODY CONSTRUCTION FEATURES:
Only a GENUINE RKL pinch valve body is fully molded from flange to flange or connection to connection in all sim
thru 24 inches. RKL is the only manufacturer to fully mold its fabric reinforced pinch valve bodies using special
compounds made to their exacting specifications for high corrosion and abrasion resistance. The molding operation
nwans no deiamination such as occurs in hand wrapped bodies, and consequently longer life expectancy. The specially
woven fabric reinforcement is plyed into the construction in such a way that the body has high flexibility and excep•
tic"ally high burst strength. Each Range is tapered for a tighter seal against high line pressures. They are drilled to
either 150# or 3004 ANSI Range standards and being full faced offer the best possible seal against leakage at the
Ranges. The fully patented positive opening feature is molded into the body as separate tabs from the reinforcing
fabric. No metal inserts are used and the flexibility of these tabs does not Sinder ifle gas tight seal upon clown.
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FOR THE ULTIMATE IN FLOW CONTROL
The RM Series t pinch valve is unsurpassed for trpealawt . Itftue%s control from computer programs.
instrument air signals or mrllramp electric signals
The fully enclosed, luny self supported housing oilers ma n rnum protection .n highly corrosive
atmospheres and from possible rlastomrr body rupture It akct t an he %pec feed Mr vacuum %rrvrce
so that a dead end vacuum may be applied between the hou%mg ,11111 the eta%tometrc body to equable
a vacuum pressurr within the pinch valve txxty This allows the series ' 1 " pinch valve- to M- used on
any vacuum application
By specifying the correct elastomer c body this %ette% ran tie used on ahra%vve or corrosive %ery
ice within a pressure range of 10 v,uuum to 300 ps g and .t ternlTer,etirre range of 100 1 to
55C i , depending on aplrircalron
The full faced tapered elastomer ll.inge% offer the mo51 Ixrs live flange seal ng availahl- , ► nd the
exclusive fully molded fabric reinforced body construe thon means no ptohlem% w lh relrl, ►rerrient bod
res not fitting and no delanunattr t of the lunch valve txidy tutee ytihen the fully laetented Ixr%hve
opening feature is used there is no noted to rotate the pinch v,rlve holy to I'll-Vent it ftom t,ehmg a
permanent set
All series "t" actuators are totally enclosed for u%e -it
	
atnut%{ihe+1 ^ or e ► Ixrtire to it
elements They are of the non r ising actuator type so tha t they t in be hived for ,nt eywr, ►tron or
wired for electric operation without ;he use of flexible a r ho-e% or heu hle conduit the varrou% types
of actuators are shown oppo%rte on page 7 e Size% larger than 14 inch are av,ulable on applre ition
li. y
OI!e• SON Yoke C&UNV W
The oven stem yoke Jesrgn on our
L series pinch valve is used to
mount indicating switches stem
indicator auxiliary manual hand
wheel and various make r. of side
mounted posrtroners e g Barley
Fisher Hammel Oahl Honeywell
Masonerlan Moore and Taylor
LAF ATC / W/BAILEY A/ 2
See Mull.-roof • 477
Am-le-Op". 'Fad ClaW
this long stroke palented t r apped ar
rolling diaphragm actuator rRollomolorf
has a small diameter for use on air pies
suits up to 1:5 psrg It will not drift
open alter prolonged air failure Furnished
with two gauges PRy and check valve as
standard No eternal an tank required
It car.  be specified for hydraofrr artoatnr
to open with trapped an to close
LAVATO ace,
Air lo-Clese. Fail Open, with ►esdrener
d y combining Me standard an In ;lose
actuator ,Rellomotorr with an integrally
mou.,ited posrtroner a simple but precise
totally encloser' instrument all proportion
rng valve actuator with feed back to the
posrhorer is achieved Any make of side
mounted posrtroner can be furnished with
An open voke onstructrnn as shown above
LAVATCP
Arr-to Open. Spring-to-Close
Ihrs eulusrve rolling diaphragm actu
alor rRollomotorl is the only one available
to industry to operate a prnrh ty pe valve
It is pnmarrly for on off service and offers
the most positive fall closed action avail
able Any make of side mounted pos Uoner
can be furnished with an open joke con
structron as shown above %n%•
LAVATOSP
• •
Patented
Slip-on Conn lions—PnownaticaNy or Hydraulically Operated—Tote ft EnCloset—No
Moving Parts—Full Range of Elastomers for Abrasive or Corrosive Applications
SERIES SGE
V
The SGE valve is the simplest and consequently the lowest cost remotely operated pinch valve available to
industry.
OPERATION: I^•ration of the SGE valve is by application of hydraulic or pneumatic r •%sure through the
pipe connection .n the housing to the annular volume surrounding the elastomerc tube N pressure is applied
the central portion of the tube collapses from opposite sides effecting centered, straight line closure Only
straight line i losure can provide gas tight closure on slurries (Rases and li q uids Upon reduction of applied
pressure to atmosphere (or to vacuum of line pressure is a vacuum) the Plasticit y of the liner opens the valve
to full round configuration If a vacuum condition exists in the flow line a vacuum source such as a vtruum
generator, may be applied to the operating line to fully open the valve
The SGE valve is general l y specified for on off se rvice, but approximate flow control (throttlmgl can tw effected
by using a PRV ( pressure reducing valve) to vary the operating pneumatic or hydraulic pressure
To insure maximum cycle life. a PRV should be installed and set no higher than is necessary to close the valve
tight
CONSTRUCTION: The SGE pinch valve is constructed with a split housing for easy rh&nge of elastomenc
bodies. meaning less down time for ma+ntenance Standard housing is cast aluminum. but cast iron is available
upon request Body construction is tailored to operating conditions and bodies are available in a wide range
of elastomens including pure gum rubber (natural rubber) Neoprene. Bun& N Butyl, Hypalon' Silicone,
Vilon', EPOM (No ►del') and food grade elastomens Other elastomens available upon application
MAINTENANCE: No maintenance or cleaning is necessary for the life of the valve since there are no moving
parts, no pac4.ing glands, and no seals length of service of the elastomenc body is dependent upon the
material handled, line and operating pressures frequency of cycling, and other factors
APPLICATIONS: The SGE pinch valve is bung successfully employed in air and vacuum veying systems. hand
I-ng dry powders as well as a wide range of slurries and for controlling pump discharge and hopper unloading
It can be employed in almost any aspect of pollution abatement due to its ability to close bubble tight over
solid particles
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: PRV (Pressure Reducing Valve), 3 Way Solenoid Valve, Air Pressure Gauge (Spe
city if installation and adjustment is desired)
	 / f	 C
NOTE: Air supply should be approximately	 i
40 psig higher than line pressure in order 	 O
to insure full closure of valve
E
rA.. 
0
'E 1 duPont Co trademarks	 A	 -
—	 --u1116 sciouA"s1OMS -	 -
V ALVt SIZE 114 1/2 3/4 1 1.114 1.1/2 2 2.1 3 4
A._ LENQ TM_
a. attrtEM PIP
4-1/4 3.3,1 0.1,1 1.3/10 8-1 10.1/4 11-3/4 14.1/4 10.1/4 1/1
1-5 2_ 2. 1, 3.1 4-1/4 1 10
C. WIDTH 7 1/4 1 L1 4 4-3/4 •1 /
D. 1.1 1.1/4 1-7/16 1.11/16
t. 1.3/1 1.0/10 1-3/4 2•5 2.1/2 2-15 ,
114
1,7 1
P. MPT ISUP Lr lA I's 1 1/4 1/4 lei 1/ /4 1/
G. MPT (DRAIN) 1.1 1/1 1/1 1/4 1:4 114 1/4 114 114 1/4
WRIGHT (ALUM.) 1 __1V_ 3 4 Sh --IF r 21 24 1	 30
WEIGHT (C.1.)
MAXIMUM PRESSURE 1/4 r '- V SO ►SIG, 3" -4" 35	 NIGHER PRESSURE ON APPLICATION
rQ
i
Flanged Connections—Short Len t Iron or Aluminum Housing—Pneumatically
a Hydraulically Operated Tots Enclosed—No Moving Parts—Natural or Synthetic
Rubber Jody
SERIES SG'
Stmprtcrty makes the SG series pinch valve the lowest cost totally enclosed pinch valve with Hanged con
necttons avatl.•ble to industry.
OPERATION: The series SG pinch valve operates on the same principle as the SGE valve found on page 8.
The SG series valve is also employed primarily to on off service, out is capable of approximate flow control by
variance of operating pressure In all sties and at all pressures, gas tight closure occurs in a straight line, not
a three lobe configuration
CONSTRUCTION: rho SG series valve differs from the SGE series only in that the elastomeric body is con
Viucted with integrally molded 125115 pound ANSI tapered, full faced flanges and the housing is drilled and
topped accordingly As with all RKL valves. the SG series valve is tailored to operating conditions in body con
srructton and setectton of elastomer Housing is available in cast iron or aluminum Sties up to 24 inches.
MAINTENANCE: As with the SGE series. absolutely no maintenance is required for the life of the valve. The
sp!tt housing construction allows simple and rapid replacement of the low cost elastomeric body. With no
moving part!. the housing will last indefinitely.
APPLICATIONS: SG pinch valves are used to any type or on off service, particularly where abrasion or corro
ston are significant factors and where extended cycle life is not of primary importance.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES: PRV (Pressure Reducing Valve). 3 way Solenoid Valve, Air Pressure Gouge (Specify
f installation and adjustment is desired.
NOTE AIR SUFPIY SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY 40 PSIG HIGHER THAN LINE PRESSURE IN ORDER TO
INSURE FULL CLOSURE OF THE VALVE.
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VALVE SIZE 11 s 11 1 1 1% Iti 2 1 1" 1 4 S 4 /
MAIN A CLEARANCE 1r 7h / 1 1% fnf 104 1111 12+1 li its 21 27
DIrEN. 4 s s ) 1 Iti 10 of 12 14 K 20
D1aEN C EETIKEN FM S 2 1 4 1 • 1 10 12 li Is 11 24
DWAH: D LBIGTN 411 s 1 7M "1 11 14 k 1111 2s% 2111 274
D1MEN. I WOTN 4% sq 01 4$ 1 Vii 1 Iti 9 10 11 14 17 11 21
064 0- G CLEARANCE 2 Iti 2A 2% 2 ri lh 4% 4', 4 1 / 9%
r1A x. IOORIUNG TRESS. (PSIG) 111 I2S Its 120 1 Its Its Its 1!s 100 n n s0 f0
WEIGHT 7 I 7 t 14 11 is 27 11 n 11S 117 t10
Handwheel Operated • 'O	 —pen Constriction
	
Ends (Slip-on) Connections--lull
Round Configuration--4 td eating L Knit Switches (O final)
SERIES KSR
The KSR series is the only line of handwheel operated, open construction pinch valves with enlarged ends(slop on) for installation on schedule 40 pipe, available in sues 1/4 thru 8,,.
OPERATION: The KSR series pinch valve is operated by a handwheel which acts directly on a free floating dual
pinch bar mechanism to close or open the elastomeric body The free floating mechanism allows oven closure
from both sides and We patented positive opening feature (optional) insures even and complete opening since
the rubber body is attached directly to the pinch bars. Closure is bubble tight and opening is full round. Over
pinching of the rubber body is prevented by the positive closure stop on the stem.
CONSTRUCTION: All cast parts If the KSR pinch valve mechanism are of cast iron material Stem and guide
rods are 303 Stainless Steel and Ue Tods a ►p cold rolled stainless steep Mechanism is enamel painted to resist
corrosion For use in extremely corrosive atmospheres. mechanism can be epoxy coated for a small additional
charge The rubber `• ^dy is available In all known elastomers to Insure maximum possible life in any combin
ation of abrasive or i osive applications Fully molding every body insures excellent compaction of the me
terial and absolute uniformity in wall thickness for perfect closure Installation of the valve is sirrply a matter
of loosening the clamps at either end and slopping the rubber body of the valve over clean unthreaded schedule
40 pipe.
MAINTENANCE: Other than lubrication of the operator stem, no maintenance is required The KSR valves
are capable of extremely long cycle life, but when the rubber body finally fads, replacement is simple and
inexpensive.
APPLICATIONS: The KSR series pinch valves are used in any number of abrasive and corrosive applications
where manual control is desirable and where extremely long, trouble free life is necessary.
*ALSO AVAILABLE WITH CHAIN WHEEL OPERATOR (SEE PAGE 15)
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HandwhNl Opsratod • --Opon Constnrction-125/150 pound ANSI FlaW C moctions
—Full Round Configuration—Indicating Limit Switches (Optional)
SERIES I
The KEFR see lea Is the only IIne of full round opening pinch valves with flange I onneclions available to
Industry III sites from 1" thru W'
OPERATION T:fe KEFR series mechanism Is Identical to the mechanism of the KSR series valves
shown on page 10 Therefore the KEFR series has all the advantageous operating features of the KSR
series The handwheel olHHator works easily for flow control or closure with no levers or brute force
IeOUlred In larger sites and al higher working pressures, s hand operated hydraulic actuator Is provided as
sldnddnt equipment
MAINTENANCE: Handwheel stem lubrication is the only maintenance required for the life of the valve
As with all RKl pinch vwrlves no clearing Is necessary When the elastomeric body wears out. replacement
Is %1111114. and lne ►pensive fetremely long cycle life is characteristic of the KEFR rubber valve body
APPLICATIONS: the KEFR series pinch valves are used In any number of abrasive and corrosive applications
where manual control Is desirable and where extremely long, trouble free life Is necessary.
*ALSO AVAILABLE WITH CHAIN WHEEL OPERATOR (SEE PAGE 15)
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AIR AND ELECTRICALLV=OPERATED VALVES
SERIES "R" for automatic control on 125/150# ANSI flanged-or non -flanged-pipe systems
THE ULTIMATE IN OPEN CONSTRUCTION PINCH VALVES
The series "R" line consists of two basic types. The flange type
"RAF" and the enlarged end type "RA". Both types have open
mechanisms for use where the totally enclosed series "L" is not
required. They are available with all types of pneumatic or electric
actuators for on oH. proportioning. floating. fail open or fail-closed
action as shown opposite on page 11
These valves are available with aluminum and steel or cast iron
and steel mechanisms. They are completely self supporting. when
installed. with flow in either direction and may be mounted in any
position without having to purchase special support brackets for van
ous attitudes
The RAF series has 125/150 pound ANSI standard flanges. As with
all flanged RKI valves, the flanges of the RAF series are fully molded
a-, an integral part of the elastomenc body (or sleeve) of the valve and
have a 2 taper to improve sealing characteristics through additional
ce;mpression at the inside edge High pressure molding du r, ng vulcani.
za!ion gives RKI ninth valve bodes their established reputation for
quality. uniformity. and exceptional durability. RKL's patented positive
opening feature is available on all series "R" valves.
The enlarged end "RA" body is of the same high quality fully
molded construction and is for use on unthreaded schedule 40 pipe
The pre pinched design, originally developed by RKI. offers
capacities within 2% of full round opening valves. Flow is stream
lined across the pre pinch and no lost motion is involved for propor
tioning flow control as explained on page 2 under "Pre Pinched and
Full Round Types'
All pneumatic actuators are RKL Rollomotors. These rolling dia
phragm actuators have the advantages of long stroke, high pneumatic
working pressures for tremendous thrust, and maximum efficiency
through direct actuation These compact units provide space economy
as well as monetary savings to the user. Other types and makes of

"i
Type RA - ATC
Mr-to-Clow, Fail Open. Ideal for simple
low cost in line applKatans. For on-off
service and pressures to 100 pug.
Type RAF - ATCP
Airdo-Close, hit Open with Po0how.
Low cost prop6.1 wal Mow co" with
p"t"w hedbKk
4,
Type RAF -ATOP*
Awto-Open, • Fad Closed with Pntiww.
For proportional Mow control, no external
tanks needed.
Type RAF•ADA
Air-to-Open, Air-to-Close, Double Acting.
For fail in last position.
Type REF
Electncally Operated. Fail in last Position.
For on-oll, floctinA, or propod"nd con-
trol with slidewire, 110.220 w 110 volts
60 cycles.
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Type RAF - ATOSP
Air-to-Open, Spring-WClose. The most
posit** fail closed action. Available with
side mounted positioner for flow propw-
honino, or special dribble control.
fJ ^N
OPEN MECHANISM TYPES
HAND LEVER OPERATED VALVES
SERIES K ° for quick-acting "on-off' service or manual flow control
The exclusive, fully patented, hand lever operated series K valves offer the only quick acting manually operated
pinch valve available to industry The sell locking (am lever passes beyond the center in the closed positron so that
the valve will not fly open when pressurized in this positron These valves are primarily for on off service. However,
special flow adjusting screws, located on either side of the valve. in be furnished on application to limit the valve
opening so that it can always be opened to the same predetermined flow rate
The type ''KHLF'' is for flanged pipe systems and is drilled to 125/150= ANSI standards.
The type ''KHL'' is for use with schedule 40 pope systems and is installed simply by loosening the hose clamps
and clamping baits at each end and inserting plain unthreaded pope and then retightening the bolts and hose clamps
The limiting factor for line pressure is not based on the rubber or elastomerrc body but on the force required to
actuate the hand lever. These valves are fully self supporting and flow may be in either direction
TYPE ''KHL" HAND LEVER OPERATED VAI VE
Enlarged End (Shp on) Connections
J 
10%
pKl
. 2kr
^ 1
TYPE "KHIF HAND LEVER OFERATED VAI V1
Flanged Connections
RKL Controls is noted for developing special pinch valves to fit
special application Below are listed a few of the more recent
special designs, some of which are now in our product line
Oval Valve . developed to take the dis
charge from the full width of a :onveyor
belt.
Infinitely Variable Orifice Valve
(with handwheel operated hydraulic actuator)
designed for throttling service
maintains round configuration
SPECIAL PINCH VALVES
SERIES LHW-BG BEVEL GEAR OPERATED PINCH VALVES
LOW TORQUE MANUALLY OPERATED
PINCH VALVE OPERATION Turning the hand whe, ,. activates the pinch valve
stem Tither raising or lowering the pinch bar to fully open the valve or close air or
liquid tight on grits up to 1 /8".
In throttling applications the bevel ge-o r operator controls the degree of opening
without drifting when subjected to line pressure
PINCH VALVE CONSTPUCTION Cast Iron or Aluminum housing, Bevel gear
operator, 303 S/S stem, mechanical stop on stem to prevent over-pinching,
125/1500 or 250/300N ANSI flange connections, fully molded pinch valve
elastomer body (lir4or). All valves are factory tested and set for your application.
VALVE 800Y MATERIALS: Pure gum rubber, Neoprene, Hypalon, Butyl, Buna N
(Nitrile), Viton, EPDM (Nordell, Silicone, FDA Rubber, O & T Butyl and Neoprene
APPLICATIONS: Tailings, RAilk of line, Limestone, Wet cement, Leaching,
Copper, Zinc, Fly ash and other mineral slurries, Chemical Electrolytes, Dry
powdt+rs, Granular materials, Sewage sludge and many chemical applications.
• 128/1500 • ZW/3000 ANSI FLANGES 	 a ELASTOMERIC LINERS
• ALUMINUM • CAST "ION CONSTRUCTION	 a SIZES 4" THRU 16"
For wrortr complete detects see Rul. 673
N
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3-WAY DIVERTER PINCH VALVE-STANDARD 125/150 ANSI FLANGE CONNECTIONS- -TO•
TALLY ENCLOSED--CAST IRON OR ALUMINUM HOUSING--HAND LEVER, PNEUMAAC,
HYDRAULIC OR ELECTRIC OPERATOR-PARTIAL OR COMPLETE DIVERSION OF FLOW-
NATURAL OR SYNTHETIC RUBBER BODY
3 WAY
"DIVERTER PINCH VALVE
The RKL three way d verter valve wes developed to serve in place of two valves used in conjunction with a "Y" fitting.
while retaining all the inherent advantages of a pinch vahe As a result of this simplification, costs are lowered and
space requirements significantly  reduced
OPERATION: The DV* series deserter pinch valve operates by rotary actuation of a drive shaft by a handlever, a
pneumatic or hydrau l ic Imear actuator or an elec'nc act ator to operate a double -inching mechanism When either
leg of the deserter valve is com p letely c l osed the other eg will be compler ely open Through use of a positioner,
mixing or partial separation (depending on direction of flow) can be accomplished with capacities of the two legs
being inversely proportional to one another in an even curve As with all KKl pinch valves the DV' se r ies valves
are adjusted ano tesMd to close gas tight at the maximum line pressure to bo encountered in the working environ
ment for which they are ordered Eai h leg when open, maintains full round configuration.
CONSTRUCTION: The housing is composed of two halves and is available in cast iron or aluminum The pinching
mechanism is composed of cast iron and ::303 stain less steel parts with Teflon and Nylar beatings The heart of
the valve is the rubber body (sleeve) The body is constructed of the h khest quality elastomers (Natural or fyn
thetic) with high tensile fabric rernf — _rrnent and is fu l ly molded during vulcanir.ition (including integral 125/150
pound ANSI standard flanges) to insure maximum quality and aosolute uniformity
The following elastomers are avai lable: Pure Gum Rubber (Natural Rubber) Neoprene. Nypalon', Buna N Butyl,
V ton'. EPD fNordel ). and Food grade elastomers including white odorless and tasteless Neoprene or Butyl and
FDA rubber Other elastomers available upon application
RKL's patented positive opening feature is standard on all RKl DV' series valves and replacement bodies Position
indicating limit switches are available as in accessory Any type of actuator (an he adapted to the DV* series me
charism upon customer application Sizes from 1 t ; to 10" larger ar smaller sires upon application
MAINTENANCE: Other than lubrication of the mechanism. no maintenanre or cleaning is required for the life of
the valve When the rubber body wears out. replacement is simple and inexpensive
APPLICATIONS: The series DV • valvo is currently being used for all sorts of slurries and vey ng of dry natenals
from cement to food Selection of elastomers enables the valve to be niatc tied to the application for the best puss
ble resistance to abrasive and/or corrosive substances The DV • valve is especially well suited to applications of
mixture or dispersal of materials. Typical applications include a constant feed system for filling bins bags. or vats
whereby one container is filled wh le the container in the alternate position is changod The DV* series valve can
also be used with a pcsitloner to introduce a substance into a closed loop or ,otern,it rely to allow material in a
closed loop to escape (continuous by pass) The obvious advantages in the continuous by pass application are
1. maintenance of velocity (to prevent prec-p tation of suspended solids)
2 reduction of weir through stabilization of bark pressure on pump The unique attributes of the pinch valve and
the varied potential of a d verter valve are combined to make the RKL DV' series drverter pinch valve one of the
most broadly applicable valves availab l e to industry
• Patented
	
tE. I. duPont Co trademarks
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CAPACITIES ANDSIZING PROCEDURES CONTROL VALVE
STEP 1 SLURRIES CORRECTION.
0 7% Solids use specific gravity correction GPM •K
8 30% Solids multiply required GPM s 1 55 GASES
31-60% Solids multiply required GPM is 2 00 Sala, C.
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STEP 2 FLOW CONTROL VALVE SIZING Q	 4a'a"r''" r " "/s1
Solve	 C.	 a. -W ►1 06.ilrs IPual
- V^SP --- Mee oi1a.. .al..	 la.^l
MrO• IIIGP	 ) Correct	 for	 Specific Gravity Of 1110--ii ian^d.awi
Percentage Solids f	 •bal„y Le.^.b.l g lii^s..iir1• 1	 1	 4a01
- AP	 Pressure drop across valve ►u	 /A• 1011041 .ai.s u	 title	 . shawls belows	 p	 C.
SP = P, IMINUSI P.
P ,	 Pressure to inlet of valve
P: = Pressure loss downstream of
valve CONVERSION FACTORS
Pick the correct valve site from C. 's shown below GPM	 any liquid	 7 47 . 7Cfm
Water	 8 35 Ibs /gallon
I Imp (8ritish) `alloy	1 ? U S gallons
STEP 3 FIND PERCENTAGE OF VALVE •C = c • ► 	 321 •	 556
OPEN ► 	 C • IS	 32
Head water	 psi`	 • ? ?Calculated C.	 Flow Factor U S gallons in one cubic h	 748
Rated C. Doubling diameter of valve incrNses capacity 4 times
Plot Flow Factor on Flow Curve Chart at 100°x, open
Vol.sSir•	 ...	 h ..	 `..	 1..	 1 • r .	I ii •• - r ,	21:.	 1 .^	 4 ..	 .,•	 4..	 0..	 10 ..	12.•	141.	16.,	 1ll"	 20 ..	J41.
C.	 I.J	 S	 ty	 ?1	 J3	 47	 lU 1,10	 raj 33: 519	 747 11330 :075 .'"0 4150 53?U 6PAX) 11;11001 11920
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY
CORRECTION FACTORS VALVE SIZING
fr.r gases (Air	 11
end Liquids (la ger 1 11
---- -------- -	
-- --
,ON: 3.00 1(Igl
_
1.01
	
ONO	 il0	 0.OM
010 1.770 1. •	 0.t I	 0. q
am L535 1.06	 0.971	 2.00	 0.407
0 40 1.13) Lls
	 f 0.002	 1.00 1 Flas77
+-O.saf.100	 `
115
1.126
L2.691
1.10 ` 0.051	 ^»
1.11 ar it	 Lis` 0.559
1.14	 8137	 1.10 1 6.SM.ISO 4	 .111111 J T	 fl.s4
0 111m -	 - I.I -
	o.^ilt-
.
Pa	 3-l	 s
.300 1.025 I.20	 0.913 t	 1.00 !	 flit)
.150 1.6" 1.2s	 + a	 6 t	 1.70	 li
7000 1.500 1.30	 ' 0.677	 L 	 _0.511
43 1.409 1.1s	 0.041	 1.00	 O.s06
A5
1.414	 _.
1.350
1.40	 0.045 ' - LM	 0.000
1.65
	 t 0.010 1	 0.10	 f1.4r4
1.290 1.50	 O.0 V	 4.20	 -a 400
is
'
1.240 i-a-	 0.M7_,^ 	 .	 0.46
.f0 T. NS 1.M	 0.701	 4.40	 0477
Lai	 0.770-	 -_L 50	 0.45.75 1.144
.f0 t.11) 1.70	 ^7N
	 r.M	 O.ONO ^s^ j a» -41.461
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x.011_
N_ L90 + 0.1? { _b^0	 .4320
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1._0>a
L06aM
N I.M4
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SIZING INFORMATION
APPLICATIONS
OUICK REFERENCE FOR SIZING ONLY
INot to be weed to deown 1,w eP thlu • pimh wlw
cont►oft Mow)
STEP I CORRECT GPM FOR SPECIFIC GRAVITY OR
PERCENTAGE SOLIDS
STEP 2 DETERMINE AP . P, IMINUSI ► 1
STEP J ENTER AP UNDER AP PSI COLUMN
STEP 4 READ ACROSS TO THE FIRST VOLUME WHICH
EXCEEDS THE GPM DETERMINED IN STEP I
STEP b READ UP TO THE VALVE SIZE
EXAMPLE CORRECTED GPM 630 S'- 4 PSI SIZE 4" VALVE
P. PAWMI ISO
.I► VALVE SIZI
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RKL Controls has been a leader in developing special compounds of standard rubbers and elas•
tomers for use specifically in pinch type valves. We wen the first to use a Hypolon. Vtton, and Sili•
cone compound In standard pinch valve bodies
The object In deve loping a compound for high abrasion resistance is to maintain as high a tonsil
strength as possible with as low a durometer (softness) as possible A slurry particle flowing In a
line will then bounce off the Internal surface of the pinch vale body without cutting the rubber or ties.
tome► . Standard friction abrasion tests cannot be used to measure abrasive Impingement wear. as
occurs in a pinch valve. Highly loading a rubber or elastomer, to decrease Its cost, only Increases Its
durometer and Its resistarce to closure as well as decreasing Its resistance to Impingement type
abrasion.
The object In developing a compound for high chemical resistance Is to pick the most highly
resistant elastomer and develop a formulation which does not lose Its chemical resistance as extend-
ers, curing agents, and fillers are added. It also must be kept In mind that a low durometer offers the
best seal on closure with the least amount of force required to close and that a high tonsil strength
will offer longer life of the elastomer as It Is stretched and stressed upon closure of the pinch valve.
RKL has developed all their compounds with the above parameters In mind and oelleves It has
the best compounds, with the broadest range available to Industry.
The data listed below Is meant only as a guide When a question, borderline case o r t chemical Is
not listed, our factory should be consulted. We will be glad to furnish test slabs of various compounds
for evaluation In your own laboratof les.
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
URIC NAL PAGE 
Iffi^^^' POOR QUAD
PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED STANDBY
PUMPING SYSTEM:
With pump *1 on standby and valve * 1 closed. pump *2 is
supplying the cyclone header with ore slurry thru a full round
opening series " SG" valve, *2. Pump *2 requires maintenance
so pump *1 is started with valve st 1 still closed. As pump #1
builds up pressure between its outlet and valve *1 the trapped
air in the 18" line is relieved thru the small bypass "A" back to
the sump. As soon as all air is relieved valve *1 opens and
valve *2 closes. By relieving the trapped air thru the bypass
the possibility of water hammer, which could damage valve * 1
upon opening, is eliminated
LIQUID LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM:
The Air-to-Open with Positioner, series "RAF 	 pinch valve is
used to precisely control the level in the tank regardless of the
variations in pump output pressure A vacuum breaker or stand
pipe, higher than the maximum head of the pump, will eliminate
any breathing or fluttering of the pinch valve body due to the
hydraulic piston effect creating a vacu,-m on the downstream
side of t he valve This hydraulic piston ^ , 'fect is more prevalent
at certain rentrolled flow capacities than it other capacities and
depenas cn the length, angle, and size of the verticle drop of
the valve discharge pipe.
AIR LOCK:
Two RKL air operated type "RAF" valves placed in series are
used very satisfactorily as an air lock to unload from a pressure or
vacuum tank or when placed above a tank, to load the vensel.
There are numerous industrial and chemical applications, one of
the most common of which - , to replace the rotary valve under a
cyclone separator in raper mills
The system consists of one Air to Close valve (!t2) and one
Air to Open, fail Closcd. valve (=I) to shut down the line in case
of electric or air failure.
Valve #2 closes .then Valve tt1 opens to admit material, either
wet or dry, flowing by gravity into the volume created by spool
piece; ' A" After an interval of time va l ve st 1 closes and valve =2
open, allowing the material to flow onto a conveyor or into an
appropriate receiver
I
DRIBBLE CONTROL (accuracy • '/4% of full scale)
The batch weigher calls for a nf^w batch which actuates solenoid
valve #I opening the fully enclosed series "L" Air to Open Spring
to Close (fail closed) RKL Pinch Valve When 90% of the batch
has been weighed in, solenoid valve 3t2 actuates and extends
cylinders "A" and "8" Solenoid valve =1 is then closed and
the spring-to-close pinch valve closes to dribble position, as deter
mined by cylinders "A" and "8" At about 99% of batch weight,
solenoid valve #2 is closed and cylinders "A" and "8" retract
to allow the pinch valve to close tightly.
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HOOKUP DIAGRAMS FOR RKL
PNEUMATIC HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED VALVES
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The length of life of a pinch valve varies wr,h the application and :s affected primarily by the work•
ng pressure, the working temperature. and the duty cycle. Presuming that all of these conditions are
satisfactory, that the valve has been properly sized, and that the Installation Is correct, then we can say
that on abrasive service, the life expectancy can be as much as five times as long as other types of
valves. On cor;oslve fluid systems where the correct elastomer has been specified, life expectancy can
be eq ia l or greater than other types of valves.
TESTING
Each RKL Pinch Valve, regardless of type. 1: hydrostatic-fly or pneumatically pressure tested for
tight closure ir.d then set to hold z presslve approximately ten percent higher than the maximum work•
ng pressure specified on the order, so that the rubber or elastomerlc body cannot be overpinched by an
operato r Certification of test will t' furnished when requested at no additional charge.
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ELASTOMERIC VIBRATION ISOLATORS
l^
^i
I
i
.r
AIR-TO-EXTEND WITH P0S1T1ONER
j t
r	 '^
ELECTRICALLY OPERATED
WITH SLIDE WIRE
N1 ilkIATIC - HYDRAM IC
	 ELECTRIC
ROLLOMOTORS
1Ll TYPFS Of LONG STROKE LINEAR ACTllAT')N
F
'VIBROSORB" VIBRATION ELIMINATOR 	 "SPANSORB" EXPANSION JOINT
TMON' tilt) IINID OPT10NA1	 TMON' 011, ONID OPTIONAL
RKL ROLLOMOTOR
ROLLING DIAPHRAGM LINEAR ACTUATORS
NOW TO ORDER
1. Exact mods-' number.
2. Quart!!, w&e, i connection, (Mange or slip-on)
3. Body material. Is po@AW* opening feature required?
4. Service conditions,
A. Maximum i minimum line pressures through
Volvo.
B. Maximum g minimum temperature.
C. For vacuum services state in inches of Mercury.
D. Acid or Alkali, advise concentration.
E. Abrasive. grit size. 96 solids, wet, dry.
5. A.'r or Hydraulically operated valves.
A. Air 3r hydraulic pressure to operate (prig).
S. Instrument air range (psig).
C. Reverse or direct acting positioner.
6. Electrically operated models.
A. State operating voltage.
B. On off or modulating service.
R RKL CONTROLS, INC.
ARK ROAD LUMBERTON NEW JERSEY 08048 • PHO^A 160x,) 267 2800 • TELEX 831 692
' DU PONT TRAWMARR	 C00YRIGHI 1971 RKL CONTROLS INC	 PRINTED IN U S A
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Mod 1 K8R	 DWW
RKL CQIiITROLS Open Construction, Full Round,
Manually Opersted
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KSR - HW
INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE
THE SERIES K (HANDWIIFEL OPERATED) RKL PINCH VALVE IS COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED AND
AND READY TO INSTALL.
1. BE StTRE THE LF.NGTII OF PIPE LEFT OUT TO RECEIVE THE VALVE 1S FOUR (4) TIMES
THE NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER FOR VALVE SIZES k" THRU 4" AND THREE (3) TIDIES THE
NOMINAL PIPE DIAMETER FOR VALVES SIZES 6" AND LARGER.
2. THE VALVE MAY BE MOUNTED IN ANY POSiITON WITH THE FLOW IN EITHER DIRECTION.
DO NOT INSTALL THE VALVE NEAR NOT STEAM LINES OR WHERE EXCESSIVE HEAT IS
ENCOUNTERED.
3. MAKE SURE :THE PIPE. ENDS TINT ARE IN S ERTED INTO THE RUBBER BODY ARE FREE OF
ANY BURRS, PIPE TIIREADS, OR PIPE WRENCII M1RKS. THESE ENDS MUST BE SMOOTH FOR A
TIGHt CONNECTION.
4. TO INSTALL THE VALVE, LOOSEN THE HOSE CLAMPS AND 3I9: FO( iR CLAMPING BOLTS
(19 ON THE ATTACHED PRINT), AND INSERT YOUR PIPE. IN BOTH ENDS UNTIL THE PIPE
B1R'TS UP AGAINST THE 511011.I)ERS INSIDE THE VALVE BODY. CIOSE THE VALVE, THEN
RETIGH'TEN THE FOL'R CI.i,MPING BOLTS AND THE 4140 HOSE CLA1,111S.
X141 NTENANCE
GREASE THE STEM OCCASIONALLY (;`6 ON THE ATTACHED PRINT) TO PREVENT THREAD NEAR.
NO OTHER MAINTENANCE IS RFQ1'IRF:D AS THERE ARE NO PACKItiG CTANDS C. J1'IIER MOVING
PARTS THAT REQUIRE CREASE OR OIL.
IF THE ABOVE INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT FOLLOWED, ALL CUARANTEES AND WARRANTIES WILL
BE VOID.
RKL CONTROLS
ROBBINS 6 MYERS, INC.
BOX 276, ARK RD.
LI MBERTON , P-'. J . 08048
ph: 609-267-2800
telex: 831-692
REVI.S ED: 111Y 15, 1967
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Model LHW
RKL CONTROLS Enclosed, Prue-Pi vInd,
Manually Operated
RKL CONTROLS
	
166	 TELEX: 831492
^C1AptI	 VFAS INC 1 &imhwwinn It I na(UR
	 (6W) 2U-2800y
ITEM DESCRIPTIONS REQ' D
1. BODY	 .	 .....	 .....	 . .1
2. BONNET AMY. I
EA. DOLT, BONNETS	 .. .. .
29. LOCK WASHER, BONNETB	 .. .
20. NUT,BONNETS . 	 .. .	 ......
SA. PLUG,LOWER BONNET. .. . 	 .. .	 . .1
4• STEM,VALVE	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . I
4A. IIECHNICAL STOP,VALVE• . • . 	 • .2
6. PINCH	 BAR .	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .. .1
S A. BOLT, PO.F.	 ...	 ..	 .	 ..	 .	 ..	 . .2
6C. WASHER,PO. /.. 	 . 4
so. NUT, P.O.F. 2
78. ' 0'- RING ,!POOL	 STEM. I
7 C. *0'- RING ,SPOOL - BONNET I
60. $PO01.
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 ..	 .	 .. 1
60 A. GREASE	 FITTING.	 ..	 .. 2
608 BOLT. SPOOL-CAP 4
60C. LOCK WASHER. $POOL-CAP. .4
600. WASHER, SPOOL-CAP .4
609. NUT, SPOOL-CAP . 4
61. SPOOL CAP 1
61	 A. NYLATRON	 WASHER	 .. . .. . 2
618. BRASS NUT. I
62. HANOWHEEL.	 ..	 ..	 .. I
GSA. RETAINING NUT,H.W.	 .. I
628. KEY,KW-BRASS NUT 1
$3. SHEILO
6 J A. LINER TU9E , SHEILO
639, COVER, LINER TUBE
63C. RETAINING RING,LINER TUBE. .
630. 'O - RING, LINER TUBE . . .. . .
93E. POSITION RING
SIC. LOCKING RING, NANOWIEEL ... .1
7 0. BOLT, SP00.- BONNET	 . . .	 . . .4
7E. LOCK WASHER, SPVCL-90NNET. .4
26F. SEALANT A/R
# WE CNAAt IlLOI	 # oprp	 L
Model LHW
	
umm
RKL CONTROLS Enclosed, Pre-Pinched
Manually Operated
QUANTITY
I T E M PINCH	 VALVE
	
BONNET
I 1 -1/2 2 2-1/2 3 4 5 1	 6 6 10 t2 14 16 16	 `	 20
32	 32
24
6 6 10 t0 10 12 14 14 14 16 16 16 26 3220
20
RKL CONTROLS	 TELEX: 631-692
ROBBINS 131 MYERS INC., Lumberton, NJ 080 7 	 (609) 267-2800
rRKL SERIES "L"
	
BUTAffIN M-404-L
MODEL LHW (HANDWHEEL)
THE MDEL LHW (HANDWHEEL OPERATED) RKL PINCH VALVE IS COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED, PRESSURE
TESTED CONFORItiNG TO YOUR PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE SPECIFICATIONS AND IS READY FOR
INSTALLATION.
1. THE VALVE MAY BE NUUNTED IN ANY POSITION WITH THE FLOW IN EITHER DIRECTION. DO
NOT INSTALL NEAR HOT STEAM LINES OR WHERE EXCESSIVE HEAT IS ENCOUNTERED UNLESS valve
WAS SPEICFIED FOR HOT SERVICE.
2. CLEAN YOUR METAL MACING FLANGES OF ALL OLD GASKETS AND ANY DIRT.
S. COAT VALVE'S RUBBER FLANGES WITH A PASTE SOLUTION OF GRAPHITE AND GLYCERINE OR
SILICONE GREASE. IF THESE ARE NOT READILY AVAILABLE, USE SOAPY WATER. THIS
ENABLES YOU TO INSTALL EASIER AND MAY SAVE YOU DIFFICULTY IN PARTING FLANGES AT A
LATER DATE.
4. CIA)SE THE VALVE WHILE ?T IS BEING INSTALLED.
S. MAKE SURE THAT THE PIPE LINE ON ONE SIDE OF THE VALVE HAS ENOUGH PLAY IN IT SO THAT
THE PIPE FLANGE CAN BE DRAWN UP TO THE VALVE, AS THE VALVE WILL NOT STRETCH AND
THERE MUST BE ENOUGH PLAY TO TAKE CARE OF THE COMPRESSIBILITY OF THE ELASTOMERIC
FLANGE. IF THE PIPE LINE IS SOLIDLY ANCHORED ON BOTH SIDES, THEN A FLEXIBLE JOINT,
SUCH AS AN RKL VIBROSORB OR SPANSORB MUST BE USED IN THE PIPE LINE TO CREATE PLAY.
6. INSLRT THE VALVE. PULL UP EQUALLY AND FIRMLY ON THE FLANGE BOLTS. AFTER IN
SERVICE FOR 24 ims , PALL UP FIRMLY ON FLANGE BOITS AGAIN. THIS IS TO ELIMINATE ANY
LEAKAGE DUE TO AN ELASTUMERIC SET TAKING PLACE.
GENERAL MAINTENANCE
LUBRICATE THE VALVE STEM ONLY EVERY 2,000 CYCLES; MORE OFTEN IF NOT CYCLED AS MUCH. AN
ALEMITE FIT— ING IS SUPPLIED IN THE SPOOL FOR THIS PURPOSE.
DO NOT USE A BAR (CHEATER) THRU THE IIANDWHEEL TO TIGHTEN 'f HE VALVE CLOSURE AS OVERTORQUE
CAN DAMAGE THE BRASS STEM NUT.
THE TWO LOCK NUTS ON THE END OF THE RISING STEM HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED UNDER ACTUAL
PRESSURE CONDITIONS TO GIVE YOU TIGHT SHUT OF FOR YOUR PARTICLRIIR PRESSURE CONDITIONS
AND IN THEIR SET POSITION, PREVENT OVER PINCdING OF THE RUBBER PINCH VALVE BODY. ONLY
ADJUS1 t TURN AT A TIME, OR CONSULT THE FACTORY.
IF THE ABOVE INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT FOLLOWED, ALL GUARANTIES AND WARRANTIES WILL BE VOID.
IF ANY TROUBLE IS ENCOUNTERED DURING THE INSTALLATION OF THIS VALVE CALL:
RKL CONTROLS
aOBBINS 6 MYERS
P.O. BOX 276, ARK RD.
LUMBERTON, N,J. 08048
PH: 609-267-2800, TELEX: 831-692
16 8
I.A
WH 40 PIPE
Fails: Open L
F —^
RKL CONTROLS ) Mooel bGEEnclosed, Full Round,
No Actuator required
K AP s, v.Ly IN
V
NATF W 1 n AW%1gk1NC ARF IN MIPbIFC
VALVE SIZE 1/4 112 3/4 I 1.1/4 1.1/2 2 2.1/2 3 4
6 DM 1.7/16 1-11/16 1 . 13/16 2-3/3 2 . 1/2 3 3-1/8 3-5/8 4-1/8 5-1/8
C DIM. 4.7/8 5-3/4 6 . 3/8 7-3/16 8-1/2 10. 1/4 11-3/4 14-1/4 16 . 1/4 20.1/4
E DM 1-1/16 1 . 1/4 1-7/16 1-11/16 2 2-3/16 2-5/8 3.3/16 34/8 4-6/8
F DIM. 2-3/4 3-1/4 3 . 1/2 4-1/8 4 . 1/2 4. 3/4 5-1/2 6-5/8 7-112 8.3/4
K PORTS 1/8 NPT 1/8 NPT 1/® NPT 1/4 NPT 1/4 NPT 1 /4 NPT 1/4 NPT 14 NPT 1/4 NPT 1/4 NPT
L DIM. 1.3/8 1 . 9/16 1-3/4 2 2.5/16 2-1/2 2-15/16 3-1/2 4 5
RKL CONTROLS	 169	 TELEX: 631-M
O^QQIUQ A YVFAC Mr.- Lumberton. NJ 08048	 (609) 237-2800
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(RKL CONTROLS
Model SQL
Enclosed, Pre-Pinched
No Actuator required
RKL CONTROLS	 170	 TELEX: 831.692
AnBHINS b MYERS INC., Lumberton, NJ 08048
	 (609) 267-2800
INSTALLATION G MAINTENANCE
THE SERIES SCE (SLIP-ON CONNECTIONS, AIR OPERATED) PINCH VALVE HAS BEEN COMPLETELY
ASSEMBLED AND TESTED TO CONFORM TO THE CONDITIONS OF YOUR APPLICATION.
1. THE VALV" MAY BE MOUNTED IN ANY POSITION WITH THE FLOW IN EITHER DIRECTION. DO NOT
INSTALL NEAR HOT STEAM LINES OR WHERE EXCESSIVE HEAT IS ENCOUNTERED UNLESS VALVE WAS
SPECVIED FOP HOT SERVICE.
2. MAKE SURE THE PIPE ENDS THAT ARE INSERTED INTO THE RUBBER BODY ARE FREE FROM ANY
BURRS, THREADS, OR PIPE WRENCH MARKS, THESE ENDS MUST BE SMMli AND CLEAN FOR A TL,-,HT
COWITECPION.
3. TO INSTALL VALVE, LOOSEN THE BOLTS AND REMOVE THE VALVE HOUSING. INSERT YOUR PIPE.
IN BOTH ENDS OF THE RUBBER VALVE BODY UNTIL THE PIPE BUTTS UP AGAINST THE SHOULDERS
INSIDE THE VALVE BODY (IF NECESSARY, MEAiURE TO INSURE PROPER INSERTION).
4. AFTER INSERTIOC PIPE, BOLT THE HOUSING HALVES TOGETHER, THE YELLOW LINE MARKED ON
THE OUTSIDE OF THE RUBBER Vi.LVE BODY SHOULD BE ALIGNED WITH THE SEAM WHERE THE HALVES
OF THE HCUSING MEET (EITHER SIDE IS ACCZ PTABLE).
5. ATTACH AIR SUPPLY AT CONNECTION IN TOP OF VALVE HOUSING.
6. USE ONLY CLEAN, DRY, NON-LUBRICATED AIR OR SPECIFIED HYDRAULIC FLUID TO OPERATE
THE VALVE.
7. DO NOT APPLY MORE PRESSURE THAN SPECIFIED TO OPERATE THE VALVE. USE A PRESSURE
REDUCING VALVE WITH A BUILT-IN RELIEF PORT TO REDUCE YOUR PLANT AIR PRESSURE, IF
NECESSARY.
8. FOLLOW SAME PROCEDURE AS OUTLINED ABOVE WHEN INSTALLING REPLACEMENT RUBBER VALVE
BODIES.
CAUTION: IF THIS VALVE IS INSTALLED AFTER A PUMP, BE SIRE IT IS FULLY OPEN BEFORE
STARTING THE PUMP, OR RELIEVE THE AIR PRESSLIftE BETWEEN THE VALVE AND PUMP BEFORE
OPENING THE VALVE TO PREVZNT DAMAGE TO THE RUBBER LINER DUE TO HYDRAULIC HAMMER.
QUESTIONS REGARDING INSTALLATION OF NEW VALVES OR REPLACEMENT BODIES, OR PROPER
OPERATION OF THE VALVE, SHOULD BE RLFERRED TO THE CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPP.RTMENT AT THE
FOLLOWING ADDRESS:
RKL CONTROLS
ROBBINS 6 MYERS, INC.
P.O. BOX 276 9 ARK RD.
LUMBERTON, N.J. 08048
PH: 609-267-2800
TELEX: 831-692
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Model SG
	
C40047
CRKL CONTROLS Enclosed, Full Round,
No Actuator required
wi	 --- 6^	 F T^J, '-i *-\T, I 	 fl I
• /I	 V ^/ ^.
i
I
-
RKL CONTROLS Inclosed, Pro-Pinched
No Actuator required
T	 DESCRIPTIONS
1	 Boos	 1
2	 BONNET ASSEMBLY	 1
2 A BOLT. SONNET ASS' Y
29 LACK 10SH14, SONNET ASS'Y
2 0 NUT, BONNE T I 'S' Y
2E GASKET, BONNET AS$ , Y	 2
3 A PLUG, SONNET ASS' Y	 1
SEf• ti'I+/ #rmnOW row a/ANT//K
Fails: Open
QUANTITY
S3 PINCH VALVE BONNETS
ITEM 1 1.1/4 1 I-1/2 2 2 . 1/2 3 4 'S 6 6 10 12 14 16 16
2A
20
4 4 4	 1 4 4 4 4 4 6 10 10 12 16 16 16
zo
RKL CONTROLS	 TELEX: $31.69
ROBBINS & MYERS INC., Lumberton, NJ 08048 	 (609) 267-2$0
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INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCK INSTRUCTIONS
(REPLACEMENT OF HOUSING GASKE'LS AND VALVE BODIES)
I. THIS VALVE IS RECEIVED FROM THE FACTORY READY FOR INSTALLATION AND AIR OR HYDRAULIC
HOOK-UP AS PER THE ATTACHED HOOK-UP DIAGRAM. THIS VALVE HAS BEEN THOROUGHLY TESTED FOR
TIGHTNESS BEFORE SHIPMENT.
2. USE A LUBRICANT NOT HARMFUL TO RUBBER ON THE FACE OF THE FLANGES BEFORE INSTALLING
THE VALVE,
3. USE ONLY CLEAN, DRY-, NON-LUBRICATED AIR OR SPECIFIED HYDRAULIC FLUID TO OPERATE THE
VALVE.
v'. DO NOT APPLY MORE PRESSURE THAN SPECIFIED ON THE HOOKUP DIAGRAM, USING A PRESSURE
REDUCING VALVE AS SHOWN, IF NE:ESSARY.
REPLACEMENT OF GASKETS AND BODY
1. IF GASKETS NEED REPLACING, REMOVE THE VALVE FROM THE LINE AND SEPARATE THE VALVE
110 SING BY RE11OVING BOLTS AND NUTS NO.3 AND S AS SHOWN ON DRAWING IGS-722C.
2. CLEAN GASKETED SURFACES COMPLETELY AND APPLY NEW GASKETS.
3. WlrhN INSTALLING NEW RUBBER BODY, COAT THE BACK OF THE NEW BODY FLANGES FOR AT LEAST
2" AIONG THE SPOOL OF TIM BODY FROM EITHER END WITH A GLYCERINE AND WATER SOLUTION,
VASOLENE, OR OTHER LUBRICANT, WHICH WILL NOT ATTACK RUBBER. (SILICONE GREASE MAY ALSO BE
USED.)
4. INSERT NEW BODY IN ONE VALVE HOUSING HALF, ALLOWING AN EQUAL AMOUNT TO S:'ICK OUT OF
F.I'THFR END. BE SURE TO ALIGN THE BOLT HOLES IN THE RUBBER BODY WITH THE THREADED HOLES IN
T4E HO'1SING.
5. PLACE OTHER ULF OF THE VALVE ItOUSING OVER THE RUBBER BODY ANY) BOLT THE TWO HALVES
TOGETHER WITH NEW GASKETS, #6 ON PRINT IGS-722C.
6. TIGHTEN THE HOUSING BOLTS TIGHTLY AND TRIM THE EXCESS GASKET FLUSH WITH THE CASTING ON
BO'T'H SIDES AND ENDS OF THE VALVE.
7. COPT TICE FACE OF THE RUBBER rIANGES WITH A LUBRICANT NON-HARMFUL TO RUBBER SUCH AS A
SOLPTION OF GLYCERINE AND WATER OR VASOLENE.
8. VOLL)W THE INSTRUCTIONS ABOVE FOR INSTALLATION OF THE VALVE.
CAI'TTON: IF THIS VALVE IS INSTALLED AFTER A PUMP, BE SURE IT IS FULLY OPEN BEFORE
STARTING THE P lfMP OR RELIEVE THE AIR PRESSURE BETWEEN THE VALVE AND PUMP BEFORE OPENING
THE VALVE TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO THE RUBBER LINER DUE TO HYDRAULIC HAMMER.
IF T;1E ABOVE INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT FOLLOWED,
IF YOU HAVE ANY Qt'ESTIONS WHEN INSTALLING A
PLANT DIRECTLY.
RKL CONTROLS
ROBBINS AND MYF,RS, INC.
'.0. BOX 276, ARK RD.
LUMBERTON, N.J. 08048
PH: 609-267-2800 TELEX: 831-692
ALL GUARANTEES AND WARRANTIES WILL BE VOID.
VALVE OR REPLACING A VALVE BODY, CALL OUR
L
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(RKL CONTROLS ) Model LAF-ATC-OY	
D40064
Enclosed, Prue-Pinched,	 l
Fisher I/P Transducer and Posidonet
r"."
wu1 rw
-- C	 j
ACTUATOR $a 14 1	 26 1	 35 1	 47 1	 60 1	 100 1	 150 235
A D1116NS10M 7.34 1 10 . 5/6 1	 6 16.3/6 1 13 . 3/6 1	 17 21.112 32 1/4
9 01AWTER 6.3h 1	 6 . 3/6 1	 12 1 10 .112 1 11 . 3/4 1 14 . 3/4 1 16 .112 22 v2
Fails: Open
NM ALL 01YENSMS ARE w 91CHIES
VALVE SIZE
	
1 1-I/2 2 2.1/2 3 4 5 6 9 10 12 14 16 16
C	 01YEM910M 6 6 9 10
t
12 16 15	 1 19 24 30 36 42 45 50.14
-m	 016MIEVIN 4.1/4 5 6 7-1/2
3 . 13/16
9
4-WO
10
5 . 1/2
II
6
13.1/2
7-13/16
16
9 . 1/2
19
11 . 5/9
21
13
231/2
14 . 1/6
25
16 34C	 DONDA 0M 2-7/16 2 -5/0 3 1 - 1/16
P	 p9641910M 5.1/2 9-V9 1	 7 9.7/9 10-1/4 12 . 1/9 13 . 1/4 15-7/9 19 . 316 22-V2 27 29 1 33 .34 39-1/2
CR ow9" M 9.7/9 6 .7/9 1 9 . 7/6 10-11/16 10. 11/16 13 . 131 13. 13/16 13-13AG 19-111 19-1/2 20 20 20 20
M 09K" Mam1 1 . 1/16 1 . 1/9 1 . 7/16 1-1/2 1 . 9/16 1 . 11/16 1 . 3/4 1 . 7/9 2 1/9 2 . 7/16 2-3/4 a 3 34 334
RKL CONTROLS	 177	 TELEX: 831492
ROBBINS & MYERS INC., Lumberton, NJ 08048 	 (609) 267-2800
^RKL CONTROLS Enclosed, Pre-Pinche
Limit Switches
I
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l J
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aTl1 (IZT. Q7._ 4	 _,___ _—	 _SSS._ 
11411/T NPf v IIM N
Ir „PT CG40"T cow
grw.af
U.wet
ga AWE YM1_.-
CA[MOS.^
^1 ttt M1t ^W
}	 a L	 J1
A
—AMPS t•I_
^- r tS
TU z 	 WT =7 
ra.r na
~^
^
J
A: TaIA'rR	 512E 14	 - 26 35 60 loo 150 166
• OIK NSI(TN
e DIAMETER
19
6.3/4
22-3/4
8 . 3/8
17- S/9
12
30 lib
L11 3 /4
39-3/4
14 . 3/4
 601/
18 . 1/2
61-1/2
19
Fails: Closed
NOTE ALL DIMENSION S ARE IN INCHES
VALVE SIZE
	
1	 1.1/2
	 2	 2-1/2	 3	 4	 S	 6	 0	 10	 12	 14	 16	 Is
C	 DIMENSION 6 6 0 10 12 16 IS 18 24 30 36 42 45 50-1/4
ID	 DIAMETER
K:	 DIMENSION
^-1/4
2 7/16
S-1/4
0 -7/8
S
2 -510
6 . 1/6
6-7/8
tS
3
7
6-716
7
3-9/16
0-7/0
1011/16
7.112
313/16
I0-1/4
1011/16
9 10 11 13112 16 jj7 21 231/2 2S
4 . 10116
12 V6
13	 13
5 . 1/2
13 . 1/4
6
15-7/0
7-13/16
10-3/4
9 . 1/2
22
11 . 5/6
26
13
29
14 - 1/8
33.3/4
163/4
39.1/2F	 DIMENSION
x;OWNSON 13-13/16 13-13/16 19-1/2 19 . 1/2 20 20 20 20
H 0IMENSIONtTHK1 1 . 1/16 1 . 1/6 17/16 t-1/2 1 . 9/16 1-11/16 1 . 3/4 1 . 7/8 2 . 1/6 2 . 7/16 2 . 3/4 3 3-3/4 3.3/4
DIMENSION 2.1/4 2-1'1 2 1/4 2 Y0 2 3/8 2 . 518 2 . 5/8 2 . 018 3-1/4 3. 1/4 5-1/4 51/1 51/4
—
5-1/4
_	 ^ IMEN SION
.
-- - - —
RKL CONTROLS	 leg	 TELEX: 831-692
ROBBINS & MYERS INC., Lumberton, NJ 08048 	 (609) 267-2800
;
-	 :,
RILL CONTROLS Model LAF-ATOSP-OYEnclosed, Pre-Pinched
ITEM	 DESCRIPTIONS	 REQ'D
BODY	 II	 ^.r^	 (w)
•x	 /2. BONNET ASS' Y •	 .	 I	 .
?A.	 BALT, BONNETS
28.	 LOCK MSHER, BONNETS • . • . . . . • . NI	 ^"^	 1 L ^^.^
20.	 NUT, BONNETS
8C	 BREATHER PLUG, ACTUATOR
	 Fails• Closed
3A.	 PLUG, LOWER BONNET . . . . . . . . . . I
	
^^'
9.	 STEM, WALVE
	 . . . .	 • .. ..	 I
3. PINCH BAR	 I	 o _	 _ -
5A	 BOLT P.O F	 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
5C	 WASHER, PO.F.	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4	 j C.< -.,^	 ^M!Y
r
5D.	 NUT, P.O.F..	 . . . . . . . . . . 2
&	 COUPLING	 . . . . .	 . . . . . . . . . . . I	 . -D
6A.	 JAM NUT, COUPLI!J!5 . . • . . . . • • . . • I	 `^'Z	 t I	 a.^ io^XocxoD^
7.	 YOKE
	
. . • . • . . . . . . I	 (  1..-	 I , I	 ^, .
	 ^
7A.	 BEARING, YOKE	 • • • • • • . 1	 ^,^	 +
78.	 "0-- RING, YOKE- STEM	 . . . . . . I	
_	
^@A 96Xac io
7C	 '0'-RING, YOKE-SONNET • • • • • • • • • I
7D	 BOLT , YOKE-BONNET • • • • • • • • • • • 4
7E	 LOCK WASHER, YOKE -BONNET • • • • • • • 4	 ^
7F	 BOLT ,YOKE-ACTUATOR • • • • • • • • • 4
70.	 LOCK WASHER, YOKE-ACTUATOR • • • • • • 4 	 C	 `	 ^.-_ ^"X^^
B	 CYLINDER BOTTOM, ACTUATOR . • • • • • • 1
8A	 BEARING, CYUNDER BOTTOM . . . . . . • 2 	 `..	 (^)
88.	 -0'- RING, CYLINDER BOTTOM . . . . . . • . I	 n 1	
_ (+^^
9.	 CYLINDER MIDDLE, ACTUATOR 	 - -	 ro x)
9A	 BOLT, MIDDLE-BOTTOM CYLINDER	 i1F 1^F
98	 LOCK WASHER, MIDDLE-BOTTOM CYLINDER ill i1F	 f	 (e.xXw)
9C	 WASHER, MIDDLE- BOTTOM CYLINDER 	 ilF il^	 ^'	 `^	 T 1	 -1 	 (n^w ro%
9D	 NUT, MIDDLE-BOTTOM CYLINDER	 ill 	 '	 1
10.	 CYLINDER HEAD ACTUATOR	 . . . . . 1T . - 14a__
IOA.	 SOLT, HEAD-MIDDLE CYLINDER • 	 -
r108	 LOCK WASHER, HEAD -MIDDLE CYLINDER	 ilE i^F	
r	 kk^'^.^,^7	 ^-
IOC	 WASHER, HEAD-MIDDLE CYLINDER • • • 	 ilI	 <^„^	 \X	 +	 ^i
10D.	 NUT, HEAD-MIDDLE CYLINDER • • • • • ilE ^Ir
I I	 DIAPHRAGM	 1	 478.	 JACK SOLT , SPRING • • • • • • • • • • • I
12.	 PISTON, ACTUATOR	 I	 47C.	 NUT, SPRING	 I
13	 PISTON RING, ACTUATOR 	 I	 47E.	 SET SCREW,SPRING	 • • • • • •	 1
13A,	 BOLT , RING-PISTON •	 • • • • • • • • • * *
138.	 LOCK WASHER, RING-PISTON 	 ik	 --- -- QUANTITY
14	 STEM ACTUATOR • • • • . . . . . . . • • I 	 ITEM  
	 -
•
14A
	 -0' - RING, PISTON	 I	 •	 • • O b v	 • r ^a. n a n
148.	 WASHER , PISTON-STEM 	 I	 C., w0	 _
14C.	 LOCK NUT,PISTON-STEM . • • • • • • I 	
_ _
	 O iRATM
r ••_^ . { :,.: y ., - 
t
oo ; „o „o +_	 NF	 SEE ' CHART NO. /'
47.	 COMPRESSION RETURN SPRING • • •	 I	 a I • • • • n
	
^F	 $fE ' CHART NO Z'
47A	 BUTTON SPRING	 i	 °	 tt
Ec,_l.	 .^•.•t
RKL CONTROLS	 i79	 TELEX: 831-692
n^001uQ& uv=QQ1u(% 1 i mha+rinn. NJ 08048
	
(609} 267-2600
SERIES LAP--ATOSP	 BULLETIN M-412
RA -ATOSP
INSTALLATION 6 MAINTENANCE
	
g
(AIR-TO-OPEN, SPRING-TO-CLOSE)
The above listed Series of RKL pinch type valves are standard valve 4
mechanisms with an air-to-open, spring-to-close actuator.
These series of valves have been completely assembled and tested and the
spring tension adjusting bolt set for approximately 1M above the line
pressure specified on your order. The valvs is ready for installation as
it is received.
Theso valves may be mounted in any position with flow in either direction.
Follow the installation and maintenance instructions attached for the
particular type of open body or closed body construction furnished.
The Series L valves are furnished with an alemite lubricating fitting in
the 6pool piece for lubrication every 10,000-cycles. The Series RAF and
RA valves should be lubricated directly on the stem with a heavy grease
once every 10,000 cycles.
If yt)u want to increase the tension on the spring for a higher line pressure,
thru the rubber body, the spring tension adjusting bolt may be screwed
inwards after loosening the spring adjusting bolt lock nut.
There is a limit to the line pressure thit valve will hold with the
particular spring furnished you. If you cannot get tight shut off with
this spring for an increased line pressure, contact the factory to see if
a heavier spring is available for the size actuator you have. Remember,
the further in you screw the spring tension bolt, the higher the air
pressure required to open the valve.
Be sure the vent hole in the spring cover is clear at all times.
The air hook up for this type air-to-open, spring-to-close valve is shown
on the air hook up diagram attached.
IF THE ABOVE INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT FOLLOWED, ALL GUARANTIES AND WARRANTIES
WILL BE VOID.
RKL CONTROLS
Robbins R Myers, Inc.
P.O Box 276, Ark Roid
Lumberton, NJ 08048
Ph 609 267 2800 Telex 831.692	 4
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PUMPS
182
H/HC
M070RVUIMPi/CRADLE MOUNTED
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
r ^"
 .INSTRUCTIONS
1	 andiARTS LIST	 M
L :•	 +
.L r,
tiw.. •r.
1
E: IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE ENTIRE CONTENTS OF THIS BOOKLET BE STUDIED BEFORE INSTALLATION.
[Me 
Ingersoll-Rand.
 STANCA640 PUMP — ALOPIC ►4 0IV1SION
rrn SPAD-270
181,
F yu'• l
I	 Remove %pa,ef ,ouplolg 1I g t)
4	 Remove ..i%ing h,,I:% and hr sting housing %uppotl
%vh,n tunushrd Tht „mlpleir unit in now he
withdrawn t:om the .,fang it itt -:1(Imludi ng motor
On Il motor pumps 1
NOTE —on lafger motor pumps %,mne customers pfeter to
diworinr,l piling and re- poke ,A%i ng, lerving
motor undi%turhed
r.e.,,e a
7 F. fit. I two halts holding k. or Support head on
motor pumps to casing 1:0ver Withdraw .jung.over
(Flo S)
F igure 5
K. Remove %haft Sleeve land me, hanf,al Seal if
apl,lf, ihle I
1) Coded Cover Only
For pumps with %: poled %tutting but .over► , remove
%pe.ial gland studs. This i% hest accomph%hed by
pulling twit on the %pe.ul stud and un%. frwtng
the tint against the se.ond Remove the ► tat o-sells
and withdraw the . poled .over.
CAUTION. On pumps for hot %enite tumi%hed with a
cooled stutting bo% covet, it fill any reason no,00ling
liquid a provided to the p,ket, be sure io vent the
1a.kel to prevent build up of pre .tire.
F,eure 6
10. To remove weanng rings for replacement, the y
 must
he spilt b y U%l ng .1 " Ild .hr%el 11- Ig n 1
MAINTENANCE
WAR\I%G	 Htfofe atfempung any InsptOlOn ur repast 	 S. With the un of a gear pullet w•.hdraw the unptllei
	
on the lump the driver controls must he in	 after removing the re:asning bills (tight hand threads
	
the ',ill" p,lutron, locked and tagged to pre•	 and washer be sure pullers are set against impeller
	
%1 of moil, 1. personnel r.rlorming service
	
vanes
,.n file pump
	 6. Remove gland null and withdraw gland on to shalt If
DISASSEMBLY	 the unit is soft parked, remove the packing and lan-
	
Itie hi,k withdrawal feature of the pump enables the	 tern tin#(See section on Packing Replacement)
,omplele unit to he d , .nlantled without distwhulg the
pump ,asuig and piping (alit, the driver, It a spa.ti coupling
1% caved ill file.radie immfiled version)
I Shut ,ill all v.il%e% ,onitolling hgvid flow to and from
the pump inJ Jr%,onne.t ele.In.al.onne.tions. Dram
.aanis lh Alit .r,idle (it I ' ll lubncaled).
N ^R\I\1, li4'1,ne .inemptu I g to ,lf%sa%wilible Innnp.
punll , 111k1,t he 1sol.ired liom %%%rem. 1r.r 1 1
Of 11,1u-d .md . iM'led 11 pump r% handling not
I ^q uid
111%. onne. t %(-al Ilu%hing lines
IS4
11. On cradle mounted units the shaft and bearings are
removed by removing the bearing end coven and
tapping shaft through.
CLEANING AND INSPECTION
WARNING Do not attempt any maintenance, inspec.
lion, repair or cleaning in the vicinity of
totaling equipment Such aktion could result
iii personal injury to operating personnel.
Discard gaskets and packing as new parts must be used
during assembly All parts must be clean before assembly.
This is particularly important at threads, gasket surfaces
,+nd radial fit contact areas.
No IT : Ingersull•Rand assumes no responsibility or
liability for damages caused by the use and
failure of the pump which has been fitted
with spare or icpair parts not of Ingersoll-
Rand manufacture. Only genuine parts from
Ingersoll-Rand or an authonntd Distributor
should he used.
Light oil lubrication of the shaft will help. Tap or press
bearings up to locate shoulders. Do not use excessive
force if bearings are being tapped onto shaft as this
may damage the races and reduce bearing life.
ticat must not be used particularly on pease packed
bearings as the lubrication properties of the pease may
be Impaired
Place shaft and bearing assembly into cradle. Lightly
lubricate bearing outside diameter and tap into place if
necessary.
3. Bolt bearing end covers to cradle, For oil lubricated
units, place hp seals in position in end coven.
4. Position seal stationary walface and gasket in gland
(mechanical seal only) and place gland on shaft. Posi-
tion seal on sleeve and fit out to shaft.
S. If applicable locate wearing ring Lito casing cover. This
is a light interference fit, and should be pressed in.
Cooling the wearing ring in a freezer will assist the
operation.
1 0^ 1 185
Inspect impeller for excessive wear or scoring particu-
larly in wearing areas. Wearing ring clearances should be
6,-Iween .010-.017" diametrically. Check that threads arc
It ,
 in. Lnsurc that the keyway is not damaged. Check shaft
±or straightness and corrosion. Check that impeller and
coupling fit is between .000 and .002" loose. Check shaft
l«ve for siiaiglaem and wear, particularly on soft packed
slob. Excessive wear or grooves will lead to unacceptable
leakage.
Lxaminc kcvways and keys. Keys should be snug fitting,
but not tight. Examine stuffing box wearing rings and
ensure that no wear or scoring has taken place. Check
circumferential mating areas for burrs etc. Remove old
gasket material and clean up face. Examine the internal
bore of the stuffing box to ensure cleanliness and that there
is no build up of deposits. Check all threads and tapped
holes for burrs.
Inspect surface of gland that contacts packing to be sure
that it is clean and smooth. On mechanical seal glands,
remove old gasket matenal and check inside diameter of
glands. Inspect coupling keyways. Inspect casing weaning
rings for wear and scoring and replace if necessary. Check
casing stating surfaces 'or burrs and remove any old gasket
material. Check casing for corrosion and thoroughly clean.
On cradle pumps check that shaft end play is between
.002 and .016". On motor pump versions, check the motor
shaft exterttion against the following table. Should any of
the limits be exceeded check with the motor manufacturer
for recommended repair or replacement parts.
RABBET	 FACE	 SHAFT
FRAMES	 ECCENTRICITY	 RUN OUT	 RUN OUT
143-  256	 .004 TI R	 .004 TIR	 .002 TIR
284-365
	 .006 TIR	 .006 TIR	 .003 TIR
REASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
NOTE:—For H motor pumps steps 1, 2 and 3 do not apply
and the support head should be bolted to the
motor pnor to step 4.
1. Slide bearing on to shaft as far as possible by hand.
6. Cooled Cover Only
For pumps with cooled stuffing box covers position
gasket and o-ring after making sure seating surfaces and
o-ring grove are clean. Refer to page 12 or 14 for
proper positioning of gaskets.
Assemblc cooling cover to casing cove and place
stat-o-seals on special gland studs. Tighten the special
gland studs using double nut method described in
Disassembly, paragraph 9. The cooling cover is now
.clilmped into position.
7. Position casing cover on shaft and bolt to cradle
(support head on motor pumps).
8. Locate impeller drive key and then bolt impeller into
position. Ensure that the drive key is located correctly
into the shaft sleeve.
9. Replace casing ring if necessary. Replace gasket, bolt
complete assembly to the pump case. Refer to table 2-
page 6 for casing bolt torque valves,
10. Bolt gland into position.
11. Assemble bearing housing support (when furnished)
with bearing housing and bed.
12. Before starting unit be certain that the impeller rotates
freely.
REPLACEMENT OF MECHANICAL SEAL
Mechanical seals should be checked, particularly during
the first hours of operation. Minor leakage through the seal
usually stops after a short time, however if it continues,
stop the pump and examine the seal. Excessive leakage past
a mechanical seal usually indicates worn or broken parts,
which require replacement.
To replace a mechanical seal the pump must be disman.
tied (See Disassembly). The stationary part of seal must be
removed from the gland and replaced by a new part.
Remove the gasket from the seal cover, thoroughly clean
gland and replace gaskets.
.{
Setting of the replacement seal should be carried out in
accordance with the seal drawing that is provided with the
.	 ►► I4
...	 ,
st.^..e^F14 asa
umk With John t`rane type I the setting is automatic since
the seal is located against a shoulder on the sleeve.
REPLACING SOFT PACKING
When packing becomes worn to the extent that leakage
cannot be controlled within desirable limits, it is advisable
to repack the stuffing box.
I Remove bolts securing gland, and withdraw gland
2. With the aid of a hook, pull the packing and wil calf*
ring from the stuffing box.
3. Thoroughly clean stuffing box and inspect sleeve ut
tort repacking. Leakage may be out to a wom retvt
requiring replacement.
4. Install two (2) rings of packing, ensuring that joints an
staggered.
S Insert Seal Cage. (If used)
6 Insert three rings (four if wal cage is not used) of
packing.
7. Insert gland nuts and draw down fnle+ fight. Ensure
tl.st the nuts have been tightened evenly, then tighten
nuts an extra 1/4 turn to initially set the packing.
SEAL TYPES AND SETTINGS
FETTING DIMENSIONS APPLY TO O RING SEATS OR SEATS WITH TEFLON WEDGES IN ALL CASES.
_ r-,,;-
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
BY GIVING COMPLETE INFORMATION, •YOU WILL ENABLE US TO
FILL YOUR ORDER CORRECTLY AND AVOID UNNECESSARY DELAYS
HOW TO ORDER REPLACEMENT PARTS
When ordering replacement parts, please specify
I. The SIZE A TYPE, and SERIAL, NUMBER as stamped
on the PUMP name plate. (The Size is the numerical
prefix to the Type).
2 The FORM NUMBER of this booklet (FORA SPAR
27)
3 The QUANTITY
4 The PART NUMBER and DESCRIPTION ex;i tly as
listed
EXAMPLE
2. 112 x 1 . 1 12 x 12 HC SERIAL No. 0272 4502
FORM SPAD 27C
1 - CASING - 2469
HOW TO IP	 ^^
SELECT
Each Parts List shows the parts which are included in
each of the following three classes of recommended spares
CLASS I -MINIMUM -Suggested for Domestic Service
u hen pump is handling clean, noncorrosive liq•
uids and where interruptions in servile are not
important
CLASS 2 -AVERAGE Suggested for Domestic Service
when pump is handling abrasive or cotios,ve
liquids and where some interruptions in conti•
nuity of service are not objectionable
CLASS 3-MAXIMUM -Suggested for Export Marine or
Domestic Service where interruptions in servi.e
are objectionable,
1 - IMPELLER - 1129	 I	 Our Sales Representative in your area will gladly review
HOW TO ORDER MOTOR PARTS	 the class of spates best suited to meet your requirements
Complete motor & motor parts shown in the parts list	 When ordering recommended spares, please follow the
must be procured from 1•11 	 procedure as outlined fer replacement parts
- IMPORTANT--
When ordering motor parts. alwa^ s give the Motor Serial Number and the Model Number
as read from the motor name plate Also furnish the Pump Senal Number.
REFER ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE NEAREST ADDRESS LISTED ON THE BACK COVER
OR TO THE NEAREST INGERSOLL-RAND DISTRIBUTOR
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^, x	 CROSS SECTIONS AND PARTS LIST
M Nona of pact Ian Nona of pat
0573 End Coves 2846 Stud (Special)
0575 Stuffing Boa Coves 3214 Walla
0871 Flinger 3463 Cool rng Cover
0975A Gland (Packed Boa) 11A9A Key fOriwr)
09758 Gland IMech Seal) 11A98 Key (Impeller)
1100 Bearing Mousing 12A5 • WaV er
1129 Impeller 20A11 "O” Ring
1675A Ring (Stuffing Borg Cover) 27A19 Bearings
18750 Ring (Qmng) 30A7A Pipe plug
1802 Mechanical Seal (Complete) 30A78 Pope Plug
1995A Sleeve IPacked Boal
	 l 33A2A • Capscrew
18958 Sleeve IMech Seal ► 	 I 35A28' Camrew
2482 Seal Cage 38A4 Nut
240 Casing 38A4A Nut
2578• Bearing Housing Foot 62A3A Stud (Stuffing Boa)
2578A • Bearing Housing Foot) 82A38 Stud (Mach Seel)
2584A (Gasket (Casing) 119A2 Capscrew (lmpellar)
25848 Gasket (Seal 143A2 Capscrev.
25840 Gasket ISeeeve) 143A2A Capscrew
2704 Packing 143A28 Capscrew
2607 Shaft 252A11 Stat OSeM
'Optional n0s shown,
188
Auxillary Electric Boiler
(Hot Water Heater)
189
STEAM 3
WATER
—am --Ww Ott
Series PEB-3-45
Rated: 461,000 BTU/Hr. Output Cast Iron Block Assembly
with electric heating elements
t.-
v t.	 -
a 0* AJ411 
0 * 0
FOR
INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
/lydroaic , ^'ratiry
12 SIZES
RATED: 102,500 to 1,536,800 BTU/hr. Output
	
r, , )	 to 1 ti^ti -:M^I.^r.,t
Heating At Its Best
r'	 Ij C,ttit 1t,in Elo,:tric Ejuiler incorporates many
,,or t nq Ind Aesign f eatures In kr-oping with
r	 It e r^r^m, • r,:Lil ,inri re5ldentr,11 pi,tn5 when
I!	 -It-sired
The right ,s reserved by the manutaclurer to make changes at any time without notice
THE PEERLESS HEATER COMPANY
DIV OF PEERLESS INDUSTRIES, INC
	 PEERLESS
BOYERTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 19512 	 crr.rrc	 Iona
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FELECTRIC BOILER DATA
Boiler Model No.:	 PEB-8-45W
Description:	 480/60/3 - Proportional Temperature Control (8 Stages) with immersion
Sensor - 30 P.S.I.G. W.W.P.
Boiler Size - KW:	 360
Gross Output - MBH:	 1229.4
Net Water	 MBH:	 1069.6
Net Water	 Sq-Ft.:	 71.30
Shipping Weight - Lbs.: 3277
PART SUPPLIER PART NUMBER WANTITY
Control Transformer Acme Electric TA-81213- 250VA I
Theraltimeter Ametek 84877-3 1/2 11
 Sq. I
Time Delay Relay Amperite 115NO15 7
Octal Base Bell Industrial 8QR 7
Mounting Track Bell Industrial TK2-12-14" I
Line Fuse Buss TKS-15AMP-600 Volt 2
Heating Element J.V. Calhoun TG-2507-16"-5KW-48OV. 72
Element Gasket J.V. Calhoun 2-16717 72
Class J Fuse Chase Shawnut AJ30-30AHP (AMP-Trap) 24
Class J Fuse Chase Shawmut A4J60-60AMP (AMP-Trap) 24
Indicator Light Dialight Corp. 135-5763-1431-311 Red 8
Indicator Light Dialight Corp. 135-5763-1433-311 Amber I
Neon Glow Lamp Dialight Corp. BU(NE-51H)T-3-1/411 9
High Limit Control Honeywell L4006A1058 I
Contactor I.T.E. Rowan 2200-EB-430AA-76 8
Contactor I.T.E. Rowan 2200-EB-430AA-77 I
Contactor I.T.E. Rowan 2200-EB-430AA-1-77 7
Low Water Cut-Off McDonnell-Miller 764 1
Immersion Sensor Penn Controls A91AAA-11 1
Actrol Staging Control Penn Controls R20AB-3 1
Signal Center Penn Controls R21AD-1 1
120-24V Transformer Penn Controls Y64AL- 2- 100VA 1
Pressure Relief Valve Watts 740-111-30#-1300 MBH 1
191
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NOTE: In Wition to the left Terminal Box	 ry" Terminal Bo y is furnished on Models PEB-4 through PEB-6,208/240 volts;
M.	 ,DEB-8 through PEB-10. 480 volts.
Series PEB—RATINGS a DIMENSIONS
Boiler
Model
No.
Boller
SI:e
KW
Groat
Output
MBH
Net Rating' No. of
5 KW
Elements
Rated
Voltage
3 Phase
•••
Rated
3 Phaase
se
Dimensions
"A" "B"
"
Water
MOM
Water"
Sq. Ft.
Steam
MBN
SteamSq. Ft,
With
67-PE
or 764
LWCO
With
47-2
Feeder
PL13 1 . 30 30 1025 896 600 773 320 1	 6 208240/480 83,72 36 11" — 7" 9'
PEB-1 ,45 45 153 7 1339 895 1155 480 9 208,240/480 125.108.54 it" — 7" 9"
PF. R ?-30 60 2049 1783 1190 1538 640 12 208/240/480 167/144 72 186 7'„" 7" 9"
PEH ? 45 90 3074 2670 1780 2303 960 18 208/240/480 250 216,108 183/6" 7 3 8 " I"'
-	 -- —f'Lfi 3 45 135 461 0 401 7 2680 346 6 1445 27 20 .	 /4 0 375!325 16 254/," 143,4" a „
i'E7 Fi
	
1 45 180 6147 533 9 3560 460.6 1920 36 208240/480 500/433 217 33 1 6" 22 1 ," 7" 9"
PEH - 5 45 225 7684 6678 4450 576.1 24Q0 45 _-M-8/240/480 25.542 271 40 1 2" 29 1 1" 1
PEN F,745 1 1 34 a "e
^EE3 . 7-45 315 1075 7 935 7 6240 807 2 3365 63 480 380 551.," 44 1 4 " 7" 9
PE	 8 45 3b0 1229 4 1063 6 7130 922 7 3845 72 480 434 258' 5158
PE f3 9- 40 1	 3 1 1	 5 802 5 1047 81 70" 7
PEE; 10-45 450 1536 8 11335 7 8905 11743 4895 90 480 1	 542 1	 77 1 8 1 66 1 x" 1	 7" 1	 9"
'Net ratings are based on 1 B - R piping and pick-up factors for automatically fired bo'lers
"Net rating is based on net rating in BTU per hour at 170' boiler water temperature with heat emission of 150 r3TU/sq ft.
	
"-For single phase PEB-1-30 240V and 125 Amps. 	 PEB-1.45, 240V and 188 Amps 	 PEB-2-30, 240V and 250 Amps.
NOTE; On rnr,ltir!e holler mstailat ons allow at !east 30" 	 SERIES PEB ELECTRIC BOILERS
betwoen boilers for servicing STANDARD EQUIPMENT: (WATER)
1 Deluxe type steel insulated 	 8 Dram rockjacket	 9 Combination magnetic contac-
2 Umit 8 operating control 	 tors & fuse blocks
3 Low water cut-off 	 10 Flange type immersion
4 Pressure repo' valve ASME	 elemer's sheathed to copper
30 lb.	 alloy
5 Power supply terminal box(es) 	 11 Time delay relays - 15 second
6 Control transformer	 12 Completely wired 8 assembled
7 Theraltimeter
POWER SUPPLY TERMINAL BOX INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY TER-
MINAL BLOCK, PILOT LIGHTS INDICATING EACH STAGE, POWER
ON-OFF SWITCH WITH LIGHT. CONTROL TRANSFORMER. TIME
DELA ,i RELAYS
STANDARD EQUIPMENT: (STEAM)
Same as water except pressure limit control, pressure operating control,
compound steam pressure gauge, in lieu of thrvnitm mnr. A S M E. pop
WORKING PRESSURE: safety valve (side outlet) 15 lb in lulu of watef pressure relief valve, gaugeteo flrlrglrrtn
50 LBS. WATER	 glass set^"`' ""'•	 OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:^_^.----15 LBS. STEAM	 Sequencing inCoor-outdoor control. combination pump and low water
80 LBS. WATER (Available) 	 AL0. Is. IL
	
cut-oft control isteam only) combination low water cut-oft feeder
DISTRIBUTED BY:
192	 ORIGLNAL PAGE; IS
nF FAR QUALITY
SERIES PEB ELECTRIC BOILER
TAPPING LOCATION, SIZE it USE
LOCATION
SIZE
NPT STEAM WATER
C Auxiliary
Limit Control
'D 11/31, Safety Volvo Relief Volvo
E °/i" — Limit
Operating Control
F 1/a" Steam Gouge Th*rolllmHer
O 1/3" Low Water Cut-On --
'N 1" Boiler Drain Boner Drain
• t 4" Return Return
J S. Supply Supply
K 2'/x" — Low water Cut. ON
• AUXILIARY TAPPING ON OPPOSITE SIDE.
•
41
Tt
^• w^wraa^	 35N
LEFT SIDE
E F GD
	 1
1
ON
OPPOSITE
K
5	 Bt	 '
J1
j Ell Iri . two M9a
(i
TOP
a — STUTING THE tiOQa
1-41USTART UP
a. IMPORTANT-- On Steam boilers be sure boiler and system has been cleaned properly to insure against surging or boiler priming.
The method for cleaning is described in the attached CARE AND OPERATION OF PEERLESS BOILERS. Alter cleaning, fill boiler
to the prescribed water line height of 24" above the floor.
b. On Water boilers, be sure the system has been filled with water and rented he$ of air.
c. Check all electrical connections as some may have loosened in shipment.
d. Check to see that all fuses are in place.
2—START-UP
a. Set the thermostat or operating control to desired setting,
b. Close the main power switch.
c. Close the "Power" switch in the Terminal Box.
d. Boiler is now in an operating condition.
N — SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
1—Do not maintain a higher temperature than is necessary to comfortably heat the building.
2—an a water boiler, if it is necessary to add water in excess of V2 lb. gauge pressure per month, check for leaks and correct im•
mediately. If water is required to renew the water line in a steam boiler at least once a month also check for leaks and correct
immediately. Excessive introduction of make up water may result in the formation of lime scale and sludge on the heater ele•
ments, which will reduce the life and effectiveness of the heating elements.
3—II it is necessary to clean or replace the heating elements, drain the boiler and system. Disconnect the wiring to each element
separately and remove the element front boiler. Clean or replace element, reinstall it in the boiler and rewire it before re•
moving the next element. This will avoid getting the wiring mixed. To clean the elements, use a brush and detergent solution
to remove all sludge and lime scale deposits.
When reinstalling the elements be sure to use new gaskets behind the element flanges
4—From time to time the contacts on the contactors may become dirty or burned and fail to transfer power to the heating elements,
Cleaning of the contacts can be accomplished by drawing a piece of hard card stack (file card or calling card) between the con•
tacts or use a contact burnishing tool 	 If the contacts are burned badly, the contactor should be replaced.
5—The(e Is no positive way of telling whether a heating element has burned out without testing the element continuit y . It is there-
fore suggested that at least twice a heating season the continuity of the elements be checked. A simple continuity meter or indi.
cator is all that is required. II the needle on the meter does not register when the probes touch the two element terminals, the
element is then defective.
A blown fuse would also indicate an element failure, however, a continuity test would still be required to determine which one
actually has failed as the elements are grouped together in a delta connection.
NOTE When inspecting the heating element and it is noted the sheathing has disintegrated, this is a direct indication the element
was not covered by water. The low water cutoff function should then be checked and also check for the possibility of air
trapped In the boiler and around the elements
H _	 I	 FRONT
NOTE: In addition to the left Terminal Box, a Right Terminal Box is furnished on Models PEB-5 and PEB- 6.: )8'2.40 volts,
Models PEB-8 through PEB-10, 480 volts
Figure 14
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COOLING TOWER
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HALSTFAD & MITCHELL
COOLING
TOWERS
WITH FIREPROOF
ASBESTOS FILL
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NEW HALSTEAD & MITCHELL
COOLING TOWERS PROVIDE UP TO
25% MORE COOLING CAPAC3TY
with no increase in cabinet sire.
ASBESTOS WETTED DECK SURFACE
The inorganic and incombustible wetted deck surface is
impervious to fungus growth and other decay organisms.
In addition to adding more cooling capacity with no
increase in sue, the lightweight decking also helps our
cooling towers outperform other types of decking.
You're assured of a cooling tower to meet your exact
specifications.
No fill surface used commercially today provides as
much water cooling capacity per cubic loot as does
H&M's new asbestos wetted deck.
LARGE CAPACITY SUMP
Constructed of heavy gauge steel. Welded throughout
to eliminate leaks. Extra large volume sump .ccommodates
water supply,
LOW NOISE LEVEL FANS
The deep pitch, slow-speed fans cut noose level to a mini-
mum. The long-lasting, zinc-plated, chrome-dip finish
protects the heavy steel blades against corrosion.
r
CABLE 1 - GCKA COOLING TOWER PERFI
LIFE-LUBRICATED BEARINGS
Fan beatings are factory lubricated and permanently sealed
for exceptional moisture resistance. Maintenance is re-
duced to a minimum. The bearing housing is durable
malleable iron.
WEATHER-RESISTANT MOTORS
The motors are suitable for outdoor operation and labora-
tory-approved for most adverse v(s'tage and loading coir-
ditions. Weather shield for pulley and belt permits use
even in icing conditions.
WATER LEVEL CONTROL
A brass float valve maintains proper water level in the
sump. The float ball is tough, corrosion-resistant plastic,
CABINET CONSTRUCTION AND FINISH
Tower sides are constructed of galvanized steel. The
sump is given special protection.
GCKA Models are shipped assembled but feature
knock down design.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Motor hood
• Outlet water screen
• Inlet air screen
• Stainless steel fans
)RMANCE • TONS OF REFRIGERATION*
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H&M REMOTE TANKS
Halstead A Mitchell offers a com-
plete Ion* of sturdy, large capacity
Remote Tanks for installation with
HAM cooling towers. All tanks
come complete with integral float
valve for automatic control of tank
water level
TABLE l	 REMOTE TANKS
COOLING	 REMOTE
TOSSER	 TANK
	 CAPACITY
 GALLONS
LLONS
MOUEl	 MOUEl
NUMBER	 NUMBER	 lfI
I
SHIPPING 'I% EIGHT	 t OVERALL
A	 I	 B	 I C
DIMENSIONS UNCHES ►
O	 E	 G H	 I
GCKA 5 RT70 70 167 24 30	 ' 28 12	 ; .11 1 1	 1/1 6'/t
GCKA 7'/s RT70 70 167 24 30 Ifs 12 2 3 1 2	 '/1 6'/s
GCKA 10 RT70 I	 10 ,	 167 24 10 2e 12 2 f 1 2	 I	 '/t 6'/t
GCKA 1S RT100 `	 100 190 24 31
1
14 12 21'/1 1'/4 3	 1	 '/s 7'/t
GCKK.10 RT100 100 190 24	 ` !3 34 12 'W/l 11/6 13	 }	 '/t
.
7'/1
GCKA2S RT200 200 2190 10	 ! S4 16	 1 IS 28' /1 is/. 4	 1/• 7'/1{GCKA 30 10200 200 290 30 S4 16	 j 15 281/t 13/4 4	 s/• 71.:1
GCKA 40 KT iW SW 450 10 S4 S1 15 41 11/4 4	 1/4 7'h
GCKA SO ItT300 300 4SO 30 54 51 15 1+ 114 4	 s/• 7'/t
GCKA 60 j	 RT 100_  300 1	 iS0 10	 • 54 51 I S 4 1 1'/•	 t 1	 s/• •'/t
_-GCKA7S It Soo I	 S00 ht0 18 70 42 24 i4 13/6 4	 'i• 71/1
GCKA 11X1 RI Soo Soo bt0 48 70 4.1	 I 24 44 13/4 4	 '/• 71;'s
GCKA 120 RT'S0 750 890 60 bo Sh 30 48 2 6	 1/4 e1/4
.
t tGCKA 1 S0 R T 1000 1000 i o i0 bo ' 2 b4 lo i 1 2- b	 '/. f!s'4
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COOLING TOWER PUMP
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ATTENTION: HEAD THIS PUBLICATION CAREFULLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO INSTALL, OPERATE
OR SERVICE THE TEEL CONTRIFUGAL PUMP. RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCEI
Figure 1 — Models 3P604, 3P606 and 3P608
Description
The Teel centrifugal pump is a non-self priming
unit designed to handle liuid transfer and heating
and cooling applications The unit is equipped with
a cast iron pump casing designed with full dual
volute, clog resistant semi-open bronze impeller
and a totally enclosed fan cooled electric motor A
mechanical seal isolates the motor from the liquid in
the pump casing The discharge port on the pump
casing can be adjusted in 90° increments to accom-
modate the specific application
Models 3P604. 3P606 and 3P608 are equipped * ,Il i a
pump casing to accommodate threaded suction and
discnarge piping connections The pump casing
used with Models 3P605 and 3P607 accommodates
flange type suction and discharge piping connec-
tions
Figure 2 — Models 312603 and 3PG07
WARNING: Do not use to pump flammable or ex-
plosive fluids such as gasoline, fuel oil, kerosene.
etc. Do not use In explosive atmospheres. Failure
to follow this warning can result In property dam-
age and/or personal Injury.
Specifications
Threaded suction inlet
Flanged suction inlet
Threaded discharge outlet
Flanged discharge outlet
RPM
Power supply	 2304
2" NPT
Y
.1%4" NPT
..3600
60 volts, 60 Hz, 3 phase
Specification and Performance Chart
Model
wt
(lbs) HP
Pump
Casing
Type
Dimensions Gallons Per Minute at Pump Head in Feet
H	 W	 L
--
10'	 20'	 30'	 40	 50'	 60	 70'	 80'	 90	 100' 110'
3P604 115 2 Threaded 8 1/4" 10 1 1" 18 4%" 170	 150	 130 100 f5 25 — — — — —
3P605 151 3 Flanged 9141 13 1 i 204" —	 —	 165 145 Q5 95 60 15	 —	 —	 —
3P606 173 3 Threaded 9 1,4' 12" 204 - —	 —	 165 145 125 95 60 15	 —	 —	 —
3P607
L
3P608
166
180
5
5
Flanged
Threaded
944'
93."
13 1 4'
12'_
22"
22'
— — —
— — —
—
-- _
200
200
185
185
16 15
165
145
	 1 20 90	 50
145
	 120 90	 50
201
FORM "1407 1	 MOORS SPIN. SPAN,	 3PS07 A 3PSM
Operitilon (Continued)
WARNING: Do not run pump dry as permanentdamage to the mechanical awl will rewult.
4. Activate the unit.
IMPORTANT: Power should be applied momen-
tarily to the pump at first and the direction of
rotation checked. When viewing the rear of the
motor (opposite the pump end). th-4 motor shaft
should be rotating clockwise. If it is not, discon-
nect power and re-check wiring to motor. (See
"Installation" section.)
NOTE. Never shut-off discharge or restrict suc-
tion flow while the pump is operating.
Maintenance
CAUTION: MAKE CERTAIN THAT THE UNIT IS
DISCONNECTED FHOM THE POWER SOURCEBEFORE ATTEMPTING TO SERVICE OR REMOVE
ANY COMPONENTI
1. If the pump is located in an area subject to freez-
ing temperatures, the pump should be drained
when not in operation. Also, the pump should be
flushed after each use, if used with gummy or
similar fluids.
2. to drain:
a. Remove drain plug directly below suction line
of the pump.
b. Remove anothor drain plug to vent.
NOTE The vent plug will be considered the
uppermost drain plug on the pump casing.
c Drain suction pipe to a point below the frostline.
d. Drain all piping exposed to freezing tempera-
tures.
3. All pumps are provided with shielded, prelubri-
cated, ball bearings in the motor. Normally, re-
lubrication of the bearings is not required.
4. The pump casing should be removed and in-
spected periodically to insure that any foreign
material or rust are not clogging internal pumpparts.
NOTE Thi s
 unit is equipped with a dual volutepump casing Onbof the volutes runs 1'' ' all the
way from the side opposite the discharge, into thedischarge through a completely enclosed pas-
sageway. If foreign material clogs this area, it canbe dislodged by using a wire or long spring.
Removal of Old Seal:
Should the mechanical seal, which consists of seal
seat (Ref No 7) and seal cartridge (Ref. No. 9),
require replacement, proceed as follows and refer toFigure 3
IMPORTANT Always replace BOTH the seal seat
and the seal cartridge to insure proper mating of
components'
1.Remove the four bolts (Ref No. 4) that connects
the casing cover (Ref. No 5) to the casing (Ref.
No 14).
2. Remove the casing.
CAUTION: Care should be taken not to "pinch"
or "shave" the casing gasket (Ref. No. 8) and the
"0" ring between the casing cover and the cas-ing.
3. Using on Allen wrench remove the impeller lockbolt (Ref. No. 13), the lead seal washer (Ref. No.
12), and the impeller (Ref. No. 10.
IMPORTANT: Care Mould be taken to Insure that
the same number of shimwashers (Ref. No. 10)
are replaced behind the impeller as were re-
moved. These shim washers are located directlybehind impeller. These washers as well se the
impeller key (Ref. No. 2) become loose as the
Impeller is removed.
4 The seal cartridge (Ref. No. 9 and shalt sleeve(Ref. No. 8) can now be pulled from the shaft.
5. Pry the seal seat (Ref. No. 7) from the casing
cover (Ref. No. 5).
8. Push the seal head (Ref. No. 9) from the shaft
sleeve (Ref. No. 8).
Installation of New Seal:
CAUTION: The precision lapped faces on the me-
chanical seal are easily damaged. Handle your
replacement seal carefully.
1.Clean the polished surface of the floating seat
with a clean rag.
2. Wet the outer edge of the synthetic rubber seat
ring with a soap solution.
3. Press the seat into the cavity firmly and squarely
with finger pressure only. If the seat will notlocate properly, place a cardboard washer over
the polished surface and use a piece of standardpipe for pressing purposes.
4. Dispose of the cardboard washer, Check again
ti:: t the polished surface is free of dirt or foreignparticles and has not been scratched or dam-
aged.
5. Thoroughly clean the outside of the shaft
sleeve.
8. Push the new seal bellows onto the shaft sleeve.
7. Inspect the shaft and the inside of the shaft
sleeve. Be sure that they are clean.
8. Clean the face of the carbon washer on the
sealing end of the bellows.
9. Slide the shaft sleeve with the bellows assembly
mounted on it onto the shaft.
10.Replace the shim washers. (See "Shim Adjust-
ment" section.)
11.Replace the impeller key (Ref. No. 2) and impel-I9r (Ref No 11). Do not forget to replace thelead impeller seal washer (Ref, No, 12) when
screwing the impeller lock bolt (Ref, No. 13) inplace_
12.Reassemble the rest of the pump.
Shim Adjustment:
When installing a replacement impeller (Ref. No. 11)
or motor (Ref No. 1), it may be necessary to adjust
the number of shims (Ref. NO. 10) to insure proper
running clearance between the impellerand Mecas-
ing. Proceed as follows:
NOTE: A proper running clearance Is less than
00101,
1. For impeller replacement, add one (1) shim in
addition to the one (1) removed originally,
202
SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSES CORRECTIVE ACTION
No liquid delivered 1	 Pump not primed t. Prime pump.
2. Speed too low 2. Check voltage.
3. Air leak in suction 3. Repair or replace.
4	 Discharge head too high 4. Lower the height.
5. Suction lift too high 5	 Lower the height.
6. Impeller plugged. 6	 Clean out.
7. Wrong direction of rotation. 7	 Change direction.
Not enough liquid delivered. 1.	 Air leaks in su , ion. 1. Repair or replace.
2. Speed too low 2. Check voltage.
3. Discharge hvC .	 -o high 3. Lower the height.
4.	 Suction lift too .sigh, 4. Lower the height.
5. Impeller partially plugged. 5	 Clean out.
6	 Not enough suction head for 6. Increase suction hand.hot liquid
7. Impeller or casing damaged 7. Replace.
8. Suction not submerged enough. 8, Submerge suction.
Not enough pressure. 1	 Speed too low. 1. Check voltage.
2	 Air or gas in liquid or leaks in 2. Repair or replace suction tine.
suction.
3	 Impeller damaged or partially 3. Clean or replace.plugged.
4	 Pumped liquid has too much 4	 Add strainer,
solid material mixed with it
Pump works for a while then 1	 Leaky suction line 1. Repair or replace,
loses suction 2.	 Suction lift too high 2. Lower the height.
3. End of suction line uncovered 3	 Submerge end of suction line.
4. Air leaks in suction. 4	 Repair or replace suction line.
Ft0r
 runs hot 1. Liquid heavier and more vis- 1. Consult factory,
cous than water.
2	 Seal binding 2	 Replace.
3. Rotor binding. 3	 Repair or replace.
4	 Voltage and frequency lower 4. Reconnect to rated voltage and fre-
than rating. quency
5. Defects in motor 5	 Repair or rer^lace.
Seal leaks 1	 Corrosion due to character of 1	 Consult factory,liquid pumped.
2. Excessive amounts of abrasive 2	 Consult factory.
material in liquid causing an
accumulation around the rotat-ing assembly which results infacts opening up and allowinggrit between them
MODELS 31111111111114, 311111`605, 31111`606, 311111`007 A 3PM
Maintenance (Continued)
Isis
2. For motor replacement, add two (2) shims in ad-
dition to the shims romoved during disassembly.
3. Reassemble the pump as described in Steps 11
and 12. (See "Installation of New Seal" section).
IMPORTANT: Insure that the casing is snugly in
place and check the shaft to make sure it is turning
freely (use the screwdriver slot in the motor to turn
the shalt). It it turns freely, check to insure that the
casing cover and casing are fitted "metal to metal'
where they meet on the outside. If they are not
"metal to metal", tighten the fasteners (Rot Nos. 4
and 10) and recheck the shalt for free turning.
Tighten carefully, turning the shalt while tightening
so that the motor bearings are not damaged in the
event that too many shims were installed. If shalt
seizes before fasteners are completely tight, dises-
semble the pump and remove one (1) shim and re-
past reassembly.
Trouble Shooting Chart
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Dlscharpe Port
Threaded Cuing
Models 3P604.
3P606 6 3P606
Suction Port
d;	
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11
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.._.iged Cuing Models
3P605 &3P60?
arge
rt	 o
,a,
Suction
Port
Figure 3 —Re I	 m n	 rts Illustration
li	 ` ^
M00EI169 3PAOt, SPiOS. SPON, 311 11`697 a SPM
Replacement Parts Ust
Rot.
No.
Part
No. Description
Ref.
No.
Part
No. Description
(9N056 or 9NO64 Motor 2 HP (Model 3P604) 1470.9901 Impeller - 2 HP (Model 3P604)
1 9N059 or 9NO85
19NO60
Motor 3 HP (Models 3P605 and 3P606) 1471.0002 Impeller - 3 HP (Models 3P605 and
or 9NO86 Motor 5 HP (Models 3P607 and 3P608) 11
11471.0001
3P606)
2 1471.30 Impeller key Impeller - 5 HP (Models 3P607 and
3 1470.93 Flinger washer 3P608)
4 Hex hd. cap screw (4), %-16 x 1 ya 12 1471.20 Impei'er seal washer
5 1470.01 Casing cover 13 1757.10 Impelle! lock bolt, S.S. sock. hd. capscr.,
6 1470.10 Gasket %-16 x 1%
1 1654.00 Seal seat, Bun; N 1469.00 Casing (flange, Models 3P605 and
11642.00 Seal seal, Viton (Optional) 14
11470,00
3P607)
8 1472.00 Shaft sleeve Casing (threaded, Models 3P604,
9 1655.00
11645.00
Seal cartridge, Buna A 3P606 and 3P608)
Seal cartridge, Viton (Optional) 15 Drain plug (4) 1/2 NPT sock, hd.
10 1656.00 ; peller shims 16 Hex hd. cap scr. (4), %-16 x i
'Standard hardware items which can be purchased locally.
LIMITED WARRANTY
Toot pumps. Models JPA}t tMu 3PEW, are warranted by Oa yron Electric MIQ. Co. (D#yfon) ro tM orfglnal UW
egainsl dalacra m workman.hrp or iner@l ele undr normal ute (rental ute orcludedl, for one ^1fr after defeat
Purchase Any part which a determined to be detective M material or workmanship end returned to On
oufhonaod service locaron, as Dayton designee, shipper coals prepaid, veal be repaired or replaced at
Dayton's option for warranty claim procodurn aN Prompt DlaDoalflOn" below. This warranty ohm
purch/tera specific 199#1 rights, and purchasers may alto have other rights which vary from state to slaw
WARRANTY DISCLAIMER D#ym)n has made a dilrganf alfon ro ilfuafra to and describe the products In Mile
literature accurately, however, such illustrations and dMCnptions are for the tole purpose of Identification,
.red dO not express Or imply a warranty that tha products ara merchantable, or rat fora particular purpose. of
that the products will netefsanly conform to fha a/uafraf/Ons Or dMCflptlona.
Except as provided below, no warranty or affirmation of fact. express or implied. other Man as stated M
LIMITED WARRANTY above a made or authorised by 08rron, and 0ayton's liability In all events a limited
to the purchase pace paid.
Certain espoca of disclaimers ale not applicable to consumer products: • Q.. (8) tome #tafea do nor #Now Me
exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, eo Me above limitation or exclusion may not
apply to you, (b) #'$O, tame sans do not alt" limitations on how tong an Impaled warranty lasts, con-
sequently the above Iim,tatiOn may not apply to you, and (c) by law, during M9 parrod of this Limned Warranty,
any implied warranties ormOrChenabihoy of fimat for a particular purpose applicable ro consumer produce
purchased by Consumers, may not be excluded or oM9rwite d4104im9d.
PAOMPT OISPOSIT/ON Oacrron will Make l gpo0od remit effort for prompt correction or other adjustment wlM
respect toonyproducrwItc provesrobedefactnewitmrnwarrenly For any product believed tobedefectM
within warranty. first write or call dealer ham whom product was purchased Dealer win give additional
directions II unable to msoMsarNfacronly, wnteto Daysonat address below. giving daMor's name, address.
dais and number of d"/Ms invoice, and describingthe nature of the detect, If product war damaged In
transit to you, file claim with tarn
DAYTON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 5959 W. HOWARD ST.
ORDER REPLACEMENT PARTS
THROUGH DEALER FROM WHOM
PRODUCT WAS PURCHASED
Please provide following information:
• Model Number
• Serial Number (if any)
• Part Description and Number
as shown In Parts List.
If dealer cannot supply,
order from:
Dayton Electric Mfg. Co.
CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPT.
5959 W. Howard St.
Chicago, Illinois 60648
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General Safety Information
1. Follow all local electrical and safety codes, as
well as the National Electrical Code (NEC) and
the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA).
2. Replace or repair damaged or worn cord im-
mediately.
3. Protect the power cable from coming in contact
with sharp objects.
4. Do not kink power cable and never allow the
cable to come in contact with oil, grease, hot
surfaces, or chemicals.
5. Make certain that the power source conforms to
the requirements of your equipment.
6. Always disconnect power source before perform-
ing any work on or near the motor or its con-
nected load. If the power disconnect point is
out-of-sight, lock it in the open position and tag it
to prevont unexpected application of power.
Failure to do so could result in fatal electrical
shock)
7. Do not handle the pump with wet hands or wnen
standing in water as fatal electrical shock could
occur. Disconnect main power before handling
unit for ANY REASONI
S. Motor must be securely and adequately electri-
cally grounded. This can be accomplished by
wiring with a grounded, metal-clad raceway
system, by using a separate ground wire con-
nected to the bare metal of the motor frame, or
other suitable means.
Unpacking
When unpacking the unit, inspect carefully for
any damage that may have occurred during
transit. Check for loose parts, missing parts or
damaged parts.
Installation
1. Locate pump as close to the fluid source as
possible, thus, making the suction line as short
and direct as possible. Unit is not self priming.
2. The pump should be placed in an area where the
ambient temperature will not exceed 40°C
(104°F) and it is protected from extremes of
cold, heat and humidity. Allow ample space for
future maintenance and repair should it be-
come necessary.
3. If necessary, adjust discharge port on the casing
(Ref. No 14) as follows using Figure 3 for refer-
ence.
a. Unthread four fasteners (Ref No. 4) from cas-
ing cover (Ref. No 5) and gently remove cas-
ing (Ref No. 14) from the casing cover.
b. Rotate casing so that the discharge port is in
the position desired.
NOTE: Pump performance will not be af-
fected by the position of the discharge port.
c. Reassemble the casing to the casing cover
by threading the four fasteners into the cas-
ing cover and casing.
CAUTION: Do not overtighten the four fas-
teners which secure casing to the casing
cover.
4. Mount unit on a solid foundation and secure
with appropriate fasteners.
b. Attach piping suction line to suction inlet and
piping discharge line to discharge outlet. Avoid
using looped sections of pipe or fittings which
might permit air to become trapped. Use pipe
dope to insure air tight pipe connections.
IMPORTANT: If plastic or fabric hose is used for
the suction piping, it should be of a reinforced
type to as not to collapse under suction. The
suction piping should be one size larger than
the discharge piping.
6. Support the piping independently of the pump
to avoid universal or excessive stresses on the
pump casing which would cause impeller mis-
alignment and possible pump failure.
7. Install both a union and a gate valve (not fur-
nished) on the discharge side of the pump for
service convenience.
CAUTION: Do not use a globe or other restrict-
Ing type of valve at the discharge. Globe valves
seriously restrict the capacity of the pump.
8. It is mandatory that a foot valve be used on the
sucl^on line to assure quick priming and that a
suitable suction strainer be attached to the suc-
tion line so that large pieces of foreign material
are not drawn into the pump.
IMPORTANT: The foot valve must be located
below the free level of the liquid in suction.
9. Wiring:
a. Follow all local electrical and safety codes,
as well as the National Electrical Code (NEC)
and the Occupational Safety and Health Act
(OSHA).
b. Motor must be securely and adequately
grounded. This can be accomplished by wir-
ing with a grounded, metal-clad raceway sys-
tem, by using a separate ground wire con-
nected to the bare metal of the motor frame,
or other suitable means.
c. Connections should be made with flexible
conduit to minimize vibration transmission.
d. Use wire of adequate size to minimize volt-
age drop at the motor. DOUBLE CHECK ALL
CONNECTIONS. (Refer to wiring diagram on
motor nameplate.)
WARNING: MOTOR IS DESIGNED FOR 60
Hz., 3 PHASE POWER ONLY!
10. Inspect impeller for proper rotation. When view-
ing the rear of the motor (opposite the pump
end), the motor shaft should rotate clockwise.
IMPORTANT Proper impeller rotation direction
is critical for centrifugal pumps. The inter-
changing of any two wires will change rotation
direction
11. Install auxiliary components (e.g. — pressure
switch, timer, etc.),
Operation
1. The casing and suction piping must be filled with
liquid before the unit can begin pumping.
2. In order to completely fill casing with liquid, en-
trapped air in casing must be vented. This is ac-
complished by removing the top drain plug lo-
cated on the casing.
3. Prime the pump by filling the casing with liquid
through the top drain plug.
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COOLING TOWER
TREATMENT SYSTEM
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MAKEUP LINE TO
COOLING TOWER
c.
LL
CONTACT HEAD
WATER\ER W	PRESSURE
3AGE
STRAINER
1/4" TYPE "C' SOFT COPPER
TUBE CONNECTOR MIN. 18"
LONG
"0'__'	 N I/4"	
Iffv •mo•esele"•k
CONDENSER
	
tOwIN F, 6nLDS1EIN
j WATT R PUMP 8fto.
.
TO CONDENSER PVC INJECTION ASSEMBLY
GATE VALVE
	 1/9, SCHEO •0 PVC
WELD HALF COUPLING S IN
	 1/2- GATE VALVEHORIZON IAL POSITION ONLY
GATE VALVE FOR BLEED-OFF
y
'	 I/2- GATE VALVE
FOR TEST
V/2" SAt E TY RELIEF VALVE
0 -100
PRESSURE
GAUGE A /	 \ I
1/2" WATER
SUPPLY—
TUBING*
UNION (TYP.)	 !	 '	 -	 •
SOLENOID VALVE
	 PUMP PLUGSr1
J	
i
INTO PANE
.^	 TREATMENT PUMP
GATE VALVE	 V 1/2"
TO DRAIN
	
---a
E
	
	
IA" GATE VALVE	 r
—y.
`	 11 V
CONTROL PANEL
	 2 A 12	 ^^
"WALL MOUNTED"
SEE OWG NO 6-4W
*CHEMICAL TANK
39"
FLIX
7^ ^d
EQUIPMENT FURNISHED BY ARC CO
'K COOLING TOWER CAPACITY-TONS
1/2 - UP TO 300, 3/4" 300 TO 1000,
1" OVER 1000
DRAWING B-4-A
ARC COMPANY INC.
114 HARVEY ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA., 19144
COOLING TOWER CHEMICAL
FEED SYSTEM
FULLY AUTOMATED
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BLEED SOLENOID VALVE TERMINAL$
rrTREATMENT PUMP TERMINAL$
	
WATER MEN TERMINAL$ I
	 XVA 'PL?
POWER $M
L I	 Lt I I
	 C—]
HYOXmTCK(^ 
'L 
LJI' 
^.J ' LJ I w w1-L I — _i_^_	 Ns a	 `TP o
II	 I^-I ^ ^ I^	 I	 I I	 _..	 i	 ^
I I	 I	 ^ I	 ^	 I	 I
1	 (	 ( I	 TIMER
	 I	 II I	 L^	 rTi	 HYDAC	 ICONTROLLER	 f
I I	 I
I	 I
PRESSURE1	 SWITCH
.L. L .^	 ^.r ^. r.	 r P w
Iio v/ 1#/Go,w
TREATMENT PUMP
$TARTER WITH HAND-
OFF-AUTO►
 $WITCH
OVERALL pIMENPINS
24 N x to W x • DEEP
HYDAC ►LO-$EN$oR
:m 
--v_
tV4* COPPER
FLARED TUBE
r CONNECTOR
POWER SWITCH
	
1 POWER SWITCH
VAw COPPER FLARED
TUBE CONNECTOR
­4 WATER­0
 METER
TREATMENT
—O PUMP
DRAWING B-4W
ARC COMPANY INC.
114 HARVEY $T. PH ILADELPH IA, PA. 1914 4
SOLENOID COOLING TOWER BLEED-OFF
VALVE	 AND CHEMICAL FEED
CONTROL PANEL
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FLOW METERS
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Technical Information	 TI 27.66'
E33 LIQUID VORTEX FLOWMETER
The E83 Series Vortex Flowmeter has the advantages of wide rangeability, high accuracy
and low Installation cost to make it an excellent choice for a wide variety of liquid flow
measurement : pplications.
INTRODUCTION
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CONTENTS...
Introduction
Principle of Operation
Instrument Description
Vortex Flowmeter Characteristics
Cavitation
Pressure Loss
OXBOR
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RELIEF VALVES
A. Berm - 2" x 2"	 M174A
B. Boiler - 14" x 14" N174A
C. Sub-Arrays - V k5300A
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No. TC IRe p laces former No P2)
Multi-purpose "Ball" Typo Valve
For Use as Test Cock.,
Balancing, Shut-off or Drain.
No. TC is an efficient , dependable, positive.
"ball" type shut off valve for liquids It has
a brat% Dal' that total" smoothly against a
"Teflon" seat for positive open or cloud posi
lion	 The ball clean% and lubricates itself as it
is rotated - no sticking Flow can be controlltd
by partial rotation of the ball 	 A female
screwed outlet confliction provides easy attach
ment of test hoses etc
	
Site
	 DIMENSIONS	 Will
No.	 N P T	 A	 6	 C	 lot 1
TC 1 ' /n" 1 .1 4" 112'• 7 /4" 31;7
TC 2 1/4 1• 1 -1/4 ­ 1 ' 7 •• 1/8•• 3117
TCA b2" 1 7 18" '12" 1 /s'• 4
TC 6 34 •• 2" 518 •• 1/8" 5
r-
WATTS
No. P3
Multi-Orifice Flow Controls for Tankless Heater
Adlusb to 2%, 3, 3'h or 0 GPM
Mai. Temperature 260'F.	 Melli Orifice
Man. Preawre 160 per.
	
cylinder
Watt% Flow Control valves ere
designed to limit the flow of
water to equipment and are
ideally used for tankless hooter
installations Feature a multi
orifice design which let% you
select desired floes at SO psi las
Mown above) simply and quickly
by turning the cap to the required
setting Sel ling it obtained by
locating multi orifice cylinder ad
lusting up to Itie marking over
the matching line on the body
For other pressure% and flow
capacities we instruction sheet.
W
Na	 Soso	 Dimensions
	
toil
A	 0
P3	 1/2"	 1 l /n' • 	 1, 7 " 	 2"	 6
A
r— - C
No. BP30 Series
Ily-ft"
 
Cont•sal vole«
Oiphragm actuatefi by Pon relief valves to rq
Mate liquid prtswre as supplied by a positive
pressurt pump Protect% equtpnllnt by opening
at desired setting and allowing excess volume
to be by passed back to source Construction is
bionte body Sensitive rubber diaphragm and
special TeflM disc Furnished with T handle to
facilitate pressure change Spring and adjust
ment handle free train contact with ligi,id
elements being controlled
Mon. Temperature 160'F. Sits S".
PRESSURE RANGES	 No 0P30
Ordering
Series OF30 _C ade
1050
	 0►30A
45100
	
011,300
'S 175	 IfEW
innIfil l Oft
No	 Sin	 Hoot	 length Wallis
_T
M30	 5i.	 21". 1'e^Ds
No. 5300A	 y
Pepper Type Relief Volvo
For By Pass Service
Compact, low cost, poppet type by pass valve
lot low capacity requnements A l l Drone con
i
struchon, st.!init%s steel sprit-0 and Teflon Jose.
Stuffing box foals against lookq* around so,ust
ment	 'T • " handle
Pretsurt range
	 35 115 ILs
Slit	 'y• '
Man	 Temperature 180'F No S300AMax	 Pressure 115 psik -
No 	 Height	 Length Weight 
Ple 5300A	 1	 41'1	 1'ti 1/. l b
No. 600 Series
-Malt -Flo" Check Valve
	 -^
The No flog is designed to allow	 '	 1
full fluid flow A hi/lily machined
	 ^	 —
brass disc with a "Teflon" seat
assures tightest possible seating
capacity	 Stainless stee l guide rod
	 I	 I	 I
and spring for added strength and protection against corrosives
The valve can be installed hontontally or vertically	 Eavly	 BODY	 sppl%G	 CHECK	 SEAT	 ADAPTOR
replaceable seat and check assembly 	 Rated at 125 lbs steam
and 400 Ibs WOG
L Ne. S ize Height Lteph WIC. sib %,) FEATURES
600 114.. 	 3/8", 112 .. 211s •• 1114.. 1!2
600 314" 2112" 1112" 34 e	 L ow pressure drop equivalent to %wing checks
600 1•• 3118" 2" 13rs a	 Install in horitontal or vertical Position.600 334' 21/2•• 21 s
600
1112
11/2,. 4" 2^'4" 3 e	 "Teflon" seat for l ight positive seati ng0	 p	 g
500 2" 41,2 3112•, 43:s
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N0 Sue Model Height	 length Weight
114A r	 .	 'r M1 5'	 4	 1'	 . I'	 .	 Ibs
.t,.	 174A I.	 1 M I 5 1 4	 1 3' N IDs
--00	 174A 1'4
	
.	 1'a Mt 81n	 414 6'4111.
114A 1'	 :	 .	 1'	 , M 9	 a' 1' 4 Ibs
-i^ 114A 1. 1 M It 	 6' 4 1 1 1 4	 IDs
SETTING'q and RELIEVING CAPACITIES
INatronal Board Certified Ratings)
BT U sleanf Discharge Capacities
Site 30 Ills 1001111 12S IM ISO IM.
It 650 000 1 695 000 1 010 000 2 445 000
1 1 0115 000 1 615 000 1 115 000 1 195 000
1'i 1 681,000 4,399 000 5,310 000 6,340.000
1'r 1 010 000 5 190 000 b 460 000 1 610 000
1	 " 1 815 001) 9970000 11 170 000 14 110 000
NOTE	 live recommend No 1311 Set es as best buy for hat *4101
space heating bu-let nqu rementl between 10 thutugh 15 Ibs
WA'T'TS ^"► M i BOIL R .111111s.u1111•
No. 174A Series
A S M 0 WNer Presswo
Relief Volvers
Bronze bndv ref,tf valves for pressure
prorectlnn only of ail types of hest water
heal^ ng hodrr, rqu-pmrrtl Pfesturr range
30 Ibs to Iho 'bs * th t ofrnpollA no
h e b T U HR facings Ifom 650000 to
14 3 10 0110 OT  NR Fnnalr ntrl and
outlet comm team S :et . to 2
inclusive
• Seat located above Bonn wirer Can I
be trapped ants srd,ment can t foul
teH
• Non me(hnural scat to d,tc cbgnment
1	 twill not •t,r ► n Irrrla
• Wafer veal of high I + nprraturr fr.ftt
.ng matrf al „ularrs tpf.nq .sorafnq
polls from wat n f fluting FArl
1411TE: For recommended Temperature and Pressure Protection
of Domestic Hot Watef Supply Systems see Page 14
No 174A ,Inc$ 740 are for protection against
excessive water pressure caused by thermal
expansion of the water However, the valve also
has an emergency BTU steam discharge capacity
If run away firing conditions occur, but do not
use for steam service installations.
The function of the Vaive 1s to prevent excessive
pressures above the valve setting, buT valve will
not prevent the natural hulld up Of temperature
In the holler becau fe the valve worts on pressure
only and temperature does not affect its oper
atron Therefore, for domestic hot water supply
systems to prevent excessive temperature ab, ve
212 which might re%ult in overheating explo
stve dangers com!ilne(l tempe r ature and pressure
re l ief protection 1s essential
Vratts self closing combination temperature and
Toessure relief valves give this protection as
described on page 14.
>r
No. 740 Series
A.S " M.l. Rile» Slay W&W
R*IW Volvos
Iron body redfel valves with expanded
outlets for hot water space heating
boners leressuta range 30 Ills to YS Ibs
with corresponding high filings from
025,000 to 10 100 000 BTU MA This
wide range of relievfn Capacities pro
vtdes a m,uh lower BIU per thousand
cool because this series provides a much
higher BTU riling . site for site than
oiho valves on the market Female inlet
and outlet t •snnetlluns Sites '• to 7"
tnctut,v
• Sense design 1e4tsrfes at N• 174A
except for difference in body can
struction and frooterlal
of Site Model	 Night Length WagAt
140 14" a I MI	 5'' n 3" 1 '!o Ibs
140 1" a	 1' 4 M	 11 4 31, j" 3'/o Ibs
140 1 1U'	 a	 I' : M	 814 4518' 6114 'bs
140 1 1 12" it 2 M	 914 S"4" 1111 Ibs
140 2" it 2 1 : M	 1 I" 1 0 "	 6 3'4" 16' 1 2 Ills
SETTING$ acid RELIEVING CAPACITIES
INallonal Bar d Certified Ratings)
BTU Steam Discharge Copecftres
Site A lbs 45 o bi 50 16% 1S Ills
^.' a 1 "	 97S 000
_
1.24S.000 1.352 000
_
1,886 000
I" it 1'a"	 1 300.000 1.149 000 1.899 000 7 649 000
1'." a 1''s"
	
1 IOS 000 2.830 000 3.015 000 4 285.000
I "t" n 1"	 2 900 000 3903000 4 2!A 006 5 910 000
2" It 2'1"	 5.250.000 1 050 000 1.650 000 10 100,000
NOTE Valve settings other than shown above are available 1n 5 lb
increments between the pressure range of 30 thf,,rgh 75 Ibs
Nos. 315, 415 A S M F Tested and Rated►+v	 RSteam Safety Valves r^
For Suam Service Installations
be all
Watts	 Nu	 41S	 ASMF	 rand	 Aran,	 SaItty
010.0
	 Val." up
	
to	 150
	
I bs	 hr	 h ave	 brvn
developed	 to pfo.,de high Qua's.- dependable i1s►
tow cost Drulechdn for one low Drnwfe steam UhaUng equ-Iorn,nf up to 1S t in	 T he, are ano
a.a ,l ab le w.th lower Ytt.no	 ,cif h as I	 bs	 tot
pressure 1,1o►a requ.ferrgnts
	
Conadf ractory .-	 Teri•• Over
too rating and quotation
They .a 1 .ei off des-gned w-th the seal e r e.ahrd 0 4.7 sm
above	 tM	 1 0	 of a connec ted 	 Aran	 Ths t,etrM F p meswrl
0 1 -­, ales	 the need A	 - 'a boor
	
dra.n ty10w tea ileerrt wren"
tat e.vl	 m the .1010 of .n th e outlet p.p,nq
seer 1 tleltea aboveas	 1 vq. , ,fd	 .n	 ASME	 Section IV	 Aoncle HG
401 1	 peed	 'hl provA'nq . of course	 a conntf _ are	 a"'wp•nMlYIetY testing
tad d/a,n pipe A p-U he	 down from t he .41.0
outlet
Thn	 Mature pwit(ti aga,nit pmenha .nn,ry T
tnlm	 ^fvll
	 dlw h afge and compi•es w , lh th e C
feQuntmenn i f the Co nsumer Produo Sa t .tr
A,f
I	 I
B
AS ME Steam f
Discharge Capacity Dimensions
A=
No	 Sit•	 Lbs /He ISet IS lbn.) A	 B C	 Weight
315
	
J l4"t 34"	 400 1 t4'	 1 t1h6' 1 114"	 ''/a lb
415
	
114". 1/41.	 450 211"..	 11 11th ., I I'll"	 I lb.
'C l" .I:r	 "'j/ l)rf.r'r,r r„r,, n.rh,,,r	 tr . ,,, f r,.. . . y. F !r y 4%t.ft
213
i
Insolation Detector
(Eppley Pyranometer)
214
E PPLTY PRECIS !"N PYiali OIt' 'I^R
:ode 1 PS P
A	 dw
T11.^TR r r. "'T:; T'.,ZACT — T3T CS
Sensitivity	 9 microvolts per watt meter -2 anprox.
Impedance	 650 ohms ai,prox.
Receiver	 circular 1 cm- 2 , coated with larsuna' black
optical lacglier
Tenperatl:re dependence	 ±1 per cent over a~:b:ent t•_:•ip.erat,.ro
ranee -20 to +4 C °	 (teript rat ,.re cor •rpen-
sation of sensitivity can be surplied
over other ra -es at adds tiinal ci arge )
Linearity	 ±0.5 per cent from 0 to 21300 watts n-2
Response time	 1 sec-)nd We si--nal)
Cosine	 ±1 ner c-nt from nor:ialization 0 - 700
ze ni tti an -le
±3 per cent 70 - 80 1 zenith ani!le
Orientation	 no effect on instru.7(-nt nerf^r^.ance
t,echanical virr g tion	 te,tc:d up to ^0- i s witho , it da-:a;-e
Calibration	 intefrratin-r• l!,r:tsphcre (anrrox. 1 cal cm-2
min- 1 , ambient ter:pera t. ire' +2>°C ) : calt-
1,ration rt.fer-ne-e
	
primary starndard
-coup of An-rlrom nyrr"elio rrc•ers reproducing
the International Pyrhelion,"rjc :'cale
Readout
	
p^tentiom(•tric in nreference t •) microarr-reter
devices
i ry' i UkIGNAL PA(!Pl
 ISUF Pc N ►k QUAI,r7y
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(c) Maintenance
Pyranometers and pyrgeometers in continuous operation shoul: we
inspected, ideally, at least once per day. At these inspections,
the (outer) hemisphere should be wiped clear. and dr1 with a lint -free
soft cloth. In desert or and regions, the hemisphere should be
cleaned very gently in order to prevent scratching of the surface.
Such abrasive action can alter appreciably the cr , giral transiciesic•n
properties of the material and, hence, the radiometer calibration.
I f f rozen sno:-, glared ice, hoar f. cost or rime is present , ar at t erpt
should be made to remove, at least temporarily, the deposit caref.ill•
with warmed cloths. In the pclar regions, it will be r.e e7ensa ry to
experiment to discover the best ;method of keeping radion.ete r r. °r,al
free. It has been found that warm cloths (heated inside the re, C r.ier
hut and held against the body while travelling between but an, , j , ,-
struments) are sometimes useful. Under some conditiors, it is Impossi-
ble to keep frost off the instruments for any length of time; in such
instances, attempts should be made at convenient times during the day
when the sun is shining.
With regard to the two ncdels of pyranometer, should the internal
surface of the (outer) hemisphere become coated with moisture, it can
be cle.i. l ed by careful removal on a dry day, allowir.-i the air to evapo-
rate the moisture and then firmly re-securing the hemisphere. The
inside of the hemisphere should not be wiped unless smears are visible.
Precautions should be taken to avoid scratching the undersurface of
the collar carrying this hemisphere. In the case of the precision
spectral pyranometer, the external surface of the inner hemisphere can
also be cleaned, if necessary, when the lar4e one is removed. Should
moisture be deposited on the inside of the small hemisphere, this can
similarly be removed. However. ir , this instarce, an-` also with • e-
moval of the single hemispherical envelope of the black and white
model, - >:treme care must be e%cr,-ised since the t !-ermcpile element is
now unprotected and could be seriously damaged.
Occasionally, the desiccator installed in the pyranometer case
should be inspected. Whenever the silica gel dryi-j agent is pinkish
or white in color, it should Lc replaced (N. 3. .-!lira yet can be :e-
)uvenated by drying in an over at about 135*(' 	 .a few hours, until
the original dark blue color reappears).
The circular spirit level of the pyranometer or pyr(jeometer
should be inspected at regular intervals.
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With r ,-. r . ­(I to *.he nvrgeomet.er., the same maintenance procedures
are appl.i c^1.'cc. R-W " ,^r, care ohotild 'trr exercised when cleaning the
external. sir:;-acn, ok ` e lint-, sphorn sinc o the protective coating on
thn 11.115-5 n-.terial i:. vacuum depo:lited and, ; herefore, thin and fragile.
sbo10,1 onl y bn r.ernovn+l when calibration verification
in licaten t bat tho results are suspect; in this instance, the inter-
for:encc filter (vacw , m) rlf-posit ,d on the internal surface of the hemi-
sphere mu nt never b r: toucrh^2d.
nl tl,^+^r(l°^ the o::f or_nal. surface of the KRS-5 hemisphere of the
p-rgenniet.c': is tr:pa. : ri to be imncrviouss to weather effects, the coat-
ing m,3, ► dn'-cr orate i,1 the cou?- ,c of time exposing the KRS-5 surface.
In such an event, di..­ noloration (in the extreme, a corrosive layer
wi.th rain in the pre.,ence of sea salt) may develop. However, this is
more of a nuisance than a measurement problem, since tests, at Newport,
have demonstrated tha t. despite an obvious deterioration in the envel-
ope transmission in tale visible region, the infrared characteristics
are not significantly ai fected. But. to avoid permanent damage to
the hemisphere nystom, such impurities should be removed as soon as
they are noticri. Tr^ rec,,mmended cleanser for uncoated KRS-5 is
Mothyl ethyl. ketone. In the case where such surface contamination can-
not be jo rocnoved, the hemisphere can be reground, polished and coat-ed
by the Eppley I,abora,tory.
6. Readout Instrumentation
Recommended type: of recording and integrating devices are de-
scribed in the manufacturers' literature (obtainable on request from
the Eppley La!-)oratar^ , l. Electronic strip-chart, millivolt potentio-
metric recorders (incorporating variable -range rheostats) are available,
to permit t+:A exact matching of the recorder scale to any specific
pvr.• ancnnct , ni pyrc er.:meter sensitivity and so yielding chart deflec-
t.i.onc, ex1 i di-er.tly either it the cal cm- 4 n-' 1 or the mW cm-2
unit. BuAt-•in intoc^-ators witli visually-read digital display and also
auxi.-Liary print--out equipment can be supplied with these recorders.
Stanc'Lt_:d types of digital voltmeter are likewise suitable. With low
irradiance values, particularly in the infrared, it is sometimes con-
venient to increase the read-out resolution of the records, by use of
a pre-amplifier, to rzproduce a pyrgeometer calibration accuracy of
±3 per cent or better. The readout instrumentation employed should
be firmly mounted, either in a panel assembly or on an inside wall of
the room where it is to be located. on account of the relatively high
impedance of Fppley pyranometers and pyrgeometers, they are not suit-
'	 use with microammeters.
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URETHANE FOAM
.x MopBR'' 
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1^sttiti^ oeoanene • ; ;:^ vt^'Jt?NA ieoo: `';^- 'h;	 ^	 : ^' ► .:1^* .
	
1 3;.	 rlltiQ.l^r	 i",^	 1..	 ,J	 ••	 ..	 C	 ' .AJ_• .	 .	 +	 K 
, 	 d	 Technical Information
	
+	 n ;'^,Bulletin,
= i , ^ C	 ir ^; ;vq+' ,	 STEPANFOAI^ BX-350-714 2 	 R;	 {
RIGID URETHANE FOAM SYSTEM
OESCRIFTIgr.Y'The.Stepanfoam BX-350-T is deigned as a spray system for use as
.
-•< ^}•^< , ,thermal• insulation in panels, cavities and roofing applications. ,
 This system
p .f. has been designed to give a very smooth surface on horizontal rind inclined
roofing applications. The BX-350-7 foam can be applied to plywoods, steel,
concrete and other various substrates at temperatures of 60-100'e.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: The Stepanfoam BX-350-7 is a • low viscosity system
specifically formulated to offer the maximum compatibility and ease of atomiza-
Aion necessary Car spray applications. The reactivity of BX-35 1!-7 at a hose
^N 'Temperature of 130-140 eF. and a block temperature-of 150-160°F. will give a tack
'tree tinpr(set time) of 7 seconds.
Viscosity 0 73 0F.:
	
	 R Component
	 350-400 cps
T Component ' 150-200 cps
_	 Specific Gravity:
	 R Component
	 1.208
	
T Component
	 1.235
	
Foam Ratio by Volume: R Component
	
50%
	
T Component
	 50%
PNYSICILL MWERTIES:	 a
Density, pcf, core
Compressive Strength, 10% Strain, psi
Parallel
Perpendicular
K Factor, Thermal Probe (BTU-in/hr.sq.ft.eF.)
Initial
1 days @ 140°F.
30 days @ 71°F.
DimensiaMl Stability. t Volume Change
) day @ 200°F.
1 day @ 110°F. 100% RH
7 days @ 158 0F, and 100% RH
14 days @ 158 0F, and 1005 RH
7 days n -20°F.
2.7
42 - 48.
25.0
0.114
0.120
0.125
1.5
0.7
11.3
14.6
0.9
Tfte ahove data should b,:,! used as a guide only in the preparation of material
specifications since foam properties are dependent upon processing conditions.
(over)
Y
j,"' , qn polyurethane foam burns in varying degrees
which in turn liberates toxic gasses and should be
evaluated in its final form on meeting existing
standards in your industry.
The information presented herein is based on out own research and that of others.;
and is believe ,to be correct. However, no warranty is expressed or implied. No
statement herein extends any license, Either expressed or implied, in connection
with any patents issued or pending which may be the property of Stepan or others.
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	 2 , C ^,1'	 ,4STEPANFOAM BX-35T``
SPRAYING: The Stepanfoam BX-35E)-r spray system has been eNaly+ted using the Sinks:''
Model. 43P and Gusmer Airless Spry Guns with excellent result$:.. The mechanics, 
mix air atomization guns which have been used to,spray Stepanfoam BX-350-7 are
Binks Model 18FM 6 Decker, Demco and Martin Sweets. The , equipment manufactureri'c^.'
recommendations for hose and block temperatures• should be followed. Temperature?:;
adjustments should`be made to adjust for reactivity and spray pattern.
The substrate to be.sprayed shall be free of grease,oils,loose particles.
moisture and other foreign matters to assure adequate'bondfr4'of foam to Wtsl
substrate. , Cleaning can be accomplished by commercial sandblasting, wire brush.
or chemical treatment. To protect substrate and enhance adhesion, a prime coat..' 	 '%
may be applied to the metal surface.
Foam should not be applied unless the surface temperature is 60°F, or higher.
The formation of urethane foam involves an exothermic chemical reaction. There-
fore, spraying foam below 60°F. will affect foaming rate, adhesion to substrate
and physical properties of the resulting foam.
Exterior surface cannot be sprayed during precipitation periods. No foam
should be applied to exterior surface until surfaces are thoroughly dry.
Spraying is not recommended with wind velocities greater than 10-15 miles per
hour unless wind barriers are used. High wind velocities result in excessive
overspray and fumes which will contaminate adjacent work areas.
STORAGE AND HANDLING: The R Component should be controlled below 75°F. or handled
in a totally enclosed, pressurized system to prevent loss of the fluorocarbon
blowing agent. The T Component temperature may vary from 65-110°F.
In order to prevent moisture contamination, all containers should be tightly
sealed after each use.
Shelf life is six months in sealed containers at room temperature (60-90°F.).
CAUTION: The BX-350-7 foam contains isocyanate and must be used with adequate
ventilation. When spraying, air-fed face masks should be worn because of high
concentration of isocyanate mist in the atmosphere. Direct contact of the
liquid should be avoided. For additional information consult Stepan Chemical
Company, Urethane Department, Northfield, Illinois 60093; telephone 312/446-7500.
NOTE: For additional information on the 8X- 350-7 foam consult the following
Stepan Technical BulletAos:
1. Urethane Foam for the Construction Industry
2. Application Specifitatiens Re-Roofing Existing Roof
With Urethane Foam Spray Systems
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Foam Ratio by Volume:
	
R Component 50%
T Component '50%
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
'Density, pcf
	
2.1
Compressive Strength, 10% Strain, psi
Parallel
	
38
Perpendicular
	
11
STEPANFOAMTM BX-250 SERIES
RIGID URETHANE FOAM SYSTEMS
DESCRIPTION: The Stepanfoam BX-250 Series foams are designed as spray systems for use
as thermal insulation in panels, cavities and roofing applications. The BX-250 Series
foams can be applied to plywood, steel, concrete and other various siabstrates^at
temperatures of 60° F,
 to 100 °F. The systems are available in varying reactivlties to
meet your exact requirements.
I
PHYSICAL. CHARACTERISTICS: The Stepanfoam BX-250 Spray systems are %w viscosity
systems specifically formulated to offer the maximum compatibility and ease of atomiza-
tion necessary for spray applications.
BX-250A - Slow version for cool, horizontal surfaces.
OX-250B - Slowest version for horizontal surfaces.
BX-2500 - Fastest version for vertical surfaces.
Viscosity @ 730F.:
	
R Component 350-400 cps
T Component 150-200 cps	 fo o
Specific Gravity:
	
R Component
	 1.208
T Component
	
1.235
K Factor, Thermal Probe (BTU-in/hr.sq.ft.°F.)
Initial	 0.116
7 days 0 140°F. 	 0.122.
:	 10 days-0 71°F.	 0.127	 T4	
Dimensional Stability, 
	
Vol ume Change •''.	
y.^:
.	
.1 day 0 200°F.	 1.6
1 day @ 110°F,-and 100% RH
	 0.8	 t
7 days @ I5B°F, and 100% RH
	 11.2
z14 days 0 153°F. and 100% RH
	 14.7
The above-;lata should -b2 used as a guide only in the preparation of material specifi'ca•-
Lions since foam properties are dependent upon processing conditions.
All polvurethana foam burns b rryin3 ftrest
	 The information presented herein is based on our own research and !fist D others
which in turn tibsrem toxic G-=-'=s end sho-^d be	 end is bolieved to be correct. However, no warranty isvxpressed or , kWie& Wo
waluiteci in its fim.J form cn tlMoting anistir.3
	 statement herein extends any liccrnss, either expressed or implied, ,t►70vtuhpetian
. stsrdards in trot:• Lndt -.".	 '.vmh eny P'Tcras issued or pending which may be the^property of Ste plin^ oP dQtht3rs
e	 s	 .r,	 ..	 w,.	 .,r
STEPANFOM 0-25d ies
.	 `	
i	 ♦+ [tip• *1	 i• 1• 	 nom.	 . •	 ^r'	 •	 •	 •+	 1
•	 .	 p 1	 y 	 ;	 r 	 rf .. 1 	 1•.
SPRAYINGS- The 'Siepantoam BX454'sprailistems have been evaluated using the Binks 	 N
Model 43P and Gusmer Airless, Spray Guns with excellent results. The mechanical- Unix-
air atomization guns which have bee4 used to spray Stepanfoam BX-250 are Binks
Model 18F[1; Decker, Demcp.and Martin Sheets. ­ The equipment manufacturers recommen-
dations for hosef and block temperatures should be}followed. Temperature adjustments
should be made to ad$'uit for reactivity. and spray, pattern.
The substrates td W.'200&yed.'shalI be free'of, grease, oil, loose particles. moisture'''
and other foreign matter tQ ssure adequate bonding of foam to metal substrate. Clean--,-,- •,`r'
ing'can be accomplished by commercial sandblasting, wire brush or chemical treatment. 	 :«
To protect substrate. and enhance adhesion, a prime coat may be applied to the metal
surface.
Foam should not be applied unless the surface temperature is 60°F, or higher. The
formation of urethane foam involves an exothermic chemical reaction. Therefore,
spraying foam below 60°F, will affect foaming rate, adhesion to substrate and physical
properties of the resulting foam.
Exterior surface cannot be sprayed during precipitation periods. No foam should be
applied to exterior surface until surfaces are thoroughly dry.
Spraying is not recommended with wind'veiocities greater than 10-15 miles per hour
unless wind barriers are used. High wind velocities result in excessive overspray and
fumes which will contaminate ad3acent work areas.
STORAGE AND HANDLING: The R Component should be controlled below 15°F, or handled in
a totally enclosed, pressurized system to prevent loss of the fluorocarbon blowing
agent. The T Component temperature may vary from 65-110°F.
In order to prevent moisture contamination, all containers should be tightly sealed
after each use.	 .
Shelf life is six months in sealed containers at room temperature (60-90°F.).
CAUTION: The BX-250 Series foams contain isocyanate and must be used with adequate
ventilation. When spraying, air fed face masks should be worn because of high concen-
tration of isocyanate mist in the atmosphere. Direct contact of the liquid should be
avoided. For additional information consult Stepan Chemical Company, Urethane
Department, Northfield, Illinois; telephone 312/446-1500.
NOTE: For additional information on the BX-250 Series foams consult the following
Stepan Technical Bulletins.
1	 Urethane Foam For The Construction Industry
2. Application Specifications Re-Roofing Existing Roofs
With Urethane Foam Spray Systems
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CEEL-TITE 100 SERIES
Ceel- Tate 130 is an extremely
high impact plastic Characterized by
i!s tough glossy surface it withstands
intermittent temperatures of 180'F
and continuous surface temperatures
from 160 F to 40 F Easily cleaned
and maintained, and simpl&to repair
in case of rupture, it s an ideal
jacketing for complete insulation
protection in any food plant, particularly
in corrosive atmospheres and wash
down areas It is being used with
excellent results by many of the largest
food producers in the country
Ceel Tile 130 pipe insulation
jacketing, together with Ceel-Tite 130
titling covers including long radius
90' L s and Ceel-Trte 100 adhesive.
plus Ceel-Tile 130 flat stock and 90
angles for flat surfaces and corners.
gives complete protection for any
piping system including odd and
irregular shapes (See information and
specification sheet for full details
CEEL-TITE 300 SERIES
Ceel-Tate 320 and 330 UVR were
designed specifically to withstand
the weathering and oxidation nor-
mally caused by the suns ultraviolet
rays as well as the effects of cor-
rosive and abrasive chemicals
Qualities which make them real
money-savers They are rated self-
extinguishing
Unusual atmospheric con-
ditions such as exist in refineries,
pulp mills, chem c al plants and other
industries using corrosive ind
abrasive chemicals cause rapid
deterioration W most coverings
Because alum cum generally per-
forms unsatisfactorily under these
conditions. and coatings when
used tend to oxidate, crack and
peel unusual and expensive
coverings are often required to
protect insulated pipes and sur-
faces
Tough resilient, high impact
plastic, Ceel-Tile 300 series UVR
pipe jacketing and coverings per-
form where other methods fail
Specify Ceel-Trte for positive
protection, minimum costs, and
years of maintenance free service, in
your choice of attractive high gloss
white or mat finish
As with all Ceel-Trte jacketings
they should be sealed with Ceel-
T rte's unique welding adhesive but
may be banded or taped if preferred
All Ceel-Tite jacketing systems
are provided with a minimum one
inch overlap for complete protec-
tion Ceel-Trte 300 rs a superior
jacketing that is realistically paced.
easy to install, and will provide years
of maintenance free service. out-
door, indoor, or both (See informa-
tion sheet for complete details 1
'ftkli,TM'g1• P4(;t
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THE CEEL-TITE SYSTEMCEEL-TITE 400 SERIES
A liquid plastic coating. Ceel-Tite 423
is formulated from the same resin as
the Ceel-Tite 100 Series Extremely
tough and jmpt-rvious to most
contaminants that clestroy other
coatings. 423 is solvent based, and it
may be brushed, rolled or trynned
for spraying
Ceel-Tite 410 and 415 water based
primer and sealer are for use on rough
ur smooth surfaces respectively.
as a base for Ceel- T to 423 Not for
use as a finish coat (See information
and specification sheet for full details )
CEEL-TITE 500 SERIES(Pan'I-in)
The Ceel-Trte 500 Series includes
all insulated panels of any material
thickness and combination of surfaces,
both front and back Available in
glossy, mat or textured finish Ceding
panels are available in saes ranging
from 2'x 4' to 4'x 8' Standard
wall panels are 4'x 8', with special
saes furnished on request Accessory
items necessary for a complete
lob, such as divider bars. T•bars. corner
angles, etc , are available (See
information and specification sheet
for full details.)
4
CEEL-TITE 600 SERIES
(Special Shapes and
Flat Stock)
The Ceel-Tite 600 Series includes
protective coverings for * l - beams. box.
'C-channels. walls. ceilings. hanger rods,
unrnsulated pipe, sprinkler system
piping, electrical conduits. and most
structural members where paint failure
and metal corrosion is a continuous
problem. The ultimate in performance
is the Ceel-Tite system (See
information and specification sheet
for full details )
Every plant can use a Ceel-Tite`
protective jacketing and covering
system Indoor, outdoor or both The
Ceel-Tile' system consists of rugged
plastic insulation lacketrngs
	
titling
covers * I -beam and *C-channel covers
rod hanger covers conduit and
wall covers insulated panels and
coatings For positive protection.
Ceel Tate" it
The Ceel-Trte ` system is designed
to meet the stringent requirements
demanded by 'J S 0 A and F D A.
regulations In meeting those
requirements demanded by law and
consumers alike, all working areas in
food or beverage producing facilities
must be completely free of
contaminants
Ceel -Trte'" products, property installed.
give complete protection against
bacterial growth, dirt arcumulatron and
po;.sible penetration, as well as the
A^'I
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C»I ton Sireram Cont a
destructive effects of corrosive
atmospheres The unique welding
adhesive used ., the Ceel-Tile " system
assures that all joints required, are
positively and permanently sealed
Provisions for expansion may ana
should be made when required
The same excellent Ceel rite
performance has proven equally
successful in the petro-chemicals field,
power and most commercial and
inJustrial applications. including
underground Available in a w 9e
variety of weights and thicknesses.
the Ceel-T)te " system is the answer to
the problem of attaining effective
dependable insulated pipe and
surface protection
THE CEEL-TITE SYSTEM
FEa, VRES
A type, sin, and shape to fit your
needs • Protects against mold,
fungus. corrosion, moisture, and
many unusual acid or alkaline
conditions • Eliminates the need
for stainless in many applications
and at a much lower cost. a Easily
kept clean and bright even under
normal daily washdown conditions
• Tough... no chipping, cracking,
denting or peeling • Eliminates
painting... minimum maintenance
• Use anywhere... indoor, outdoor,
or underground. • Meets U.S.O.A.
regulations... non-toxic a Save on
expensive job-site ;abrication costs
with ready to use preformed
materials • That's why we say...
For positive protection, Cool-Tite"'Itl
CEEL-TITE
Product Informat,on Sheets
Ceel-Tite 100 Series (Jacketing)
1/876
Ceel-Tite 300 Series UVR (Jacketing)
5/876
Ceel-Tate 400 Series (Coatings)
7/876
Ceel-T)te 500 Series (Pan]-in)
9/476
Ceel-Tile 600 Series (Specialties)
11/876
Ceel-Tite Jacketing Methods
12/876
Thickness Tables
5 1 76
-Available upon "q&A"l
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Operating Practices —
UCAR' Foodfreeze 35
MATERIALS OF strit-1	 .411111111111111	 p„1„ t h% lrn,	 and	 „t h4 i	 c„oun„n
CONSTRUCTION t,l,4st,mtrr.	 \ „t 4,•,,,11111„ 11,1,.1 I„r u„ 	 44 Uh r„11w'r	 hr.n^
or gai%a rimil %oo
OPERATING Minimum hulk fluu! t4-m1m , t.ituro , 	33110TEMPERATURES Iat lower tvmtwr.ttun , %	 v. a mwor fac'orI
• Maximum hulk fluid tem1wraitirv. with a high degnr of
aeration	 . Mir C
• Maximum hulk fluid tvniwrature. with vent or breather
lint ,
 a% a 9tourcc of iur
	 1'14 ► 	 l'
• Nlaxrnurm %kin temperatureon VCAH Fo4xffrerte ;:Sside
of heat v%chaager	 Iiiiii0c
WATER OUALITY • t'se drshll ►d water. dea ►nved water. or *Awft water contain
mg less than 1tNi ppm of chloride and/or sulfate tons.
SYSTEM Before installing UCAR Foodfreere 35. tw- •• use system rs
PREPARATION frew from scale. nisi, sediment. and residua! chl,lrides if con
verted from brine systems The sem ices of a profe%sional
cleaner may tx, required to prepare the s y stem prolx-r!..
MINIMUM To provide adequate corrosion protection, the minimumCONCENTRATION aqueous concentration of UCAR Footifreeze 35 should be
20 per cent.
_,0_
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Table 1 — Typical Physical Properties —
UCAR"'Foodfreeze 35 t^; r, r; , r,, i ,.r	 »;;rl cumnu r, r,rl nr,,t rral
Specific Gravity at 20/20°C 1 050 to 1 054
Boiling Point at 760 mm Hg 162 0 C
at 50 mm Hg 88 5' C
at	 1 0 mm Hy 582 C
Vapor Pressure at 20°C 0 66 mm Hg
Freezing Point 51 C
Freezing Point of 50% Aqueous Solution 27 C
Viscosity at	 OnC 265 8 centipoises
at 201 C 63 6 centipoises
at 40°C 26 5 centipoises
Refractive Index, nD20°C 1 43042
Specific Heat at 20 °C 0 605 cal itg h C
0 605 Btu ;(lb )t`F
Thei mal Conductivity at 20°C 0 00050 cal %( ;ec )(Cm J )(°C /cm
012	 Btu '(hr )(ft 2 )(°F /ft
Flash Point
Concentrate.
Pensky-Martens closed cup
(ASTM method D 93) 99'C (210` F )
Cleveland open cup
(ASTM method D 92)	 ... 116°C (2401)F)
Aqueous solutions,,
Pensky-Martens closed cup
(ASTM method D 93) No flash point
Cleveland open cup
(ASTM method D 92) ... No flash point
Aqueous solutions (<90%) No flash point
'Table 2 — Specifications — UCAR' Foodfreeze 35
1;,I iwot to change Aithuut nntrr,
Specific Gravity at 20/20°C	 ...... 1 050 to 1 054
PH at 25°C. of 30% aqueous solution 8 0 to 10 0
Color Clear (10 Pt-C(j. max.)
Suspended Matter	 ................ Substantially free from dirt, lint, and
foreign particles A slight haze is permissible
Inhibitor Package	 .........................	 ..... 2% by wt
I
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Table 3 — Typical Physical Properties for Aqueo s
Solutions of UCAR' Foodfreeze 35
FREEZING POINTS/BOILING POINTS/SPECIFIC GRAVITIES/REFRACTIVE INDICES
Specific Specific Refractive
Per Cent Per Cent Freezing Soiling Gravity, Gravity, Index, Degrees
by Volume by Weight Point. °F. Point, °F. 60/60°F. 40/60°F. nD77°F. Srlx(p)
20 206 20 214 1 021 1 026 1 3550 1475
21 216 19 1 022 1 027 1 3561 1550
22 226 18 1 023 1 028 13512 1600
23 236 17 1 024 1 029 1 3583 1875
24 245 16 215 1 025 1 031 1 3594 1750
25 255 15 1 026 1 032 1 3605 1825
26 265 14 1 027 1 033 13616 1875
27 274 13 1 028 1 034 1 3627 1950
26 284. Q. 1 029 1 035 1 3638 2025
29 294 11 216 1 029 1 037 13649 2100
30 303 9 1 030 1 038 1 3660 21 50
31 31 3 a 1 031 1 039 1 3671 2225
32 323 7 1 032 1 040 1 3682 2275
33 333 5 1 033 1 041 1 3693 2350
34 343 4 217 1 034 1 042 1 3703 2400
35 353 2 1 035 1 044 1 3714 2475
36 362 1 1 036 1 045 1 3125 25 50
37 372 1 1 037 1 046 1 3736 2600
38 382 3 218 1 038 1 047 1 3747 2650
39 392 - 4 1 039 1 048 1 3758 2725
40 402 - 6 1 040
1
1 049 1 3768 27 75
41 412 - 8 219 1040 1050 13779 2825
42 422 - 10 1 041 1 050 1 3790 2900
43 432 12 1 042 1 051 1 3800 2950
44 44 1 14 220 1 043 1 052 1 3811 3025
45 45 1 16 1 044 1 053 1 3821 3075 •
46 461 18 1045 1054 13832 3125
47 47 1 20 221 1 046 1 054 1 3842 3200
48 480 22 1047 1055 13853 3250
49 490 -25 1 047 1 056 1 3863 33 03
50 500 27 222 1 048 1 057 1 3874 3350
51 51 0 29 1 049 1 057 1 3884 3425
52 520 32 223 1 049 1 058 1 3995 34 75
53 530 34 1 050 1 058 1 3905 3525
54 540 36 224 1 051 1 059 1 3916 3575
55 550 39 1 051 1 060 1 3926 3625
56 560 41 225 1 052 1 060 1 3937 3675
57 570 44 1 052 1 061 1 3947 3750
58 580 47 226 1 053 1 061 1 3957 3800
59 590 50 1 053 1 062 1 3967 3850
60 600 53 227 1 054 1 062 1 3977 3900
61 610 a) 1 054 1 063 1 3986 3950
62 62 1 at 226 1 (}55 1 063 1 3995 4000
63 631 1) 1 055 1 063 1 4004 4050
64 64 1 tal 229 1 0_)5 1 064 !	 1 4013 4075
65 651 'al 230 1 056 1 064 1 4022 4025
(a) Solution near its freezing point s t, .tremeIy viscous and hence a hue value I s not east 1v determined
tb) Values determined to nearest 0 25 to tacit i tale readings with tie ,
 American Optical Retrac tome ter Model 10431
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rHow to Maintain the Performance
of Aqueous Solutions of
UCAR* FOOdfPe2Z2 35
Table o —Properties/Limits
a	
—Property	 Limits	 Test Method
Appearance
	 Relatively clear, water-white
o tcnq
	
liquid, low sediment content	 A
PH	 8.0 to 96
	 B
Phosphate Ion Content
	 2,000 ppm, minimum	 C
I Chloride Ion Content	 Less than 100 ppm	 D
Cr	 --a	 Freezing Protection 	 Allow a"F safety factor 	 E
Test Methods for
Measuring the Properties of
UCARs Foodfreeze 35 Solutions
A/APPEARANCE
Pour representative sample system solution
into a suitable, clean, clear, glass flask. Shake
the flask and examine visuall y . A hate solut ion
may be an indication of the presence of
corrosion products or other contamination.
B/pH
The pH of the sample system solution is hest
determined by means of a suitable pH meter
employing a calomel glass viectrode
combination, If circumstances make use of a
VII meter impractical, other suitahir means
such as a pH slide comparator or appropriate
.,pltydrion" test papers which change color
over it narrow pH range can be employed.
C/PHOSPHATE ION CONTENT
This method is based on a test kit available
from the Taylor Instrument Company , Balti-
more, ;lfary land. Similar apparatus from other
tiuppliers should also be suitable.
EQUIPMENT AND REAGENTS
1. Lase for 5 mil, round test tubes; Catalog
No. 531.
2. High phosphate comparator slide, 5 to
(continued)
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100 ppm. ,. Catalog No. 1100.
3. Reagent vial w ith 0,5 rnL pipet (21; Catalog
No, 50?A.
4. High phosphate mixing tube 14): Catalog
No. 515.
" 'Pest tubes, 5 mil, capacity (6); Catalog;
No, 500.
ti hiolybdate reagent for phosphate
determination, 32 oz ; Catalog No, 601.
7. stannous chloride reagent for phosphate
determination, 4 oz.; Catalog; No 602
NOTI Numlwr% in pamnthr w, an .upui 1, it
yiidn!^(w" to keep yin hand
SAMPLE PREPARATION
11('AR Foodfri.evze 35 contains phosphate ion.
To use the specified equipment to test the
solution, an appropriate dilution of the sample
t,ystetn solution should be made to facilitate
evaluation on the high phosphate comparator
slide (5 to 100 pprn. ). For example. if the
sample solution is diluted 1:100 (use an
appropriate pipet and volumetric flask) and the
phosphate: ion content of this diluted sample is
shown by the slide to be 30 ppm., then simply
multiplying 30 by the dilution factor of 100 will
give 3,000 ppm. as the phosphate ion content of
the original sample system solution.
TEST PROCEDURE
Add the diluted sample system solution to the
first line on the high phosphate mixing; tube;
the addition is equal to 5 ml. text add
molybdate reagent (as suppli(A) to the second
line on the tube; addition is eclual to 10 mi.
Stopper the tube and shake. Now add 2.5 ml.
of the stannous chloride solution prepared by
following; the simple di.rectionf, on the reagent
vial. using~ the marked eye dropper. Stopper
and shake. A blue color should develop if
phosphate is present.
Transfer this blue colored solution to a 5 ml.
test tube, and place it in the center hole on the
base. Place two, 5 ml. test tubes of water on
both sides of this test solution. Place the 5 to
100 ppm. phosphate slide comparator on the
base and compare the various color intensities.
Select the one best thatching the intensity of
the blue colored sample solution. This value,
%1101 molt ililietl by t he dilut ion fa: tor, should
gnve the phosphate ion content of the original
r"3 stent solution.
ADJUSTING OF SYSTEM SOLUTION
When nn adjustment is necessary . the addition
should he based upon the fact that adding; 15
pounds of dipotassium hydrogen phosphate
to each i00 gallon" of system
solution is etluivaient to adding; approxi
mutely 1,000 ppm, of phosphate ion.
A good grade phosphate salt, low in chloride
andsulfate ion content, hould he emplo'ved
and he prrdissolved in either wat er or it 	 ion
of the glycol coolant apart from the system.
D/CHLORIDE ION CONTENT
The necessity of determining; the chloride ion
content is usually governed by its content in
the water employed for dilution, Actually, the
use of distilled or deioni r.ed water is suggested
unless the overall hardness of the proposed
water is known to be low Retails for the
procedure are available on request.
E/FREEZING PROTECTION
To determine the freezing protection safe ty
factor, use the appropriate physical property
information given in Table 3 for aqueous
solutions of UCAR Foodfreeze .35, Freezing
points/LWAR Foodfreeze :15 concentrations are
best determined by refractive index. An inex-
pensive, hand-held refractorneter, Model 10.131,
is available through American Optical Corp„
Scientific Instrument Division, Buffalo, New
fork 14215. Reliance on specific gravity should
be approached with caution due to the
relatively small change in reading which occurs
with increase in UCAR Foodfreeze 35 concen-
tration, especially in the upper concentration
region. It should be noted that the specific
gravity v, ,rsus composition curve passes
through a maximum at about 75 per cent
UCAR Foodfreeze 35. Because of this phenom-
enon, double check specific gravity readings for
solutions containing above 50 per cent UCAR
Foodfreeze 35 by an appropriate water dilution
which can then be extrapolated back to the
original.
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FLOOD ALARM
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OR IMPLIED AND :HE WARAAN• ATIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PUR-
POSE ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED
BEYOND THE ONE (1) YEAR DURA-
TION OF THIS WARRANTY. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Open case by inserting screwdriver
If the detector is defective, package it in	 slots
	
on	 bottom	 of	 the
	 case.	
7
careful l y, alc r,g with proof of purchase Gradually pry each end up until the
oncluding " )e date of purchase) and a case separates.
short	 desc',tr.t-.on	 of	 the
	 malfunctions,
and	 mail	 it	 postage	 prepaid,	 to	 the 2. Install a fresh 9 volt alkaline battery,
fe l lowrng address
3 Close case by pushing the bottom
evenly into the top.
Da l osoik fnG 4	 Before installing, test FLOOD ALERT
"waterby touching both	 sensors" to	 f
150 V.'-?s' P ^e S' r eet a wet sponge or cloth 	 A loud, high-
Lorg Beam
	
Nev.  `pork 1 1, 561 p tched beeping sound wil l be heard
• 5. Place FLOOD ALERT in desired loca-
NEW ADDT^ES.S tion BE SURE BOTH 'WATER SEN-
c , AT:%soN!
.-INC• SORS" ARE TOUCHING THE SUR-
255 t--A-; I	 ;:CO`D STRMT
FACE WHERE WATER IS TO BE DE-
MINEOLA ,`EW YORK 11501,
TECTED.
►r
NOT ES LIMITED WARRANTY
• Do not totally immerse FLOOD
ALERT in ;,ater It wi l l not !ury cn Datasonic, Inc. warrants to the con-3umer that its FLOOD ALERT water de-
e	 FLOOD	 4LERT	 Hill ac'vate	 ;. r e- tector will be free from defects in work-
v,xer	 .,;r	 ?C/ P 	'	 i?	 ';j3!9r rranship or materials, (,nder normal use
A , ar rr	 .,	 :a , e and r-? -, e! a	 '.	 ;' and service, for a per ,)d of one (1) year
ca l v	 ,,	 .; from the date of oryinal purchase by a
consumer. If, at any time durng the war-
0	 E ranty vencid, Me detector is defective or
ALE
	
ri	 'C ..c 4 mal'unetions, Datasonic shall rep l ace it
^Prc,'s	 >	 > ..^+	 .c`^ r '; r •'	 :	 %'^ .v,th'n a reasonable period of time by
sntcc'ng a rep l acement unit to the con-
e	 Rec
	 1,7:.	 o,	 .,r r	 ,,? jr .
	 %'	 t " , ' sum^r postage prepaid. This warranty
FL&
	 :? ^ .c^ r ; ^ air^ ^ 	 ^ : ^n shalt not apply if it is shown by Datasonic
cu, * 'hat
	 t he	 defect	 or	 rnal r unct , on	 ;.35
-,uLed by damage which occured w r, '?
­ 11	 ;elector ',vas in tre pcs e^ ession n! i
r. , ',urrer	 Datason c'S sol e renpr-or' ..
;h il! to to reolac ,, •1101 d o,r evor ,.
r + to rm s 31a , ed jou.e
DATASONIC SHALL NOT BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEOUEW	 ORIGINAL, PAGE IS
TIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM 	 OF P(X)ft QUAI,1M
ANY BREACH OF ANY WARRANTY,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, APPLIC-
ABLE TO TH;S PRODUCT. THIS
WARRANTY Ito IN LIEU OF ALL.
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS
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1Inc. s
150 W"t Pine SIMM. long BMcn. Now volt 11561 —  4516) 6W407e
I11TRUCTIONS FOR AM-1 - (AUXILIARY OUTM MODULE)
1. Remove two metal eyelets which hold circuit board to case.
2. Remove circuit board.
3. Drill approximately 3/16" hole on side of case top.
4. Insert black, white and red wires from AM-1 through hole in case.
S. Solder black wire to hole marked GRD.
6. Solder white wire to hole marked MM.
7. Solder red wire to red battery lead wire.
8. Insert 47K ohm resistor as shown on diagram. DES_- Some circuit
boards will already have this part installed.
9. place circuit board back into case base.
10. t'se pliers or vise to re-install two metal eyelets (supplied).
11. To have unit emit a steady tone or pulse only once, remove .22
MFD capacitor from circuit board.
12. Close case and test for proper functioning.
Connect to
FLOOD ALERT
black
	 brown (normally closed)
white	 green or blue (ground)
red 
	 white ( normally open)
AM-1
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MICRO COMPUTER
l
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System Two Disk Computer ( cont'd )
TECHNIC Al SPf ( III( ATIO%%
Slslem iao lick ( umpulet Ssslem
4
Processor: 1 MHi trt%,on 1 80
CsOr lime: ISO nanutr,ur d,
Minimum instruction rsireullsun time:
1 nu, rout and
Instr uction set: 15th m.1tw l,tm% urt ludrr,g viv
'h m,tru, t,on, 0 1 Ihr huh11
SYlrm bills: Indu.ut	 % WO
Board capacity: 11 hoa-d,
Dist drive capacity : 2 drier, t,it-phru'
Disk slor"r catimih: 181A over rash d„ ►
RAM memory: haA bstet
Printer interlace: Support% Cromernto dot main%
or fulls formed tharattrr printer
►RC1N flrmoare: lA thttrt ,:'l lh I R(1%1^
1rr,al lntrelme. K , : 1 I or t„n,'nl tool, 1111 I„
-, NO i—,d	 l rum„ m,o ( RI Irrm.nal
Para lei rr ►Irrlair fl 6.1 111 I.-,r
Power ss. 1101t. • h toll% ,., 40A	 IM tnllt (a 1 ,A
1,1 t„I1.	 1 0
Puttee:	 ft"" 110 , 120%oil% SO Mltttlr
0prrahnit rotiwnmrrrt o , , (
thrrrrns.uns. 1 ' . it , 1 , 4	 2111. "D
,1 1 t :h 1 . ,: , kn,^
Weight 44 11., i:2 Alt'
Modrslrng: 1„r ra,k mount.nit aoptional tab,nt•f,
a,a,lablr,
Z-2 Computer Syster.
i	 I	 Z•2 COMPUTER SYSTEM
The Model Z-2 1s a building block computer It
include, the popular Cromemco ZPU proceuor card
And a heavy-dutl power supply, all housed in a rued
metal rack-mount cabinet
The computer further rrltludes ♦pares for 21 c lit uit
board% so that you can install memory. 1/0 or t u+term
t,rtu,ts as your needs require
PRI( E
Model Z-2H' Computer full\ assembled 	 $995
Z : ' s s„cp e:: '0r .0 . r
	
Attractnr be n c h a a t ­C' S^0a	 I .1 1 .e .I..1 . .1t4”
TFCHNICAI SPECIFICATIONS
Z-2 COMPUTER SYSTEM
Processor: a MHt trrsron 1.80
C ycle lime: ISO nanoteconds
Minimum instrllclion esecution time: 1 mwosecand
Instruction set: 1 Sit ,nt1ruct.on% ,ntludinll the 78
nwuttionc of the 8080
S/stem bus: ,nduttrs standard S-100
bard capacity : :1 board,
Power: Operates from 110 220 t011s. SO hit tstlrc
--	 -- --
Power supply: + 8 toll% if 10A + 18 toll% ,u 1 ;A
- 18 t,-,Ile tv 1 SA
Operating environment: 0 . O C	 i
Dimensions: l I'. H s 19” \1 s 20 i t" n
iii 1 sa8 1 t',I'cm
Wright: lv Ih% '18 kg,
Mounting: for rack mounting copl,onal bench ub,nel
ata lable
r
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(Ucinteruptable Power Supply'
1
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Sola Minicomputer
:he Sola MorcolMlnl Computer Ultra Isolated Regulator provides
	 Regulators
I nstantaneous volt	 requ isit ion  n	 It ► 1 OI i solation from bo th r n	 rage• d u •  •	  Do t • sve se
and common mode mots@ for any type of load It also suppresses transients.
protects against overloads and serves as a portable dedicated lone It Is the
ultimate In AC lone 1.oncotooning equipment
The Sola ''Micirollliltno- Is particularly applicable on 9^	 me Involving mint or
micro computers. POS equipment, micro-processor • 	data terminals —
where noise and transients cause @rrors, Or low voltayc and short term
disruptions can result In loss of memory The output weveshape Is
sinusoidal and contains less than 3 0'. narmontc distortion, making of Ideal
for any electronic load
Common mode noose rejection exceeds 120 dh for the regulator, while
transverse noise rejection Is better than 60 db — true ultra-isolation
Brownout protection Is a real bonus feature input l ine voltage varlatiLns as
great as t 15 0 • are InstantaneouAiv regu l ated to a maximum output
devoat.on of t 3% And the output wlu remain within NEMA Nonage
specifications for Input voltages as tow as 65
	
of nominal	 -
The portable 140 to 2000VA models are designed for office type
	 1
environments and have a ;aw sound level of 43 db
U.L. LISTED
Portable Models
W N@rt: 51	 1@ Phase
----	
...«
^tleNy.
v4^i1 t^ipY 11	 ""now	 w.i6. a	 91 c^1
140
	 120	 95 130	 63 . 13 . 114	 16	 14 00 600 556
250	
1	
120	 95 130	 63-1312S
	
3 1	 • 15 60 . 8 12 7 31
a 11 8500	 120	 95 130 . 63 13 . 160 47	 601 8 92	 8 680,
* 95130^	 750	 T	 120	 63 . 13. 115 60	 18 60 892	 8 68'
193'130.6313210 •1 8601000 120 75 892 1 868
2000 120 1903 1 30 63 13 220 1 25	 • 18 84 1 1 38 X1 0 62l
M01! IMO \• MJOIC • ••4i'!
s0 N@rts SInale Phase t 	 10.11. 1 0 .11 llctl•Ic ♦.!
r..IwNM. T-ili«IIwT
	 T ...... I - el.atrll.owl' ' 0-11W I v. t c1114" j st-wwVA 111111• vane" l apkp I 1111~	 0.	 4	 • I c
1 40	 220 1 80 160 63 13 614	 22	 1 ',60 8 12' 7 31,
SO	 220 180 2h0 63 13 625 •	 35 ' 1 560 8 12 . 7 31'
500	 220 180 260 a 13 650	 53 •1 8 60 . 892 868
0	 120 180 260.63 13 710 	 as 100	 1860 892 868'
.000	 :20 180 260 6313 720 • 140 18 84 11 38 , 10 621
{iV 1	 {1(•j FIG 3
•	 •	
A —'
U L. LISTED
Hard-W i rQ(J.
1rlodels
90 Hartz Single Phase (Hard-wired)
tit h+: l 'tiC V' "• I	 ; i	 a• •_%
I
'..I ^.)
	 1,' X11 '\
N•
...
^	 • '\
J• _
J
.
I	 ,
•	
..	 `
;'ill` ei:11•Y' 16
^' _
^---
.+vo Ito lxx. w1 :^ : ► 	 1 r
LIts :. 1,	 •;
IL
•	 .	
.
	
..
FRONT VIEW
FIGURE i
If
1.0 INTRODUCTION
REAR VIEW
1.1 Sola Electric .'•Iini Uninterrtu, ible Power Supply
IUNSI : ystems p , ovide continaous, regulated noise.
free AC power to critical load applicattonb. These
are totally irtte , rated units containing rct.tifierl
battery charger battery and in v erter 'rhe recHier
converts the input AC Ime to DC, maintaining the
batter; fully rharecd and ,,multancousl y pro-
vu1,ng I)C pu\^rt to the nt%..tter The battery ct,:t-
tinues to po%%cr the imertet %hen the input .\C
line falls The inverter c(mverts DC pt, ,,\ , .r to
regulated sine %rave AC output
1.2 The Mint L I PS s^,tems arc of the on-line t) pc I,\ :i:
the inverter suppiymv AC power to the cri!it 0 l(..„i
at all times F)^t,re I :,ho^\ s a typical M".iii LT,,
systerrt
TABLE 1 STANDARD MODELS
	
 
Input/	 Input;	 Battery
Catalog	 Output Power	 Output	 Outoul	 Bacic•tlp	 A^r rux.
Num!;er	 (At 0.8 Pt)	 Frequency	 Voltago	 Time	 \1,cl;:tI
, 0-	 o ! 0 	 •100 VA	 60 Hz	 120 `.'A%	 10 ri n.,teS	 h5 ILs
-- ;r 03	 400 VA	 60 Hr-	 120 M,	 20 tt^^t^^„tc^s	 100 Ins
26	 750 VA	 ;I-	 60 HZ	 120 VAG	 10 fill . ttns	 120 1bs
26-14 5'j 31 3XC0	 300 VA	 50 Hz	 220 VAC:	 I, rnt” ttrAS	 1(`n ILs
26 . 16 50300 3X00	 300 VA	 50 Hz	 240 VAt,	 12 rrinutes	 100 It s
26-14-5
	 3XU1	 300 VA	
- 
50 Hz	 ?20 VAC	 24 minutes	 115 1bs
	
^2G 16. 503,)0 3X01	 —3Z'104— V 	 50 H:	 240 VP,G	 24 minutes	 115 11)
76 14 50 J 3X00	 b00 V_A _
	
-5-0 Hz	 270 VAC_	 12 mimiles	 135 1l	 1
26 16 5C630 3X00	 600 VA^	 50 Hz	 2.10 VAC _
	
12-minutes	 135 Ihs. J
1.
X is 0 for sla- ' tnttl Wilts IOU X is t for urtt9 v.lcn oa-ery supplying powar anrunc,auon
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FIGURE 2—TYPICAL MINI UPS SYSTEM ILLUSTRATION
5.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
5.1 A description of the Nlini UPS systems and a brief
discussion on the operation is presented. This
should tic read before initial startup •- so as to
assist in verifying proper operation or detecting
possible defects.
5.2 Controls — The Mini UPS has only two (2) control
switches, labelled INVERTER ON.,'OFF and IN-
VERTER ENARLf. The INVERTER ENABLE
s%%itch is Ideated on the rear panel anti is
screwdriver operated — this is provided as a safety
feature to prevent the inverter from bein g; acciden-
tally turned stn. The INVERTER ON/OFF switch is
located on the front panel and controls inverter
operation. Note that the rectifier cannot be switch-
ed on or off; it operates whenever the input line
cord is plugged into a mating source and the AC
line is present.
5. 3 Indicators — The Mini UPS has three (31 lamps on
the front panel, labelled LINE PRESENT,
CHARGER ON anti iNVERTER ON. The LINE
PRESENT and CiIARGER ON lamps should
always illuminati together unless a fault cal>ts in
the rectifier/charger. The INVERTER ON lamp il-
luminates when AC voltage is present at the in•
vetter output.
5.4 lases — An AC LINE FUSE is provided on the
front panel to protect the rectifier. The output of
the rectifier and input to the inverter are also fus-
ed, but these are not user replaceable.
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7.0 IM rIAL TURN UN
7.1 The purpose of this procedure is to fumiliarire the
user %. ► th the Mini UPS controls and indicators, as
well as to scrify that nu significant damage has oc-
eured to the unit in transit.
l Set the INVIA(TER ONIOFF rocker switch
located on the front panel of the Mini UPS to
the OFF position.
2. Connect the input line cord to an appropriate
source.
Note that the'LINE PRESENTand 'CHAKCER
ON' lamps illuminate. Should this not occur,
vehfy that AC vuitaFe is present at the source
- it it is, check the AC LINE FUSE on the front
pmiel and replace if necessary. Contact your
SOLA ELECTKIC representative the Factory
if a problem persists.
With the above mentioned lamp ,- illuminated,
the rc:t ► fier is operating and charg-ii .q the bat-
tern Let the unit run for thirty 130 1 minutes
.in ►i check ! ti at no smoke or odor emanates
from the system enclosure.
Set the INVERTER ENABLE switch, located on
the rear panel to ON.
Set the INVERTER ON%OFF switch to ON,
The INVERTER ON' light should gradually il-
lummate since the inverter takes up to 20
sec on.ts to walk up.
Turn the im crter off Let the rectifier run for
t^Nenty•fou • 1 24 1 hours. This is to ensure that
ti e battery is fully charged before the unit ii
put mto operation
Turn Die inverter on and verify that the 'iN•
\ 1'1111 R ON lamp illuminates.
Utip!u i; the input line cord and serify that the
inverter continue(( to operate — only the IN.
VERTER ON' lamp should remain illuminated.
11. Turn the inverter off — the unit is ready for
operation.
8.0 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Plug the critical load into the receptacle on the
front panel of the unit
NOTE: With the input line cord plugged into
an appropriate source, the rectifier
operates at all times — and is not
switched on-off.
2. Turn the inverter on. Depending on the
amount of inrush current the critical load
drags, t:.e inverter may shutdov.'n once or
twice due to u yerlond before remauun; on.
Motors tran,formers, cold incandescent I.+mhs
and puv, yr supplies are types of loads that can
draw hifli starting currents The unit will re-
main off ,after the third overload shutdown.
To restart th ,
 iverter, toggle the INVERTER
ON'OI'r s'.+ tic it Of F•ON.
3. To restart the inverter after shutdown due to
discharge battery or overtemperature, toggle
the IN\'rRTER ON/OFF switch OFF-ON.
9.0 AUXILIARY BATTERY CONNECTION
9.1 To extend the battery back-up time, SOLA ELFC•
TRIC auxiliary battery packs are available Each
,Mini UPS h::s a special two terminal socket just
below the rear panel to allow mating with in aux•
iliary battery ri,k Each auxiliary battery mark has
two connect; rs permitting the use of more thin
one pack %%ith a Mint UPS systen'. "e- Section
13.1.
3.
d
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7
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.10.0 MAINTENANCE
10.1 1 i, 11 1 i t'I'S ,%stctw. are %%arranted for a perioJ
F•t	 ,t, %.ar L;p.m dch^er% to the ultimate user.
C l,.i r:,,ns of tit,' %%,( ► r,111ty are given on the war.
t , on ;hie nl.rilual
10.2 I'	 i:tw .J, ,I that tfle unit be calibrated esen'
J.. a	 nlaulten,ilice tool ,u:d
" 1 ,, ;`t'ri,,'t, mice 't^i: lllar.tcleri , tics to
► ,	 l ,ir,a it iict%Y.ity, rei.il Mated ire.
1 is	 r (' .1tro , Voltage
3 lit Ini	 ,I( luct%' \ ' ,lital, e
10.3	 ' 	( (or location of the wtcrmil p„ten•
t	 t.	 ill it	 ni,l y	I"we	 ill 	 .niiu .t:,l
	 A
t ,
	 i i , u. ft .i-. JOHN I Lt. t^L. Mod..l
I , ..,, :t. ; 1^ r. • .lutit.i t,t. he.k item, I. l m:,1 . 'I'hk,
c	 ;	 i,tlueu.v ,mi Ile che,kcd by is Ir:tlu0nev
n ,	 "1., It 	 J(IIIN i A'KI' .\I, del 1 11 00 \ 1 or a
r 1 ; in p	 ill,tsi .pe I sil Il as 1'I K I KON I \
CAUTIONS
DANCFROUS VOI.T;IGFS EXIST INSIU1: THE
,11/.\'I I'i'.S I NC'LO.!'l,L'RE I1'IT11 AND 1i%10I0CT
THE i,\'!'('7 lIVE CORD PLUGGED  l.\ TO A
MATING, `,0URCE ONLY TRAINED PFR50N.
NEI. S110I'I i) ' 1 1?'F,1117 TO 5r;R1'I('E THIS
EQL'IE'.111'% i'
TIIE!^l: IS .`.'(? ISOI ATIO,\' TRANSl0 ;%',11ER .17'
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10A Accem to the ealibradw potentiomet ers is il-
lustrated in Figure 3.
10.5 Performance and Calibration the following pro-
cedure should be used:
Step 1: Remove the top cover as illustrated in
Figure 3. Do not remove the printed circuit
cards.
Step 2: Turn the inverter ON. The INPUT LINE
CORD SFiUUt,h NOT BE PLUGGED IN.
TO A SOURCE.
Step 3: INVERTER CONTROL, VOLTAGE - This
should be between 11.9 volt and 12.1 volt.
Measure this at TP3 on the INVERTER
CONTROL. CARD and, if nec-ssary, adjust
potentiometer RE50 to set to the correct
voltage (vse ,m as the commonl•
Step 4: OUTPUT VOLTAGE - Measure this b)
inserting the multimeter voltage probes in•
to the AC rece p tacle on the front panel. Ad-
just potentionicter KP91 on the INVERTER
CONTROL CARD to set the voltage to the
rated value.
Step 5: OUTPUT FREQUENCY - Measure this
by inserting oscilloscope or frequency
meter probes Into the AC receptacle an the
front panel. Adjust potentiometer RF54 on
the INVERTER CONTROL CARD to set
the frequency lit the rated value.
Step 6: Turn the inverter OFF.
Step 7: Plug the input line cord into an appropriate
source. The 'LINE PRESENT' and
'CHARGER ON' lamps should illuminate.
Step S: DC BUS VOLTAGE - With the inverter
off, mca :arc the DC bus (batter y ) voltage
at terwinels 11 + I and 21 - I on the REC.
TIFIER CONTROL CARD. OBSERVE
ABOVE MENTIONED CAUTIONS. The
measured voltage should be hetwet • n 145 0
volt and 87.0 volt. If the voltage is how,
note the exact value and set it it) 80,0 volt
by adjusting potentiometer RE2s. Let the
rectifier run for 60 minutes - antl then
check that the bus voltage has not increas-
ed, If it has, the hattery is taking charge
and has not yet reached a steady state
value. Should this occur, set the hus
voltage back to the• original value nowd
and operate the unit overnight. Repeat the
procedure after the battery is charged.
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FIGURE 3--CALIBRATION AND/OR REPLACEMENT OF CONTROL cincUIT BOARDS
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11 .0 BATTERY LIFE AND REPLACEMENT
11.1 file hattery is kept at float vil li .,c ift► I!y chi ► rgM)
under norn ► al operating condition.. Smce every
h,it:rry 11.1% a finite float h(v and c,rn only undergo a
hmitcEi number of dlsch, ► r t;rlcharg;r tytice it may
i)etoluc to repl.Icc: Ii. A u:at(ul lifetime
c,w!wt he pretimed I,cc.mw of the nun ► hct of
%,Irlable• 5 im ol% ed. such a; rate of discharge, depth
of dischar.;c and operating temperature The user
should d; to n ► 'nc that the battery needs replace-
ment when it tannut ptmer the inv erter more than
(A)" , (It It% r,Itk!J hatk uii time - after having been
ol ,
 iatid .It float t.)It,ne (ot more than It) lairs.
Itit t,)IIov m- pro.Ldtirc should be uwd (or
wp!a,t• mvw of the battery refer to Uigtirc 4).
Step I Unplu;; the inimt Ime cord and the ctitic.11
loatl..Mahe curt the imerter isnl'f' -„ (also
unplug; any auxiliary battericc ht in ►; us)•d),
Step 2 . Open the rear panel as illustrated ir ► fi;;urc
4 and rcm c%c the t\\o fuses Wl and 111.1
Step .t' Set the unit oil mile and re me the hv► t-
tery compartment Inote that ICIIIa;tcncnt
imoKes the entire %trin .4 ),f 36 cc11. aI ► d the
batl. • ► y case. rathet th,u ► imfi ttival I,c!1sl
Step d Detach the hatt • ., r)•
 Iuterconnettlnk ,
 t able	 .V
Step a Reheat tilt' above .)t I s rn
	 tn
install the nc\\• battcry
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FIGURE 4--REPLACEMENT OF 13ATrE RY
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12.0 REPL ACEABLE PARTS
12.1 In r_ot._Atation with the 17 a1 . tnry, some electrical
Parts may be rephi,:cd in the field, such ,►s the Kit-
tery section 11.01 and the printed circuit card
assemblies. Figure 3 illustrates the removal and
replacement of the caul assemblies. Various
mechanical patt y that might he p h ysically dotuagcd
n ►ay also be replaced tit 	 field - Figuro 5 il-
lustratee the temoval and replacement of these
parts. 'rabie 'L lists the rrplaccahle parts called out
in the exploded views of Flcures 3, 4 and S In addi•
tion to the SOI.A ELECTRIC part number, the Mini
UPS catalog number should also be referred to
when ordering spare parts.
ACCESSORIES
13.1 Auxiliary H;altcry Packs - The length of time the
Mini U ps s y stem will supply it lo. , J after the input
AC line has foiled is dctc• rimned by the i+attery
capicity land, of course, file ::mount of power
drawn by the loadl \onn,tl back-up tittles are
specified at rated load with the internal battery for
all models Should Ion t;er backup tittle he re-
quired, an external battery can lie connected to the
system. Each Mini UPS system has it fused connec-
tor to allow fur this provision. Re fer to SOLA
ELLC'TRIC AUXILIARY BATTERY literature for
Specific details
13.2 Battery Supl• l y iiig 1'o\vvt S4, iml	 lit 	 ap-
plications it is mw ,.,;.lry to h ave jilt 	 early
warnin g mi .awl that the s^ .tem is in the emergency
motto - and 111 . 1y shutdoc\ n dkw to discharged bat-
tot y A set of tto1 naally open contacts + ;+n be pto-
vided to mate %\ ith the user s circuits. Th^ .w con-
tacts clo y only when the inverter IN 1c tually
opera611 .14 .Ind the battery is tile oa t y sp ur-e o! 1)C
power. A 3•lernlulal phcmc• i.II k is u •,cd Ior sonar-•
lion to the usct ; circuits The corrc•spondulg
mating plu g; would lie of the tip, ring aml slveye
13 terminal1l fh • pe with 0 2.; inch slce%e diameter.
The sleeve is mitomalicall y earth grounded since
til t' phone j;1c k 15 111t11111ted oil lilt` chassis - Whirh
in turn iti vroumicd b y the input AC line cord flee
tip and ant; c• onnrct to the relay contac't .^, which
are rated 0 1:, aunt) at 30 VAC of 30 VDC
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FRONT PANEL SWITCHES (SHOWN).
Twenty switches for selecting the primary
terminal operating characteristics are acces-
sible from the ADM-3A front panel without
opening the case or removing power to the
unit BIT 8-0-1. PARITY-INH.
STOP-1 .2. DATA-7-8. PARITY-ODD
;EVEN. LOWER CASE/UPPER CASE.
AUTO. NEW LINE-OFF. PAGE-BL.
HALF/FULL DUPLEX.
COMMUNICATION RATE SWITCHES:
19200.9600.4800. 2400. 1800. 1200.600.
300. 150. 110.75.
NOT SHOWN: In addition to the front
panel switches, the PC board inside the
ADM-3A cast; contains 12 switches which
allow selection of various terminal operat-
ingg characteristics, such as: UC DISP-
U/L DISP (OPTIONAL). DISABLE-KB
LOCK. DISABLE-CLEAR SCREEN.
-SEC CHAN. END OF TEXT. END OF
TRANSMISSION RS232-CL.
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SPECIFICATIONS
DISPLAY
12" (diagonally measured) rectangular CRT screen with
P4 phosphor and bonded etched non-glare surface.
DISPLAY FORMAT
Standard. 960 characters, displayed in 12 lines of 80
characters per line.
CHARACTER SET
Standard 64 ADCII characters, displayed as upper case,
plus punctuation and control.
CHARACTER GENERATION
5 x I clot matrix.
REFRESH RATE
60 if/ standard.
NUMBER OF KEYS
fig (plus TTY control keys).
DIMENSIONS
1:3,',)" high x 15.6" wide x 20.42" deep.
WEIGHT
32 pounds. 14.5 kilograms.
POWER CONSUMPTION
70 watts at 115V ± 10%
ALTERNATE CONFIGURATIONS
(swit(h selec table - no cost)
CURSOR
Reverse block image of character over which it is positioned;
homes to upper left of screen (switch - PAGE). Underline;
homes to lower left cf screen (switch - BL ► .
DATA ENTRY
Data entry on progressive lines, from top to bottom (switch
= PAGE ► , entry on bottom line (switch - BL). Upward scrol-
ling of entice display with top-of-page overflow. Automatic
new lineal" switch-selectable. End-of-line audible tone.
COMPUTER INTERFACES
EIA standard RS232C and 20mA current-loop.
AUXILIARY INTERFACES
Extension RS232C port for interfacing serial asynchronous
ASCII hard ropy printer, magnetic tape recorder, or additional
data terminals.
COMMUNICATION RATES
75, 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 1800. 2100, 4800, 9600,
19,200 baud,
1 A A„
OPTIONS (at additional cost)
Display Format: 1920 characters, 24 lines of 80 characters
per I i ne.
Character'Set: Upper and lower case, full set of 90 ASCI I
characters (switch seiectable) upper case only; 10-key
numeric pad.
Refresh Rate: 50Hz with input power option, switch
selectable.
Transmit/ Receive Modes: "Answer Back" capabit;ty
with independently selectable transmit and receive rates
Power: 50/60 Hz 230 Vac ± 10 %.
TRANSMIT/RECEIVE MODES	 P. B. LOTZ ASSOCIATES
Fu l l and half-duplex.	 300 MAIN STREET
WORD STRUCTURE
	
MARIEYSVILtE, PENNSYlVAN1A 19436
Total word length 9, 10, or 11 bits. Data: 7 bits. Start: 1 bit. 	 PMONEs 215-256-9944
Stop 1 or 2 bits. Parity: 1 bit (odd, even, h i gh, low or none).
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